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Little

Deeds.

BY GEORGE

GOODWIN.

One little word, though uttered low,
In accents calm, and soft, and mild,
May set the heart of man aglow,

Or gain the friendship of a child.

One little word, though uttered low,
In accents proud, and harsh, and cold,

every

Captain,

May fill the heart of man with woe,
Repel the young, or wound the old.
Attended by the pleasant word,

May speak more loud than tongue can do,—
*T'is not the voice, the smile is heard.

One little look,—~ah, who can tell

May pierce the heart that loved you well ;—
A pang, a sigh,—that heart is broken.

4

Missionary Correspondence.
—

INDIA, Aug. 27; 1870.

There have been changes here since my
last letter was written, sad and suggestive
changes, too. My colleague,Dr, Bacheler,.
and family, accompanied by my youngest
sister, Ida, sailed from Calcutta on the 16th

inst., in the ship William Woodbury, for
Boston. This leaves only Miss Crawford
missionaries’ who were

here five years ago, when I joined the mission. Of those whom the winds and waves
are hourly bearing further from us I need
not speak, for they will soon be with you,
1 hope, to speak for themselves, and there
are graver topics pressing for congidera-

tion to-day.

While we miss them at every

no one wants

turn, we-are wondering why

to come for the places made vacant, and
whether this deduction of our field-force
means actual retrenchment in our Foreign
Mission operations. Long ago the change
that has now occurred seemed near at
hand,as our brother’s and sister’s health began to decline amid the duties and beneath
the burdens of their second term of séervice in India; but through God's help they
held on, hoping against hope, until it was
no longer wise or right to" protract their
stay in this climate. - Your readers will
recollect that, for more than two years
I have been beating up for volunback,
teers for this mission, in view of the failing

Did any one
health of some of our number.
think it a false alarm? Or did our brethren feel that the present staff of missionaries was good for a long time to ceme, and
there need be no spécial stir made about
finding recruits? A sad mistake that!
Men wear out in India,

the sooner our

and

churches know this the better. It issaid that
the divers in the Ceylon pearl fisheries are
short-lived,

and

no

And

wonder.

Carey

did not put the case wrongly, when he represented the missionary as going down into
the deep well of heathenism to rescue the
lost. Relieve me, 1t tell§ on life to work
for these sinners sunken in the terrible
depths of paganism. This mission-work
in India is a fearful drain on a man’s vital
power. When men strong-built for serv-.
ice, perfect

iron-clads

in

their

way,

like

Miller and Bacheler, are not proof against
this enervating climate, you get some idea
of what it costs in flesh and blood to keep
5
men in this field.

But did not our fathers count the cost?
And are the home churches disposed to
give up the mission as a bad ‘investment?
1 wish I could have taken the
such faint-hearted, doubting
morning, and led him out to
home of an earnest inquirer

visiting,—a

strong

man,

hand of any
brother this
the humble
whom I am

whose

Look at our Great
has

he

and remember all

done

and is doing for the redemption of the
world. Think of his life of self-devotion,
and his death on the cross. And then ask
yourself,—Am

disciple,

his

not

I

mind,

long darkened, degraded and distressed by
Mahommedanism, is now feeling after him
who alone gives light and life and peace to

has

been

the

same

work

holding

there,

idle and care-

become

own hearts, lest we

less in the Master's service.
There is another point I wish to make in
this conncction. Men, and women too,
come to India from
subject themselves to

like mis-

die,

suffer, and

home ill,

are

there

plentyof

people standing ready and eager for appointment. The Government service never
goes begging for men. The trouble usual1y is, there are more men than are needed.
In India to-day there are hundreds of Europeans who came here in quest of gain,
but who find nothing to do, for the Incrative places are all occupied, and a crowd
already standing on watch, waiting for
some one to die or be discharged, that they
« 5
may get his place.

But bring

the case

still. nearer

The United States of America

home.

has her rep-

resentatives in many foreign countries. In
the very heart of Asia, in many provinces
than India has
of the Pacific,
there exists a
be recognized,

of Africa, deadlier to whites
@yer been, and in the Islands
in short, everywhere where
government that deserves to

our country sends her envoys. American ministers have served their country, and have
sometimes sacrificed their lives in pagan
lands. But when was ever a Consulate in any
part of Asia or Africa left vacant without
a dozen candidates standing ready to fill it?
Who ever heard of giving up the American
Mission in Algiers or in

the

Mauritius, at

Constantinople or Point de Galle, for climatic reasons or on account of prevailing
epidemics? The fact is, men will have
money—and it is the pay that keeps up
these

foreign

outposts.

Women, too, rea-

son in the same way, for a downright
worldly woman is usually a trifle more
worldly than a worldly man. A Consul on
£4000 a year and ‘‘ allowances ” wouldn't
die a widower so long as the pay kept up,
even though he may have lost more than
one wife in a foreign climate. All goes to
show how strong a hold money has on
£
men.
And can not the love of Christ compete
with this love of money, when men and
women are wanted for pagan lands P The
love of Christ ! that is what we most need
for this work. Without it no missionary
can be sent to the heathen, and wi
better
every missionary who is sent had
not have come.

We pray

that thé,

love of

Christ may move our brethren [to send
hen I
some one at once to our aid.
natives
of
crowd
that
in
stood af the auction
and saw Bro. Bacheler’s property sold
piecemeal to the lighest bidder ;—Wwhen on
the following day 1 visited

the

blessing to all our

to continue the
year.

So far

a

and

at

empty, si-

lent house with its bare floors and bolted
doors ;—when in our prayer-meetings I
heard the dear boys and girls pray so fervently for that ship's company at sea, and
at a thousand other times, my heart has
found relief in praying that, whereas one
family has gone, two might come in its
place, so that our work might not suffer
loss.

churches,

series

of

Santipore.

and we hope

arrangement from year to
as I know,

all the

churches are now enjoying

mission

a good degree

of prosperity.

J: 1. P.

Chinese

Correspondence.

and

should I not be as ready and as intent in
his service as bad men are in Satan’s?
Do I hold anything too. good to devote to
him who gave himself for me? Would
‘not a little serious, even severe self-questioning of this sort often put to flight our
dark doubts and put to shame our meager
gifts? We need to be more strict with our

or is driven

The pain and grief one look has spoken —

in the field, of the

ever

sionaries, and I am disposed to believe in
a much larger proportion, because they are
not so temperate in their manner of life;
but we never hear of English rule or commerce being given up in India on this account. When a Consul or a civilian dies

One little 100k, if kind and true,

MIDNAPORE,

be he

sinner,

so guilty, may be saved.

too, sicken, and

Then let us guard our every thought,
Yea, every thoughtand every deed;
For, Pity’s lesson once forgot,
s
Some loving heart is sure to bleed.

plan of sal-

Then turn to the wonderful
vation, whereby

all the adverse influences of the climate,
grow sick, hasten home to recover health,
and then sail back again for years more of
hard work, and all for what? The short
answer is money, though there may be
much of worldly honor, distinction, position and power involved in this life of money-seeking. These Government servants,
these merchants, these sharp, worldly men
of many kinds, are here for money. They,

—

year,

special services with our church here, and
is about leaving for Jellasore to carry on

Coming at just the time when Bro. Bachhope of redemption. Consider what his? eler was leaving, our meetings were not
so well attended nor so encouraging in their
servants and emissaries are doing everyresults as they might otherwise have been.
where, this wide world over, to corrupt and
Still, we hope that the faithful preaching
crush the sons and daughters of Adam.
of the Gospel by our brother has not been
Oh, how fearfully intent bad men are upon
lost upon this little community.
These
blotting out the last trace of God's image,
evangelistic labors can not but provea
in which we were first created !

numbers of them,
across the sea, and

NOVEMBER

rent

——

an hour, and the dusk of evening overtakes

you a few miles short of the desired haven,
you can scarcely suppress a little anxiety.
Some have fled from attacks, in their sleep-

ing clothes, to spend the night among the
reeds” that line the banks, glad to escape
with their lives. It is not safe to spend the
night outside of certain barriers thrown
across the stream on either side of a city
or village, near which small gun-boats are
always stationed.
A friend who had tied np his boat with a
lot of others near a village, in what seemed
a safe place, was awakened in the night by
boat

had

of robbers,

He

found

his

been set adrift, and floated down

the stream some distance frbm the village,
and as his assailants were too many for
him, he thought flight the better part of
valor. He watched the boat from a convenient distance, and when the pirates had |
left with their plunder, he returned, to find
that they had overlooked his watch in
his . vest pocket. A worse fate has no

doubt befallen many,as there are a number who have gone into the country that
have never been heard from. We did not
dare

to

run

by

night,

or stop outside the

barriers.
If late in approaching one of
these places of comparative safety, we remained on deck with fire arms in good
order, and at hand, singing and shouting,
or firing a blank cartridge occasionally,
that robbers within hearing might distinguish between the foreignei’s boat and a
native's, for they are supposed to be shy of
foreign arms. Upon these balmy evenings,
with the new moon in the west, it is not an

unpleasant task to spend an hour watching
the twilight fade away, and the stars, one
after

another, come

forth

and

take

their

places. There is not much fear of pirates,
just enough to give a spice of romance to
the scene, and make you clutch your weap-

on a little more firmly, and shout and sing
a little more lustily. The sound of the gong
striking the hour, tells you a gun-boat is
not far away, and that the village, which
has seemed trying to escape from you and
fleeing further and further away, is at last

pear. Inside the barrier you can go below
and take your supper in peace, and without
much fear of disturbance.
What a motley group! Here are the foreigners,

who

are willing exiles from their

native lands, for the gospel.
Here are
their children, who have learned something
of their parents’ God. . Of the natives some
have

learned -to loye the Saviour,and

have

come out from their own people and joined
themselves to the people of God. To them
family worship is no new thing. Bat there
are others who for the first time hear of the
true God, or listen to his worship and
praise, yet they kneel respectfully while
pardon and protection are implored. Oh,
that they and the great nation of idolaters
they represent, might be brought to taste
the sweets of redeeming grace.
%
One

day

of

this

boat-life

is much like

another, and so with the cities and views
in this great plain. If you see one, you
have seen a fair type of all. As you approach Hangchow however, say on the
afternoon

of

four or five feet high.

On such oc-

casions the small boats are drawn upon the
bank high and dry, before the wave reaches
them. The larger ‘boats and those caught
by the wave are turned towards it, and
propelled with all possible speed. © When
the wave strikes the boat’s bow, it is lifted
for a moment high in air, but the momen-

the third day, the hills about

the city appear on the horizon. These are
the first hills you have seen since tho shores
of dear America faded from your tear-dimmed eyes many years ago, and you almost
weep for joy at the sight. One doomed tp
live in this plain sighs for his native New

England hills, as the caged eagle pines for

his native skies.
The city of Hangchow is on the west side
of the bay of Hangchow, and nearly surrounded by hills in the other three directions. . “Che city is enclosed by a stone
wall abont twenty-five feet high, and said
Brethren and sisters of the home churcbto be twenty or thirty miles in curcamferbeneath;
groaning
not
es, believe me, 1 am
ence.
On the north and east, outside of
the new burdens, for he who sends them
the
city,
are the ruins of extensive suburbs,
them
gives me sirength and spirit to bear
reaching
several miles along the grand
and
desire
heart's
my
with rejoicing; but
canal, which connects this city with Pekin.
deto
able
be
may
I
that
is
God
to
prayer
part of the city i a series
vote more time to the poor Santals in their In the southern
top of the highest you
the
From
hills.
of
present
The
jungles.
and
native hills
city and surroundthe
of
view
fine
pressure of station-duties must keep me at have a
line in the southsilvery
A
country.
ing
try
shall
I
home much of the time. Still,
to travel about some every month. . But, if west marks the course of the Tsen-tong

ping loungers.
‘ open-air

Read the Word, and begin

speaking.”

Don’t

on the field.

We can. not judge

fruit but by the

ground

‘it fell on;”.

least five fold ; a thousand services

near the city; though between

city
city

the

and the hills on the west, close to the
wall, is a beautiful little lake of clear

water, from the springs in the hills. It is
about a mile long, with a pretty island in
the middle. ' On the opposite shore you see
the yellow walls which surround the remains of the- summer palace of a former
Ewperor of China.
to be seen in this
wealth . was once
grounds

most

and

heap of ruins. Regal
lavished upon these

shores,

making it one of the

beautiful spots in the world.

works

are

now

in

ruins,

These

and the visitor

sees little besides the works of nature.
And that is not a little, for it is still a lovely
spot.

-

Rut
sun

while we have sat here writing the

has sunk behind the western hills, and

the kind missionary friends with whom we
are visiting, live away off there in the center of the city, wo or three miles distant,
where a warm welcome and hot tea will be
waiting us.
Iota.

|

this sowing
a

at

week

may well be held in the streets of London.
:
Such efforts should be systematic; time,
place, and text

arranged;

RETIREMENT

encouragement

and advice immediately within reach, and
communion promoted between fellow-laborers. Hence it is that a committee is useful, and, as a nucleus for others, a few are
regularly engaged as voluntary preachers.
?

afamous

SECRETARY

COX."

The Secretary of the Interior retired from
Delano succeeded to the vacant secretary-

ship the next day. The ex-Secretary seems
to have fallen a victim to a firm’ and, consistent adherence to convictions of duty.
Impressed with the urgent need of reforms
in the management of the Interior, he set
himself to
accomplish them;
but the
displeasure of political
managers was
thereby incurred, and he has consequently
felt obligedto vacate his office. Isn't it
possible to secure an Administration under
which an honest man can continue in office ?
Mr. Cox’s successor is the ex-Internal-

Trials of Aged
Clergymen.
An
Rev. Dr. Todd,

OF

office on Monday of last week, and Mr.

the

:

It is desired to multiply

Events of the Week.

of the

harvest is out of our sight; even the growdng of the seed the angels desire to look
into.

On the west and north the hills approach

it

thority P” say ‘* By no authority.” To use
the parish fire-engine indeed you must have
the keys, but any one seeing flames in the
street may surely call out« Fire !”
b
Thus handfuls of seed are weekly cast

passing under, raises the boat entirely upon
its crest unharmed.
very

call

« preaching ;” and if asked, * By what ai-

tum carries it on, and the wave quickly

There is little of its ancient magnificence

Bn

Some time since I gave you an account
of part of a trip to Hangchow.
From
Shanghai to Hangchow is about 150 miles.
Traveling in these slow, native boats, you
are about three days on the way.
Fear of
an attack from pirates prevents the boatmen from running by night. And if an
unfavorable wind or aught else detains you

the presence

water,

At certain

minister in the

Congregationalist church in Néw England,
has just resigned the charge of the church
of which he has been pastor for a long
time. In his letter of resignation, he sets
forth the trials of an aged minister. Of
these trials he says:
1. The first great trial is, of course, to
feel that he has done his work, is nolonger needed, and must be set aside.
The

Revenue Commissioner, and if may

be

in-

ferred thet he is pledged to the policy of the
President's political advisers.
THE NEW advERNOR OF UTAH.

The President has appointed Vincent
Vaughan to be Governor of Utah, in place

of Gov. Shaffe!, deceased.

Mr. Vaughan

was an officer in the Confederate army till
the close of the

war,

after

which

he

was

engaged in literary labors in Alabama.
His political disabilities were removed by
Congress at its last session, to enable him
to become Secretary of Utah territory. He
is a man

of more

than

ordinary

ability,

but it is feared that his limited political ex-

perience will make him less than a match
world no longer looks to him. When a for Brigham Young.
lawyer retires from public speaking, he can
A NITRO-GLYCERINE EXPLOSION.
go to his office and do office business.
The terrible power of nitro-glycerine was
Probably eight-tenths of all the law business in the Commonwealth is done in the exhibited by an explosion last week at
Fairfort, Ohio. A magazine containing
System in Church Work.
office. When a physician retires from visiting his patients, he can go to his office, about 150,000 pounds of this substance was
The great secret of successful pastorates and still carry on his consultations; but exploded, prostrating buildings, tearing up
and true growth in churches may be found when the minister has done public. speak- the earth, uprooting trees, and doing conin the idea of so arranging the Christian ing, he has no such resource. A trial this. siderable other damage,- besides causing
work undertaken,that every proper interest
2. It is a trial to stand still and see his loss of life. Such was the force of the exshall get attention,and every member have powers and faculties decay, and to know plosion that surroundit¥; villages suppossome fitting and regular service. By such that he ought to take joyfully this spoiling ed it to be another earthquake shock.
Where the magazine stood are now two
an organization and employment of forces, of his goods.
:
ponds of water, each fifty feet across and
almost any of our churches would add many
8. It is a trial to see his flock all turning
seventy-five
deep.
:
fold to their prosperity, satisfaction and away from him, as they ought to do, and
_ A WHISKEY WAR.
usefulness. The Stearns: Congregational following another shepherd. He reasons
It seems that the U. S. troops recently
church in Cambridgepoit seems to have that they are not turning against him, but
adopted a scheme of service that covers the the poor human heart is in danger of feel- stationed in New York city were intended
whole ground, and it is worthy of imitation ing that they do. Reason does not always for other purposes in addition to the proIt is given in the fol- sit firm on her throne, with her eye clear. tection of voters on election day. The
‘by other churches.
lowing circular. After securing a certain
4, Another trial is, that if the minister illicit whiskey stills situated in theV. Ward
number to serve on each of the committees has given his life to his appropriate work, in Brooklyn, which have for a long time
as he ought, he finds in old age, that he defied the revenue collectors and resisted
named, a circular was sent to each member of the church, inviting all to state on must be curtailed in many comforts to all efforts of the Government to break them
what committees they were willing to which he has been accustomed, and is also up, were effectually destroyed last Wednesserve. The pastor then preached on the in danger of dreading poverty, or of being day forenoon,by a force of revenue officials,
protected and assisted by several battalions
general subject, and other discourses are to a burden.
of U. S. troops. At first there was a sullen
Ii
is
said,
too,
that
usually
his
people
oefollow with direct reference to the same
cupy the first year of his successor’s life in resistance by the mob, but a bayonet charge
end:
1. COMMITTEE ON SUNDAY ScHOOL—To telling him the faults of the old minister. by the troops and the appearance of a battery loaded with grape and canister, soon.
serve as officers, teachers or visitors of fam- In this case I should not wonder if it took
persuaded them to retire, leaving the stills
two
years.
ilies.
officers..
These are some of the trials of an old to the disposal of the revenue
2. COMMITTEE. ON NEIGHBORHOOD PRAYAbout
twenty
establishments
were
seized,.
minister,
in
addition
to
those
infirmities
of
ER-MEETINGS—T'0sustain neighborhood
prayer-meétings, by attending, taking part age under which all must bend, as we see and altogether it was quite a triumph for,
temperance and the.law,
the streams of earth one after another dry
and providing places for them.
up,
and
feel
the
feet
grow
unsteady
as
we
THE CQNDITION OF THY. POPE.
3. CoMMITTEE oN HosprraLity—To canThe Italian king has issued a proclamavass the parish, to allow no strangers to shuflle down the hill of life. These trials
leave the church without a courteeus and you will, I doubt not, most kindly take into tion defining the position and privileges of
Pius IX. * His Holiness is to be entirely free
Christian greeting, as far as possible, to, consideration.
in the exercise of the ecclesiastical rights
visit them at their homes and introduce
A Chinese Sermon.
which he now possesses as the chief of Cathem to the people.
tholicism,
but all his political authority
4, CoMMITTEE ON THE S1CK—To visit them
The following discourse by a converted is abolished. He is to control a special teleat their homes, sympathize with them, ascertain their special wants and report to the Chinese tailor, with reference to the merits graph line and is to have full liberty to trav~
of Confucianism, Buddhism and Christiani- el at all times both in and out of Italy.
He
pastor.
accorded the honors of a resident foreign
5. CoMMITTEE
ON TEMPERANCE—To ty, is worth preserving :
A man had fallen into a deep,dark pit,and sovereign, and will be treated and honored
establish and maintain temperance organilay
in its miry bottom, groaning and utter- as such throughout the Kingdom.
zations among both children and adults.
The
ly unable to move.
Confucius walked by,
6. CoMMITTEE ON MONTHLY CONCERT—
Pope’s interdict against the erection of a
To collect and report interesting facts re- approaching the edge of the pit, and said, house of Protestant worship in the city is
specting heathen lands, and the progress of “Poor fellow, I am very sorry for you. continued, and consequently Protestants
Why were you such a fool as to get in
missionary work in the various fields.
will continue to worship outside the walls.
7. CommiTrTeE ON Music—To include there? Let me give you a piece of advice; ’ His Holiness is distrustful of the Italians,
if you get out don’t getin again.” A Budall who are willing to meet at stated times
seldom appearing in public, and is quite
dhist priest next came by, and said, ‘‘ Poor
for rehearsal, and to secure some who will
despondent at the turn affairs have taken.
volunteer to be present gt the Neighbor- fellow! I am very much pained to see It will be strangeif his dissatisfaction does
hood Prayer-Meetings and assist in the serv- you there. I think if you could scramble not set him to plotting for power again.
up two-thirds of the way, or even half, I
ice of song.
THE WAR.
could reach you and lift you up the rest.”
8. COMMITTEE OF [JSHERS.
The
surrender
of Bazaine is denounced
9. CoMMITPEE ON THE FEMALE PRAYER- But the man in the pit was entirely helpMEeeTiNG—T0 conduct it, attend, and to get

others to attend.
10. CoMmIrTEE oF RELIEF—To

provide

food, clothing and pecuniary ‘aid for the
poor, for missionaries and any others whom

less, and unable to rise.
Next the Saviour
came by, and hearing the cries, went to the
very brink ofthe pit, stretched down and

laid hold of the poor man, brought
and said, ‘Go, and sin no more.”’

him up

it shall seem a duty to help.

—

Lay preaching is far more extensively
practiced in England than in this country,
and the street preaching enterprise has been

latterly more actively pushed than ever.
The London Freeman quotes from the circular of the ‘‘ Evangelization Society” some
instructions to its preachers, which may
have an interest for laborers among our
own by-ways and alleys:
;

Receding from the idea of collecting

*‘ a

worshiping congregation” in the streets as
a necessary part of our work, we perceive
that the singing of hymns may be dispensed
with, and prayer very briefly employed;
more, in fact, to gather

the

audience,

and

to show the spirit of the work, than to con.
duct the praise or the petitions of those who
attend.

* Pulpits may be altogether

abandoned—

even a chair is not required by the best
preachers. The whole operation resolves
itself into this as the essence: In a crowded
alley or thoroughfare, converse with some

young, when I lov-

ed fame. I can remember the rosy dawn
of that young ambition. It was a very
sweet dream. But the weary years, and

the bitter

experience of thirty years of is-

olation and contempt, the anti-slavery labors of thirty long and bitter years ground
that weakness out of me. Those whom I
would once have loved to please have long
ago sunk into the grave, and to me success
and reputation are an empty word. AllI
care for

is, that these

are given us shall,

hours and woes that

if possible,

result in

lightening the burden of some unhappy cit~
izen, parrying a larger share of comfort to

the bald table of a poor man, sheltering his

head from undeserved peril, lifting him if
possible, to a wiser self-control and a more
sacred regard for his own rights and the

duties which he owes
And if by parties or any

to his

fellow-men.

other method we

can lift the seven hundred thousand of hap¥

Government

LE

pr

han
5

however,

by

which

the

in their

extremity.

The Parisians
are getting short

of rations,

and

Bismarck

cau'ions

them

against incurring the fearful consequenes
of continued resistfnce. Several Americans have escaped from the city during the
week,

chiefly

through

the

efficiency

and

firmness of Minister Washburne. The ars.
my of Prince Frederick Charles, relieved by
the fall of Metz, has been distributed in va-

rious places, the greater part having
to Paris.

Otherwise,

the

situation

come
is ma-

terially unchanged, efforts to secure an armistice having not yet succeeded.
AN ARMISTICE

AGREED

UPON.

Latest advices indicate that an armistice
of 25 days has been agreed upon between
Bismarck and the French, during which the
military status is to remain unchanged,

Paris may receive provisions, and a Constit~
uent Assembly can be elected and assem-

bled in some place agreed upon.

No terms

of peace ‘are yet reported, but it seems
improbable that Bismarck would graut an
armistice without them.

|

Y

x
3
¥
H

as a piece of

French seek to comfort themselves

Wendell Phillips said, in a recent political address in Boston:—There was a
time, when I was very

the Tours

Peat

treachery, it being affirmed that it was the
result of an understanding between King
William, Bazaine and the Imperialists, by
which power is to be restored to the latter
under the regency of the Empress. ! This is:
a mere invention,

After Thirty Years.

Street Preaching in London.

by

§

oy

them.

plate the awful depths of ignorance and superstition into which he has hurled the human family, as if he would bury its last

people. Let us heed their cry for help.
Bro. Hallam, our Evangelist for the cur-

several sails.

less citizens of this Commonwealth’one
single line higher in the level of civilization, the little round of our lives will] have
been most usefully and economically spent.

gossip-

NaeLng
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race.

much

whole time and energy to this interesting

are
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the

collect

whele amount, whether the paper is taken from the
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Communications.

they had met was

BY JOSEPH FULLONTON.

and so late as March

mind.

deceiving and being de-

pectation of selling

tage to the

The Bible names the various forms of sin,

been supposed to be described in Rev. 9,
by an angel falling from heaven, smoke
fromthe. bottomless pit and locusts with
stings of a scorpion. Mormorism eomes
of * deceivers,”

bring in

‘* damnable heresies:
THE

FOUNDER

.—HIS

CHARACTER.

Joseph Smith was a native of Sharon, Vt.,
born Pec. 23, 1805.

At

the

age of ten he

removed with his parent} to Palmyra, N.Y.
Those who knew him and the family have
testified that his reputation was bad. They
avoided honest labor,

were

untruthful, in-

temperate and suspected of theft. They
would dig for hid treasures, and were
otherwise visionary. Joseph was considered the worst of them. He had not brilliant talents, and his education was so
poor that he could neither read nor write
well. Of Arithmetic he had but little
understanding,

even

of

from
Mor-

of

the

Mormons.

parts

Then

to advan-

the

prophet

the duty of all

elementary

rules. He said he had visions at the age of
15. At the age of 17 he said an angel informed him that God had a great work for

It can not solace the heart in view

the retributions of eternity.

In consid-

eration of these things, none should be too

do you think you could fall asleep ?’

sanguine in their expectations of worldly
prosperity. - No dependence can be placed

‘“ An‘impulsive boy will most naturally
spurn the idea. In this case, you have at
once an opportunity of reminding him

upon

the

futdire.

Everything

of a transi-

tory nature is veiled in uncertainty.
have not the promise of life and health
a single day, much less the assurance
earth-born hopes will be realized.
But there are some things which
certain.
Death is certain. Besides,
hope of the Christian is certain. . It is

ter, he

faithful

right.

disciple,

said,

¢‘ His

As to anything else,

doctrine

I do

is

S. H. B.

not care

if he acts like a devil.”

gold plates, giv-

Sora =

3
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TE

ing an aceount of the dealings of God with

his hands by an angel of the Lord.
got stone spectacles, and behind

Cowdery

wrote it down.

the Book of Mormor,
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a blanket

drawn across the room so that others eould
not see him, read these plates, and Oliver
or

This

ORIGIN OF

was called

Golden Bible.

was printed in 1830.

'

Smith

It

:
THIS BOOK.

After this book was published,
and Mormon-

ism began to prevail, intelligent persons investigatd the imposture. It was found that
some had seen the substance of the work.
The evidence was conclusive that Solomon

Spalding, a native of Ashford, a graduate of
Dartmouth
College, became a preacher,
then retired from the ministry, wrote
tion, and while living in Conneaut,

ficO.,

““about'1811,. wrote the Book of Mormon.
He advertised to. publish it, and put itin a
printing office in Pittsburg, Pa. It was not

printed, but Sidney Rigdon copied it and
became a sort of teacher of it. The origi.
nal manuscript was returned to the family,
and after Smith's pretended translation of
the written plates, publicly compared with
it and found in substance the same. Some
passages of the Bible were thrown in, and
care was taken to have it said that Joseph
was a prophet.
A SECT

ual wife

business

Rigdon having got possession of a copy
of the manuscript, made a few proselytes.
Smith joined him, and both labored to disseminate their doctrines.
April 6th, 1830,

in

1843

and ‘44, and it

was the means of his overthrow.
Several
women were virtuous enough to resist his
advances, and exposed him. Among these

was the wife of Dr. Foster.

The

doctor

and others in like circumstances renounced Mormonism, established a paper in
which affidavits were published, exposing
the abominable conduct of Smith, Rigdon
and others. Smith and his party were enraged and tore down Foster’s printing office and destroyed

the

press.

After

a

se-

27,

1844.

They

were

ered the guard,

armed,

overpow-

and fired at the prisoners

through the windows. Hyram
Smith, a
brother of Joseph, was killed. Joseph
fought desperately with a revolver till it
was emptied of its charges; then undertook to escape through a window, but was
shot dead. The public atlarge would have
been better satisfied if the law had been executed in proper form instead of justice
being attempted by a mob, but as it was,
he died for

his

crimes,

Brigham

and

his

Young

end

was

was chos-

en first President, and became head of the
church, and
has continued such to this
time.
:
REMOVAL

TO

SALT

LAKE.

In 1845 the Legislature of Illinois repealchester, N. Y.
Smith was artful, and in ed the charter relating to Nauvoo city, and
some things gained the public favor. In the Mormons resolved to strike for the
that part of New York, the approach of the Rocky Mountains. They effected a removMillennium was believed. Smith adopted al in 1847. The place selected was near
the view, with the speedy conversion of the Salt Lake. They attempted a State organIndians and the final gathering of the saints ization, but Congress refused to recognize
in the interior of the country. Polygamy it, and organized a Territory by the name
was condemned in the Mormon Bible: of Utah. Of this,Brigham Young was apMasonry
was not popular then, and so pointed Governor.
Only the outlines of the history of this
Smith avowed himself an anti-Mason. Afterwards he became a Mason. But the people have been attempted. What has
sect increased slowly. Joseph Smith was taken place since Young has been a‘ the
Sufknown in those parts, and the imposture head, is perhaps familiar to many.
fice it to say that polygamy has become a
was seen through.
cardinal doctrine with them. Young has
° JOSEPH HAS A REVELATION.
30 or 40 wives. Many others have 3, 5,
In old times the Lord said unto Moses,
10 or more.
The commotion at times has
¢¢ Speak unto the people that they go for- been terrible. Judges appointed by the
ward.”
Joseph, in Jan.,
1831, avowed
U.S. government were defied or driven
that the Lord revealed unto him that he from the territory. In 1856 a judge was
should lead the people to Ohio. So they forced to adjourn the Court without delay,
took up their march and went to Kirtland at the point of a bowie knife. Troops were
in that State. It was avowed that the Mor- sent to enforce law and order, but from vamon Bible was higher authority than the rious causes nothing was effected. Young
civil law. Business therefore was done was removed from the office of Governor
very loosely. A Bank was set up without in 1857, by
President
Buchanan. He
a charter. Joseph made himself President blustered and said he would be Governor
and Rigdon Cashier. The peeple accused unless God should tell him he need not fill
them of other fraudulent dealing, amd in the office any longer.
It is alleged that the Mormons number
March, 1832, these two men were set upon
in the night and treated to a coat of tar in all 130,000. But every plant that God
and feathers. There was an increase’ in has not planted shall be rooted up.
numbers, and in 1832, Brigham Young, a
native of Whittingham, Vt., joined them.
Uncertainty of the Future.
He became a preacher,and at length was ordained-as
one of the twelve apostles.
In
Earthly hopes and prospects are uncer1836, a ¥arge and costly temple was finished and consecrated at Kirtland.
Mis- tain. No one knows what a day may bring
sionaries were sent to New England and to forth. That which is within our grasp to' Great Britain, to gain converts. But in day, may to-morrow be beyond the reach
the midst of success their Bank failed. Jo- of mortals.
Man looks forward to the fuseph did not need a revelation, but with ture with bright hopes, expecting to derive
Rigdon fled in the night to avoid arrest. from the world satisfying pleasures. BrilThey went to Missouri, and finally made a liant ideas ofthe future enliven his imagstand at a town ealled Far West.
ination and fill his spirit with enthusiasm.
At different places in the State they were When the period arrives in which he expectaccused of plundering and burning habita- ed to see his bliss perfected, he is perhaps.
The invisible
tions, and of secret assassinations. The overwhelmed with grief.
people made
. war upon them. The Mor-' hand of Providence has overruled things
He now
mons were defiant, threatened to spill the different from his expectations.
last drop of blood of those who should dis- sees that disappointment has lurked in
turb them. They armed themselves, the every prize, and that his fairest prospects
The avenues to
militiaof the State was called out, some are forever blighted.
were killed on both sides, the prophet Jo- wealth have been closed, friends have
seph and Rigdon were arrested and put in proved treacherous, and death has entered
jail, charged with treason. The militia the social circle. The accumulated ills of
overpowered the Mormons, and they life have gathered around his brow, and
agreed
to quit the State, This they did, he feels himself to be a man of sorrows.
and went to Commerce, Illinois. Smith Every alluring prospect has proved a phanthey organized a sort of a church

at Man-

broke jail and joined them. This was
about the year 1838.

The opposition which

suggest the preparation of mind and

heart

would

remain .true to him;

placed

. .Theology and Faith.
LP

—

and

timely discussion

of this :somewhat

the study and the closet. There is something thoroughly life-like in this account:
¢“ Aunt Mercy, you must know that our
Sunday school can not boast of many experienced teachers. We are mostly young
things, young Christians,too ; and we have,
oh, the brightest and sharpest

little

intel-

lects in our classes that I care to try to
instruct. We
were just driven to hard
study of the Scripture lessons by the
shrewd, searching quastions of our little
scholars. For a long time, about fifteen or

tom,

How

vain, then, for man to expect unal-

teach

more

a Bible Dictionary,

efficiently

than

Encyclopedia

re-

ligious knowledge, and the October number of the Teacher. All of these books
were frequently consulted, and the analysis and exposition of the lesson seemed
to me to be accurate and complete.
*“ And now, Aunt Mercy,” said

Edith, as

the study-hour ended, ¢‘ the Teacher
us the" Golden Text, the central
and the topic for meditation, but,

gives

thought,
alas! it

does not give us the ¢ how to-teach.” ”
|.

¢ Does

not

furnish

the

teachers

with

brains and hearts,” added a young man.
‘Tact and talent, rather,”

‘ My dear,”

said

Aunt

Mercy,

gently,

“will you give, for example, one of these

intuitions of

in the

The girl turned deadly pale with
tensity of her emotion,

the io-

as she answered—

be

re-

stored to health of body and mind, and

re-

turned to us as he once was.

I pray

con-

stantly for this; but I can never add, ¢ Nev-

ertheless, not my will but thine be done.”
Her

father

is

in

the

asylum,

insane,

though not hopekdssly.

right,

his instincts of

girl with

tears

trembling

on hér

dar

lashes.

:

“ And such a solemn and

awful

‘“ My dear, was there ever a

time

when

dearest and wisest of fathers.”

¢ And he pitied you in all your

distress-

es, and would suffer no grief to come

nigh

you that his loving care could prevent?”
“Always.
He lived for me. He would
have died for me,” sobbed the girl.

“Idread to bring it
They are all wide-

awake,

specimens,

rather

fast

with

no

great sympathy for or appreciation of intense feeling, in any direction, I fear.”
“J am sure you are unjust there,” said

Aunt Mercy.
treat your boys

*‘In teaching this lesson,—
as though

you

accredited

each one with at least an intellectual comprehension of the terrible extremity of the
man, Christ Jesus, in this hour of agony.
Appealto their imagination: Use quick,
terse, incisive language. Lead up their
emotional natures hy a supposed case, in
which some one of the boys shall be the

subject of the drama.

In six well-chosen

sentences you can make every boy feel,
the extent of his nature, the awful

of the first watch with’ Peter

sons of Zebedee—the longing

sympathy

and

helplessness

and

to

sadness

the two

for human
expressed

in

the plaintive words—‘ My soul is exceeding

sorrowful, even unto death,’ and the request that the three dearést to his heart
should watch with him, while he went a

little farther on, and agonized alone.
At this point, ask one-—thus—‘ Jamie,
if your best friend were

in such

almost overwhelming, be sure, that

last, he will send an angel

at

the

to strengthen

you, as he sent one to strengthen him.
There can be no Gethsemane for any of us

so bitter and so
Lord’s.

awfully

desolate

For, thanks be to

us the ‘victory
Christ.”

through

God,

our

as our
he giveth

Lord

Jesus

At this pause, the gray-eyed young lady
started the hymn in which,
at once,
all
joined,

Come to Jesus—come.

Plead His Passion—claim His merit—
Come to Jesus—come.
. Daily bring your wretched load,
To the Lamb of God—
Trust the love that stoops to bear it,
Come to Jesus—come.”

dire

dis-

at Utica.

He

baptized

her

instructing a Baptist minister how

to perform

the

peculiar

denomination.”

ordinance

of his

=

Selections.
. Father . Hyacinthe’s

Position.

When Father Hyacinthe was the hero of
the hour, he wrote a letter saying that if
the Great Council of his Church at Rome
should not be truly free in its deliberations,
he would not accept its declaration of Jopal
irifallibility,

but

would cry aloud and

con-

tinually for a council which should really
represent the Church, and whose voice

tion,

love,

little.

There

publication

The momentary silence that followed the
singing was broken by a young girl who
said that the charge of our Lord, to watch
and pray, was harder to receive than his

own

example of submission.

* For,” said she,

‘“ we can not be always watching and praying, and just because we can not, it seems

t6 me that we are, I at least am,

always

falling into temptation.”
* Aunt Mercy replied to this very seriously:
‘‘ The great importance of the injunction
is evident from the time at which it was
given.

If, in that

awful

hour,

the

Lord

thought it worth while to pause from his
own absorbing conflict to utter this caution,
and to imipress the duty of ceaseless vigilance and prayer, how all-important must

watch and pray.

that we

Itisthat

can

not

always

we

will

not.

Ask your pupils their belief on
ject.”
:

this

sub-

another

bade

As

one

and

of unity and

May Father Hyacinthe ?

Hyacinthe

instinct,

may

declare

that

the

and

yet

remain

a member of the

Church, may not every other member do
precisely the same thing? And what then
becomes of the dogma?
And what need
then of any council for any purpose? 1f
the

individual

member of

the communion

may decide for himself that the doctrine of
infallibility is contrary to the gaspel, he
may surely decide for himself upon every
other declaration which his Church may
make.

:

Father

Hyacinthe will probably find that

when he laid aside the robe of his order
he laid aside the authority of his Church.

The prelates in the Council who opposed
the dogma have either assented to it or
will assent to it, ‘or they will hold their
ositions,

as it were,

under

false pretenses.

f any bishop, for instance, should say
to his people what Father Hyacinthe says
in his letter, that the Council had overstepped its powers, thatsits declarations, conse-

quently, were without authority, and that
he repudiated the doctrine of papal infallity,

he

would

undoubtedly

hear

from his

official superiors.
But the good Father
Hyacinthe no longer, as we understand,
exercises ecclesiastical functions; and the
Church leaves him severely alone. As we
said last year, he had but three courses
before him. He must either be reconciled
to

the Church, whiclf

of

Nye

would

be the last we

hould ever hear of the former fervid orator
Dame,

or he must lead a schism

"his Church, or he must leave the fold in

in

which

he

reared, and which he loves

was

with the enthusiasm of a sentimental and
passionate ‘nature.
ol
He has not chosen either, but the choice
is made for him. If he remains nominally
a member of the old Church, itis as a prot-

estant against its most solemn and universal
modern

act,

and a protestant upon princi-

ples which subject the whole authority of
the Church to the inquisition of the individ“Man,” he says, in speakual judgment.
ing of the Council, ‘has been powerless
to procure the triumph of truth and justice.”
And he appeals to God. - But is not the
Church o Bis affection divinely directed ?
If in 50 momentous an act as the declaration

of the dogma, if in the Great Council which

has brought the ecclesiastical ends of the
earth together in the historic capital of his
faith, God has not influenced the Church,
where can he be expected to do go? And
if

the

another

Dr. Tyng on Baptism.
Sp
§ Gs

A writer in the Boston Post says that
the Rev. Mr. Chrystal,—an Episcopal clergyman,who has been baptized in the Greek
Church, and believes in immersion as the
true: mode of Baptism,—applied for the
use of the Rev. S. A. Corey's chapel, on
Murray Hill. The writer goes on to say :—
“Last Sunday, while Mr. Chrystal was
waiting for an’ interview with Mr, Corey,
Dr. Tyng stepped in to see the chapel,
as it really coutesis the palm with St.

and im:

Father's

council

cry

could

be

heard, if

should assemble and undo

the work of the present, and other fathers,
with all the sincerity of Hyacinthe, sbould,
in turn, repudiate its declarations, they

must be justified by him as he demands
justification, and thus, upon his own principles, the great assumption and authority
of his Church would be overthrown.
The

choice,

we

say,

is made for him.

Father Hyacinthe stands upon purely ProtIf he were able to turn his
estant ground.
pure and flaming zeal to the leadership of
a schism, he would hardly fail to become,
like Savonarola, an historic figure, But he
is of too gentle and tender a nature. And
as yet it is doubtful if he sees the scope of
his own protest.— Harper's Magazine.

man who lives by policy is like a
The
sailor in'a gusty day, who has a foul wind
against him, and must tack about to reach
first this point and then the other, and
makes but slow progress after all in the

direction which he wishes really to pursue.

But the man who has the life of God, and
follows the way of truth, is like the steam
vessel which plows its’ road siraight on,

wind or tide notwithstanding.

Why needs

it to tack? It bears its force within itself,
and is not dependent upon the extraneous
circumstances of winds and waves. Happy is that man who is in this condition.
&

h!

end

of the Church must be au-

who may?

Father

.

you profess to get your

an

doctrine of papal infallibility is repugnant
to the spirit of the gospel and to human

concrete union of Theology and Faith,—
the fusion of method and life. Here is
the ground of harmony, their purposes
blend.

at the East, where

For if that liberty of judg-

be reserved to every member,

doctrine

faith,

ears and mouth with water, and half
strangling the candidate. Instead of that,’
It was half past nine,and the friends took said the doctor, ¢ you should do as they do

their leavé.

to

But if he renounces such a claim for himselt, does not he immediately re-assert it
when he declares the conditions upon which
alone he will receive the declaration from
others? Is he to be the judge of the freedom of the Council? May he properly
insist that the decree shall be made unanimously, and that the voice of lees than the
whole is not binding? Or, leaping over
forms and conditions, if the individual

Character is the

face upward, filling their eyes,

is

The

that is, of fossil precepts,—and the using
of them up; if this ideal be rot spent, it remains in the brain.” Theology is dead
when it is not idealized by thought and realized by faith; ¢it remains in the brain.”
Together, these sisters of the mind and
heart will carry life and inspiration to the ut-

merse them

He asserted his

ihe decision of his

thoritatively pronounced by some body or
by some person, and in some way. If the
pope and the cardinals and the bishops,
in universal council, may not declare the

accumulation: of remembrances,—

into the pool

against

there is, obviously,
harmony.

sphereof religion. This is no time in the history of religius development to stop thors,
and decry or deny the importance of theology. The river must have a spring,and
every living tree its roots. Doctrine influences faith and action. The abuses of belief
have become its shame and injury. Religious beliefs require the touch of a fluent
faith. Says Baring Gould,—¢‘ldealization

down

judgment

ment

“Let knowledge grow from more to more,
But more of reverence in us dwell,
That mind and soul, according well,
May make one music as before,

lead people

his first letter, his position

of the Church.

George's for gorgeous decoration. Mr.
the need of these have been! Had. these Corey mentioned that Mr. Chrystal was
grief-worn and weary disciples heeded this waiting for him in his study, and stated:
warning, it is possible that they might not his purpose. Dr. Tyng said: ‘You Baps0 soon have all forsaken him and fled. It tists dons know how to baptize. You
is not, my dear,

of

Church.
And it is not a plea to urge that
it was not, in his opinion, a real decision

is a

!

not to be considered bind-

is essentially Protestant.

presumptuous boldness of theological statement which is offensive. We can not touch
the stars, nor lay our finger on the moon.
We are finite. Let the searcher for truth
prove what he can, and then bow reverently before the Infinite.

is. the

therefore,

ing, but the dogma is in itself monstrous,
and therefore to be rejected.
The difficulty with Father Hyacinthe's
sition as a member of his Church is, that
it puts him outof it. As we said, upon the

Theology must be pursued reverently, showing our belief that God is great
and man is small; that with much getting

8

o

church

Church,

3.

ter most parts of character.

lesson,”:

added a’ young man;
before my scholars.

complete.’ It is well
Dr. Judson engaged

Burmah were introduced into the church.
It was an interesting sight to see old Dr.
Tyng down on his knees in a Baptist

science.
|’

of knowledge we know

you could not trust that father’s love?”
asked Aunt Mercy.
“ Never, never ! He was the best and

a

gray-eyed girl, who, as I knew at a glance,
possessed both of these.
¢¢ It is such asad lesson,” sighed a young

be

Baptists. Dr. Judson defended the practicg
as Eastern and Apostolic, and said it was
the mode in which all the converts in

and faith, Jf he can not shelter his
sense of duty better beneath the new roof
he has chosen, then he has no right to
move into the new position. Sheep are
led unwittingly ; but god-like human reason obeys only the intelligent voice of con-

possibilities ?”

“ Do you mourn a sinful spirit?

suggested

should

in the style described by Dr. Tyng, and
it gave great scandal to the old line of

we

of

hand

himself to Fanny Forester she was a Presbyterian. She was baptized by Dr. Judson

;

But vaster.”
‘“ Yet neither by his living nor his dying |
could he have procured for you the grace
4. Let the modern thinker be fearless.
used to do. But we have so little experi- of salvation which your Heavenly Father
Truth can never contradict itself; that is
ence, and some of us'need ideas, in every has provided for you by the gift of his only impossible.
We
Truth can never die.
direction, I fancy, and ever since you ar- Son.
If he spared not his own Son for bring our stones for the palace of the kingrived I have been longing to ask you if yoursake, is there any possible warrant | dom ; if they are poor and worthless, God
you will not come into our meeting and for doubting his love for you?”
*
Yet he will not
will not allow tiem place.
help us. Don’t shake your head. You
¢ Oh no, no!
Ido not doubt his love.”
condemn honest bringing. ‘We do not be.
have had so many experiences, under such
¢ My darling,” said “Aynt Mercy, so pity- come the servants of any unjust authority
differing conditions, too; oh, you can do so ingly, ¢¢ that is just what you do, and what while we relate ourselves closely to divine
much for us, if you will only consent.”
each one of us does, when we refuse to
light. The scoff of any man is little,comOur Edith’s eyes were as eloquent as her submit all possibilities to his unerring pared to the shame one must feel in fearing
words. Aunt Mercy, everywhere and al- providence. = Ask yourself, ‘Am I willing “to utter what he believes. It is a slavery of
ways a helper, was won; and on last Mon- to be led by my Maker and Preserver, or the worst character.
day night, was accordingly installed as do I choose rather to let go his hand and
5. Theology must be sustained persistleader of the class.
direct my own steps? If you are a disciple ently. That is, the investigator should beBy a strategy that need not be explained, of Christ, there is but one possible answer. lieve that there is always something more
I obtained a corner in the parlor before Just here is the comfort of this blessed to be learned, that every new morning
the company assembled, and as no one in- example of Jesus. It was not his will to marks a different day from all preceding
timated that my seat was needed, I re- suffer all that must.come upon him
to re- days.
To persistently seek truth is to contained it. The class this evening numbered deem’a fallen world. Had it been, he would tinually develop. Every result is the crafifteen—two
students
from the Theo- not have prayed—*‘ Not my will be done.’ dle of a new investigation. Clews come in
logical Seminary near by, with their wives, He trusted in him who sent him. Ile sub- the hands of every fresh fact and last know]three young gentlemen and seven young mitted his will to the will of his Father. edge. Science pledges herself for a lifeladies, beside our Edith.
The lesson was The hour in the garden was’ the supreme work, and that theology which is plastic
No. 42 of the Nat. S. S. Teacher’s Series, hour of his mortal life—the agony of that and living invites continuous modification
being St: Matthew’s account of the hour in midnight watch, the supreme agony of his
and growth. Expansion is the climate of
Gethsemane. 1shall not detail the pro- life previous to his Passion. As disciples
religion, wherein the graces, principles,
cess of study. The theologues had their of Christ we must follow, his example.
As
and aspirations. which belong to her are
Greek Testaments, and upon the center- he yielded implicity, so nxust we yield im2
blossomed.
table lay Cruden’s: Concordance,
Lange’s plicity. But,
dear friends, though your
which the earnest
methods
the
are
Such
Commentaries, Mimpriss’ Gospel Treasury, struggles be sharp and long, your sorrows
mind will pursue in theology,or the mental
doubtless

One

forshead, and the other

the immersion is
known that when

worn

words:

water.

on the

placed on the back of the head, and then
the candidate gently pressed forward until

—

theme, in the following

to baptize’,

pocrisy in me to try to instill the Golden of moral responsibility.
By our individual should indeed be authoritative. Now that
Text into the minds of my pupils. I can- views, we stand or fall. It is a great thing the dogma is declared, the Father promptly
not receive it myself. I believe I am a to withstand the lures of novelty, to refrain repudiates it, because, as he says, he is 4
Catholic and a Christian. But his protest
disciple of Christ, yet I can think of pos- from becoming a voluntary martyr, to shun is leveled not only atthe declaration, but
sibilities in which I could not, could not the sly snares of eccentricity. Every stand at the dogma.
Not only in his judgment,
say—* Not my will, but thine be done.’ ”
taken by a thinker must be a home for his was the Council not free, and its declara-

¢ It is my will that my dear father

which needs to be carried to the class from

vere contest, they were arrested and lodged in jail at Carthage. The people were
exasperated.
Some in Missouri, especially,
twenty of us have been in the habit of
remembered what they had suffered by the
| meeting at our house on Monday evenin gs
Mormons.
They were the principal ones
to study the lessons, and have grown much
who came to the jail on the night of June
interested in our Teachers’ Meeting, and

that of a fool.

FORMED.

him under

d

wy

kneel,and you have but a little way to place .

den.

that it was to Peter the Lord put the ques-

This is the

said the doctor, getting down on his knees
in the center aisle. ‘Let the candidate

that it was Peter who had thought that
A writer in the Lass number of Old and
though all men should forsake the Mas- New, closes a very fresh, vigorous and

We
for
that

Studying the Lessons.
It has been seen that polygamy was prohibited at an early stage. But about the
A female correspondent of the Interior
ancient inhabitants of America,
was in the time of arriving at Nauvoo, Smith had inis
sending to that sheet some very readable
earth in Manchester, N. Y., and with them duced a number of females to become his
and
suggestive papers bearing upon the
were two transparent stones having silver spiritual wives. His wife was jealous of
bows, which being used as spectacles, the these rivals, and the church, thinking this work of teachers in the Sabbath school.
plates could be read. At the age of 21the would be against its honor and prosperity, We extract the following, as likely to Jar
C=
professed that these plates were put into’ opposed it. The prophet pushed the spirit- nish needful hints on the proper
ment of a Teachers’ Meeting, as Ps

him to do; that a record on

authority.

tress, in view of certain suffering soon to Aunt Mercy ¢¢ good night,” I fancied that
come upon him, and should ask you to each one felt stronger, braver and more
watch here in this room while he went hopeful, becalyse of her helpful words, in
yonder, into that room,to pray for strength, this study of the lesson of Jesus in the Gar-

are tion implying the ‘gentle rebuke,—‘ What,
In considering the requisites needed at
the afterall your boastful loyalty, could you the present time by the theologian and the
:
like not watch one hour?
religious mind in gny position of life, we
‘“ Do not dwell upon this. A touch’ and are claimed by five, as follows:
an anchor.to the soul, both sure and steadfast.
The trials of life, and even death .atone ate often more effectual than a lec1. Faith must be proved, and supported
itself, do not blight the glorious prospects ture. Allude to the dear Lord's sweet carefully. By/that, I mean applying all
of the Christian. He who lives humbly compassion in the words close following the proofs, calling all the witnessess, letbefore God more than realizes his expecta- the rebuke—* the spirit indeed is willing, ting no téstimony escape. Some searchers
of bearing arms, and he was also first tions. Not a datk cloud obscures his pros- but the flesh is weak. Draw attention to for truth close one eye, on purpose that
President of the church,
pects. Having a friend in whom he ean the charge to watch and pray. Do not, I they may sce only so much as they desire.
In the mean time he professed to have place the most implicit confidence, he is beg you, discredit the ability of your boys. , -Others let truth slip’ through their fingers
received a revelation, that a large temple cheerful, “€#Q rises above the afflictions of If youdo, you prevent your. usefulness. by negligence. Use the scales. Weigh
Boys
know
when you underrate them, evidence.
i ‘
for the Lord should be built. The people life.
Avoirdupois is as good in proof
were to give liberally for the purpose, and
Those who wish to fix their hopes upon and when you play shy of them; and I as it is in business. Not by the surface,
also to work on its walls every tenth day. something permanent, are recommended assure you, my dear young friend, that but by ‘he substance and weight, ought we
In the revelation requiring them to build to place them upon that Being who is immu- what the Peter, and James, and John of to judge things. Do not jump at concluthe temple, a hotel was also embraced for table,~—the same yesterday, to-day, and our Lord's day comprehended, the Peters sions; there is plenty of time. . If, working
the residence of Smith and his descendants forever. He is ableto perform what he has and Jameses and Johns and Sams and Joes carefully, the searcher does not reach all
forever. The temple was commenced in promised. Those who trust in him have of our day can equally comprehend.”
that hie feels needful here ‘isi this life, the
wl bend, and meet
April, 1841, and the work was carried for- no occasion to complain or murmur; for * ¢ Your enthusiasm inspires me,” replied Divine Intelligence
¢ [ feel as if I had a new him nearer in other
ions, It is un-'
ward with great rapidity. Joseph had al- he confers innumerable blessings upon the the young man.
revelation. You have made me see that christian, unscholarly,
ilosophical, to
most unlimited power.
But it ‘is well fo soul that lives in the full enjoyment of
this is my work, and woe is me if I do it be careless.
jury
are needed
Judge
an
his
love.
,
amid
the
uncertainties
of
inquire at this stage what his character
;
in matters of
is one Friend in whom we not.”
less in our courts tha
was ?- There is evidence that he was some- this life,
An earnest-faced girl now spoke with some
truth.
times profane. Brigham Young, his most may repOse entire confidence, withotft the
vehemence and said: ‘ It will be sheer hy- 2
least #6ar of disappointment.
Couscientiously, that is, with a senge

to assemble there and build a city. Smith
laid out his land in lots, sold them to great
advantage, became rich, a city of some
thousands of people soon sprang up. A
very liberal charter was obtained for the
Mormons, the prophet became Mayor, and
also commander of the Nauvoo Legion,—a
military force made up of about all capable

ous characteristics,and Mahommetanism has

that

other

Lad a revelation that it was

false doctrines and delusions,and condemns
them.
The Papacy is specified in its: vari-

general heads

present year,

AT NAUVOO, ILLINOIS.

ceived.” 2 Tim. 3: 13.

the

23, the

A gentleman who was a large landholder gave Smith quite a tract, with the ex-

‘ But evil men and seducers shall wax

‘¢ false teachers” and those

as

loyed bliss in this changing, fleeting world.
It can not afford any true happiness to the

i

“under

construed

4 Mr. Hooper, Delegate in Congress
Utab, in a speech in defense of the
mons thus construed it.

Mormonism.

worse and worse,

of course

persecution for the sake of their religion,

prs

How fair its outward face!

This footstool of the eternal throne
Shines with a royal grace.
The heavens smile in celestial calm ;
The air is sweet with wondrous balm;

mate

Oh, not on far, unmeasured hights
The walls of jasper glow ;

they can get a constant influx of life from
God. So powerful is this divine energy
that one glance of the soul into the realm

So uear the
pearly door invites,
That angels come and go.

where are the sources of life, will counter| act the - thousand trials incident to its

I feel their presence all serene ;
‘With heavenly
port and radiant mien
They walk with us below ;
And One, above the seraph’s sphere,
Reigns with more glorious presence here.

resent

O Star of mortal night!
;
How deign’st thou on our earthly way
8b to reveal thy light!
O King once crucified, for whom
This little world had lack of room,
How stoop’st thou to our sight!

;

And lies transformed to love and praise.

~

*

When Christ unveils His face ;
If jngels by the golden stair
Their radiant passage trace ;
‘
If joy to rapture soars, and sings
Her Sabbath song with heavenly things,
From such a holy plade,—
What must the eternal Sabbath be,
Before the throne, O Christ, with Thee!
o —E. Elizabeth Lay.

Analogies of Nature.

in is more important than the without, and
controls it. Sap ‘makes the. leaf, the flower, the wood, the bark; but how shall we

the existence of sap, unless we penbeneath the bark? Blood not only
color to the complexion; it makes
and hair and nails; but how has this
discovered, except by close inspecand patient thought,—by
looking
x,

Now open other doors, and look farther
and farther. Whence comes the blood?
From the food we eat. Whence comes
the food? From the animals and vegetables of earth. Whence come they ? Krom
water and soil, sunshine and air.. Whence
come these four important substances?
They result from the combination of certain primary elements, Having
ascertained what these primaries are, and what their
we

have

reached

the

so

truth

ipvigorates

soul,—as

the good or bad condition of the body
depends upon the quality of the blood, so
the nature of our mental exercises, as
good or bad, is dependent upon the character of our thoughts. If our minds are
habitually exercised with spiritual, elevating thoughts, they will produce a spiritual,
healthy state of character; if they are fillea
with thoughts of an opposite nature, opposite results will be. produced.
And as
the blood receives its nature from the artieles

we

eat, 30

our

thoughts,

to a

shirt and

vest

to

the

laws

by

man.

~ MRS. WINSLOW’S

the

body.

had

predecessor;
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driven

his

as Emperor,

externals of the

Hence, if we

the nature of the

depend

tree

sap,

and

upon

the sap is the

the soil

production of the soil, and

natural

is dependent upon the chemical elements
which compose it, so reading furnishes
thoughts, and thoughts influence character,
As a man thinketh in his heart so is he.
His character receives its hue from his
inward spiritual exercises.
To a spiritually-minded man Nature is
a panorama of religious ideas. The.leuves
and flowers teach him profounder truth than
does Botany. The stars send down a light
into his soul undreamed of by undevout
astronomers. The rocks are ponderous
with

great

religious

mountains, gemmed

. oaks and

ideas.

The

mighty

with dew, ‘begirt with

cedars, and crowned

with

snow,

present themselves befora him as majestic
statuary, carved by a Divine band, and
rendered
symbolic of various scriptural
tcuths. In the murmuring of the rivulet
oquence of the vanishing
and the sile
hear the solemn

cloud does ha”

admonition,

«We are passing away.”
As teachers of religious truth, if we form
the habit of tracing the religious analogies
of Nature, we shall seldonf- be destitute
of appropriate and interesting illustrations

of Biblical subjects;

and if our scholars

are trained to this exercise, they will be
furnished with a source of unfailing entertainment and instruction. In more senses
than one, Nature will be fo thema book
of many leaves.—FEx. and Chron.

The
We

all

Source
know

of Youth.

a

—

here

and

there, men and

women who seem to be always young.
We meet them at a certain epoch of their
lives,

and after years of great changes and

toils,and various-experiences and discipline,
we meet them again, expecting to find
them worn and discouraged—in a measure
overcome

in the war which they

have been

waging. On the contrary they have the
mien and port of victors; what we call

trouble has but made them strong; and the

its brave fight aginst its
soul, in making
enemies, has gained firmness and-fineness,
reserve force, independent vigor‘and vital

power, just as the body gets muscle and

Angelo, which grew up around the tomb of
Hadrian, has become the last refuge of the

inmates of the Vatican.

your pet

more

Outside of it chaos.
and
been

Holy Father is in abeyance,
ity of the
the rule of Victor Emanuel has not yet
established.
A few scores of Roman officials and
dry devout Catholics, living at some
from the spiritual center, may

tance

attempting
.to

of their unfailing belief in right, of

their untiring

.

defense of what

men

call

WANTED—($225

by the American

regret

if you

it?

Abolish one

A

Knitting

mankind

MONTH

Machine

Horeover,

the iron-

ist may think that human destiny

follows a

further or

BEAUTY

change,

but

all over the

of an incubus on progress and an anachronism in politics, such as the States of the
church have now, for many years become.
York Times.

|

Seeming

and

—

not a wilfull interpolation, but a necessary
product of the time; that whatever was put
back by it was put back divinely ; that you
cin not dreak the continuity of history, being yourself but one of the links.—Atlan-

the Real,

W—

$20
Address,

.another has been examined, [ have
‘Wonderful
to exclaim,
compelled

are

thy works, O Lord!”
I have felt how different things really are
from what they seem. Will you spend a
moment or two with me while we examine
some of God’s handiwork?

breathes before us. The creature’s back is
guarded with armor similar to that of a
tortoise ; its limbs are perfect; its feet are

can see the move-

We

armed with claws,

ment of its mouth, the twinkle

of

eyes.

its

to Preachers.

to

put

is

A liviag, breathing, perfect organism
that seeming bit of dust.
A fragile insect is placed beneath the
lens. A moment ago it was floating in the
air, bringing no thought except a reminder

it,

o'their

as

well

such

LAMB
* 6m30

as

mower;

and when he got clear 0’ him, there was a
man with the Clipper, who made out his'n

the best, jist as

clear;

and

come

we

then

upon the Buckeye, and there it was agin;
there warn’t anything like that. But when

Now

we see it to be a

A drop of blood
behold! it is a tube!
lo! a wonderdrawn by a needle’s point;

ous revelation of millions of globules!
Well said the Psalmist, ‘I am fearfully
and

made.”

wonderfully

As we turn away from the microscope,
let your thoughts take what form they will,
mine take that of wonder; and Prominent
above all is this,how beautiful must everything be in God's eyes!
How different things must be to him from
what they seem

to us!

How

marvelous

is

this world of God's creation! Can we wonder as we read, “And God saw everything that he had made; and, behold, it
was very good?’ Ah! we can form no
conception of the beauty of creation as it
exists in God's sight. We move every nioment surrounded

by wonder and beauty in-

conceivable ; and when, on rare occasions

we obtain glimpses of the hidden marvels
“O
of creation, we can not but exclaim;

Lord, how manifold are thy works! in wisdom hast thou made them all: the earth is
\
full of thy riches.”
This

great

Creator

fellow-Christians.

is our Father,

Let «us,

then,

think of the works of his hands,

dear

as

think

we

also

of the perfect workings of his providence.
Things are right in his dealings with us,
howsoever inscrutable they may seem to us.
«What thon

knowest

not now,

thou

shalt

know hereafter.” Wonderful as are the
revelations of the microscope respecting
physical objects, these shall be equaled,
possibly surpassed,by the light ‘which shall

and where one man’s wealth
neighbor's.

promotes his

The soldier wastes
fights his shadow.

his strength

who

Promises make friends, but it is perform-

ance that keeps them.

ty.

in all points,

of ten thousand desires, makes a wise

chase.
!
The fireside is a school of infinite

pur-

impor-

tance; it is important because it is universal, and because the education it bestows,

being woven in with the woof of childhood,
giveg.form and color to the whole texture
of life.
Those who doubt the blessing of religion
because they can find no Christian who is
perfect,might as well deny the existence

of
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BLASTIC SPONGE MATTRESSES,
PILLOWS
CHURCH,

ROW,

H.,

@ COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE.
pf his Machine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck, quilt, cord,
ind, braid and embroider in a most superior man=
ner. Priceonly $15. Fully licensed and warranted
! for five years, We will pay $1000 for any machine
that will sew a stronger, more beautiful, or more elas-

MELODIES,
AND

Mrs. JOS. F. KNAPP’S

37 PARK

N.

to $250 per month, crehere
male and ,
fe23875
£1 male, to introduce the GENUINE IMPROVED

THE

Atand Near Home,

geo, 111.; A Corbin & Co., bankers, New York city; B.
S. Wolcott, President Hanover Insurance Co.,
N. Y.3
1st National Bank, Richmond, Iad.; Perry & Co.,

'

fee

tates.

CE

Grey & Dewey, Boston; 1st National Bank of Gene

AMERICAN

Manchester,

do.

LITTLEFIELD & HAYES, Druggists
Manchester, N. H , Proprietors;
i

street, Chicago.

LATHAM

SACRED

To occupy

Than any other Sunday School Book published

causing

& CO.,

QUESTION

Also, for the NEW

Mo

Hon. J. Y. Scammon, Chicago; 2d National Bank,
Chicago; Nash, Spaulding & Co., Boston; Harding,

Sleowds

Ameri

FOR

BOSTON,

Chicago, Illinois.

)

Price per pack
oan Catarrh Remedy cannot cure.
age $1.26, (two bottles.) For sale by all Druggists.

NEW

three fold

REFER BY PERMISSION.

self, a code

of morals for one’s self, a religion for one’s
self! By their nature, these things can not
‘be private.
Opportunity presents herself to every
man at least once in his life, but always in
disguise. Some are so fiercely occupied in
hunting her that, when she comes and
stands close by them, they do not recognize
her, and she passes on.

There

Standing Cure

the Throat,

At this writing, August 20, 1870, it has been less than
eight months before the public, and the sale has been
enormous for a new article.
Wherever a dozen goes
many more soon follow.
1t recommends itself; one botue, Often selling a gross.
rice
One
Doliar per bottle. Sold by all lead!
gists. Send for a
y
ing Drug
General Agents: Weeks & Potter, Geo. C. Goodwin
&
., Burr & Perry, Boston.
John F. Henry, 8 Collége
lace, New York, General Agents for Middle and Western

other book like it. Approved by
and all the leading papers.
to Agents ever before given. Our
a sale in every family. Address, at

ORDERS
|

Corner LaSalle and Madison Streets,

the sun because it is not always noonday.
A rule of conscience for one’s

are

FOR

Bow, N. Y., or 148 Lake

BLOCK,

SABBATH

cures

VABIEL RAY OF JIC STEEL PENS.

&

FOR, THE

Catarrh

A. L. Chesley,46 Hanover street, Manchester, N. H.,
says so, under a statement of March 28, 1870,
Cured of Catarrb, Hacking
Cough, Pains in the Ba
Kidneys, and Lame das
?
and
Rufus Merrill, a well known elderly
gentlem
city, testifies to the above.
y: gentleman of this
We might five certificates by the thousands of the same
import,
but
they take up too much space. The originals

1y27

;

Contentment ig a pearl of great price,
and whoever procures it, at the expense

curing

in back, loins, or wher=

Years’
iu

Double

GRAHAM,

standing army in time ol peace.
“Judge not,” saith the Lord; the justice of which is obvious, in a world where
there are no innocent to judge the guil-

D.

Sore
ena:
Throat, Tioadache
Headache, hy Catarrh. , Cured d by Constitution: ol

“Jock stitch” (alike on both sides, )and is fully
licensed.
The best and cheapest family Sewing machine in the market.
Address JOHNSON, CLARK.& CO., Boston,
Mass., Pitts.
burgh, Pa., Chicago, Ill. or St. Louis, Mo.

and

pecuniary

60,000 COPIES

hile

says that it did for him what

0

ANTED—AGENTS, (20
per day) to sell
the celebrated HOME SHUTTLE SEWING
MACHINE.
Has the under-feed, makes the

40 entirely

property for others, wa take half the
sponsibility for half tue profits,

Albany, N. Y.; D

mar 8chool,

excellent

to farmers,

once tested,

J. W. GOODSPEED
Ib

We guarantee to purchasers of our property

Pa.; C. 0. Libby, Dover, N. H,

If there were no trials to endure, the
grace of God would be quiescent,and like a

'

37 rME

12 to 15 per cent. per annum; thatis,at the expiration
of one; two or three years, we pay back the principal
and 12 or 15 per cent. interest per annum, if the pur:
chaser then prefers that amount of money
to the
property he has purchased, we, of course, ta ing
the
property upon paying the money.
The time’ and
rate
per cent. agreed upon at the time of sale in each case.

8, MAJOR

WANTED

every land. No
over 100 Divines
The best terms
new plan insures

KNITTING M ACHINE M’F’G CO.,
313 Washington street, Bsoton, Mass.

ROOM

Physician.

with Droppings

os

A grand theme, and the grandest book of modern
times. . All History analyzed from a new stand point.
God rules among the nations..
An OPEN BIBLE in

3m37°

PERRY

M.

TA highly respected and influential citizen of New Boston, N. H,, testifies to the above.
A
John 8. Hayes. formerly teacher of the North Gram-

:
GOD
IN HISTORY.

Real
Estate securities, at 9 and 10 per cent. per annum, the interest payable semi-annually.
We invest on joint account, that ie, in purchasing

this last man heard I had one to home, he
stopped off short, ’s much’s to say: * No

|,

I Feng yf
bought of you gives perfect satisfaction.
or 8 bushels per hour; in fact, it is just the thing for
one.
without
be
should
None
farmers and feeders.
ISAAC BARKLRAY,” _
A@~ Send for Circular.
J ID WEST, General Agent,
81
40 Cortlandt 8t, New York.

allow

on two and

I consider it a boen

P
but one opinion—it is a success.
JOHN B. BOREMAN, Regent Ky. University.

:

place Money uponloan

IRON—

I am perfectly

It also makes

8 bushels of corn per hour.

Graham flour.

it will be indispensable when

AGENTS

flat

NAPHEYS,

Weakness of Kidneys and Pains in Side and Ba
Twenty years’ standing, Cured in Two Weeks by Kot
than a Hoitle, 4 Catarsh Cougs, s0 bad as to Prevent
ghts, unless
Catarrh
Snuff w.
Cured with One Bottle,
Si
5 perhgnually ied,

of corn = hour.
Yours, &¢.,
THOs. H, BATE.”
«The
Union Grist and Feed (now Empire) Mill is
all that you represent it. It will grind with ease 6-te

wonderful

circular,

CAST

Yours &c.,
R. M. PALMER.”
“MONROE, NY. May 10, 1869.
“J, D. WEST— Sir: I have used my
No.3 Empire
Mill to my entire satisfaction. I run it about 100
revolutions, and ground handsomely 5 to 6 bushels

"FIFTEEN PER CENT.
GUARANTEED.

We

kind o’ need o’ wastin’ talk on you.”
«There's another lesson for you,” says I,
thing of wonderous beauty ; its wings are a “Parson.
It seems to me you waste a good
emnet-work,
fine
of
texture
s
marvelou
deal o’ powder on a good set o’ folks, déaantenna
its
;
skill
exquisite
broiderea with
cons and such; but what you want is, to
are marvels of mechanism; its eyes contain save up your talkin’ strength to warp in the
remyriads of lenses of perfect symmetry,
outsiders.”— Hearth and Home.
flecting prismatic colors.
the
on
pe
microsco
the
through
We look
smallest bit of human skin. How beautitul
Varieties.
is the shining, scaly object! A fine hair;
———

of mosquito-stings.

that. knits

faster.

satisfled with it.

LAMB
KNITTING MACHINES
in
se, sold on their merits, with little ad-

only machine

IRON—not

and it ground that somewhat

Samples sent free,

H. B. SHA W, Alfred, Me.

York,

revolutions, and I think I ground about 15 bushels of
corn per hour. I then ground corn and oats mixed,

once,

and cheaper than any other.

machines,

a

HOME!

BY

J.D. WEsT— Sir: I worked my No. 4 Union Grist
Mill, (now the Empire Mill,) with two horses. at 160

& go. Méranali,
md

wherein the Lamb Machine is superior

ther’d be a lookin’ up in meetin’-house matters.”
« Astonishin’ how they do talk. Therejwas a,
a man with Wood's Mower would ha’ made
you think there never was

AT

England

tarrh,

NICHOLASVILLE, KY., Feb. 18, 1869.
H. C. SANDUSKY & Co.—-The (Empire) Mill I

seamed work, narrowing and widening on each. Every Family should have one.
Send for SAMPLE STOCKING and circular showing

:
———
Ard Isaid to Parson Bolles: ¢ Parson,
if you pulpit folks could set off godliness,
those fellows set off one

look through the maguifying medium, and,
1)! the seeming bit of dust lives and

MADE

new articles for Agents.

12,000
The

er folks had
a mind

can
We

DAY

vertising.

and show how it would work well, wherev-

We look upon the glass beneath the lens,

and there is a tiny object which we
scarcely see at all with the naked eye.

Hints

A

and

MANUFACTURED

This mill is WROUGHT

A SALARY

sell our new

ioveniions, Address M. WAGNER
ch.

OF,

of strangling, Cured.— Dizziness, Pains in Side
‘Weakness of Kidneys Bnmediately Relieved,
— Sys!
Seemingly Made Over New by Uuse of One Bottle.
So says Capt.Joseph George of Manchester, N, H.,
a long cer.ificate, dated April 25, 1870, Ex-Gov. Smyth,
ex-Member of Congress, Morrison, and Geo. W. Riddle
testify that they know Capt. George to be an honest,
square man, whose word they believe.

and is case-hardened so as to run for years without
injury, It works with less power than any other,and
less expense, It has taken the First Premium at the
State Agricultural Fairs of New York, Virginia and
Kentucky—the only ones at which it has been exhibited.
“BROCKPORT, N. Y., April 10, 18¢9,

OF PAPER,
OF BINDING,

of $30 per week and expenses, or

a large commission, to

'H.

A" Cough’ of Twenty-Five

of New

TYPOCRAPHY,

AGENTS

GEO,

New

And Sold by Agents everywhere.

Agents! Read This!
PAY

FOR

LIFE

every weakness of the system,
ever there is any.

EMPIRE

y

T. NELSON & Sous, 42 Bleecker, 8t., N.Y.
EWILL

OR FEMALE,

ONSTITUTIONAL
CATARRM
REMEDY.
CERTAIN
CURE
FOR WORST
CASES OF CATARRH, and all diseases of the Mucous Membranes connected with skin, liver, bladder, kid=
neys, and the like. Cures by building up the Constitution. 1s the result of thirty
years practice of a leading

& CO,, TROY. N. Y.

The Empire Corn and Feed Mill Company

Extent of Varieiy both of Sizes
and Styles.
All the respectable Book Stores keép them.
Sole Agents for the United States,

only perhaps em-

MALE

produce near-sightedness.

appli-

CORN & FEED MILL

And

course ; that Luther and Protestantism were

The

OF

WANTED,

Testimonials,

IBLES

QUALITY
EXCELLENCE

barrass and delay. By shaking the tree
you do not ripen the fruit, but may cause it
to fall untimely to the ground.
Goethe
thought shat Luther had put back for 2enturies the cause of human Jprogress. The
error here lies in not perceiving that these
very agitations are a part of the prescribed

upon

How made from Cider, Wine, Mo
lasses or Sorgham, in 10 hours with
For circular address F. I. Sage
ga using OF
8.
Vinegar
Maker, Cromwell, Ct.
Sely

Ceo

6m28

Low-

ThisBRAVE, PURE Book is the great success of the
year,
055,006 have already been sold. It still sells with a
rapidity quite unpreeedented.
Agents all agree that
they make money faster selling it than any other. Much
first-class Territory is still open, Send at once for paamplet, &c. Address, GEO. MACLEAN, PUBLISHER,
3 PHILADELPEIA, NEW YORK & BOSTON.

VINEGAR.

on

All atthe

WOMAN:
BY

80 t 26

Are everywhere celebrated for

was like

JONES

ORDER.

PHYSICAL

on hand and made to order. Made of genuine Bell
Metal (Copper and Tin.) Hung with Rotary Mountings, the best and most durable ever used.
WARRANTED SATISFACTORY.
;
cation to

FURNITURE
TO

41

ACENTS

BELL FOUNDRY.

Large Illustrated Catalogue sent frce

INDO
A
uf

sed w

est Prices.

MOY, N. X.—A large assortment of Church,
Academy, Fire Alarm, and other bells, constantly

HE

MO,

OXFORD

lose

prescribed course, which all our fussing,
our conventions and legistations can ‘not

world, will certainly rejoice at the removal

— New

reform

sundie- tumbles on the other.

The majority of the subjects of the Pope,
demoralized as they are by generations of
a medieval system of misrule, and the

of popular. freedom

what

trying to seat a drunken man -on horseback; you help him on one side and he

the fall of the Papacy as a temporal power.

friends

but

gainby

TROY

CURTAINS

CHURCH
on hand and MADE

ONE MACHINE WITHOUT MONEY,

OLD ESTABLISHED

CHAMBER AND DINING-

FURNITURE.

LACE and DRAPERY
SHADES. Also,

All others are base imitations,

BOBTON.MASS.,or ST. LOUIS,

evil and you start another.
Luther, when
he saw what a wide door of abuse the Reformation had opened, said, with a sigh, that

come again, for the patriarchal author-

has

measure,

than you

ROOM

TROY BELLS.

~The Open Bible,

red blood by‘ manly action. Other men
and women lose faith and lose heart; they
lose the enthusiasm of their early years,
and what is worse they lose belief in that
day make plain to us the ‘needs b%”
enthusiasm; but these of whom we speak one present sorrows. “All thy work shall
for
ive »
nothing of youth except its froth;
raise thee, O Lord! and thy saints shall
wine of their nature grows richer
the rio
less thee.”—Christian Banner.
from age; not one chord of their harmonious inner life is strained or broken; the [
years ‘have only been to them as skillful
For myself, said the great Spinoza, I am
tuners keying up one note and modifying
certain that the good of human life can not
another, till all discord has disappeared.
for one
What is the secret of the clear eye, and lie in the pessession of things which,lose, but
to
the smile around the lips,so frank and joyous man to possess, is for the rest possess
alike,
What is tbe rather in things which all can
that it is almost infantile?
secret

alike on both sides.

AGENTS
wanted to sell the beantifa
Photograph
Marriage
Certifii
cates, For terms, send stamp to CRIDER & BRO.
Publishers, York, Pa.
3m35

he declared the Papal States annexed
the Kingdom of Italy, and kept the
starred Pope a close prisoner in Paris
five years. Restored by the Congress

including ‘PARLOR,

For further pasticiiare address THE WILSON SEW:
ING MACHINE CO., No. 656 Washington street.
Boston, Mass.
.
:
ly48

pe

GENTS

by

L. BR. BURLINGAME,
DOVER, N. H.

.

AND NEAR WEST STREET

UPHOLSTERY GOODS

LLD.

ToAgents to sell the celebrated WILSON SEWING
"MACHINES. The best machine in the world. Stitch

50

poses earnest advocacy,but earnest advocacy is denied to him.
He is not advocate,

b..D.,

Will be sent prepaid

$2000 A YEAR AND EXPSENES

Sold by Druggistes throughout the world,

Irony of characteris the negative and polar antithesis of moral enthusiasm.
All
the advantages are wanting to it which
moral enthusiasm gives. This ironest is
not an eloquent man.
Eloquence sup-|

Consul, he reinstated Pius

First

As

the outside wrapper.

—>

grest

desire a healhy spiritual growth, we should
receive into our minds nothing but healthy
spiritual ideas. We should be as careful
concerning our spiritual as we are concerning our material larder. Our reading has
a more powerful influence upon our character than many imaging.
Similar analogies are suggested by sap,
the vital fluid of the tree. As the fruit and
all the

Dos!
186

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup,”

Having the fac-simile of ‘‘ CURTIS & PERKINS”

THOMPSON,

Price, $1.

12 CORNHILL)

‘FURNITURE

0st, on receipt of price, by

greatly facilitates the process of teething, by soften
ing the gums, reducing all inflammation—will allay
ALL PAIN and spasmodie action, and is

Irony ef Character.

y Josepn P.

ne vol, 12mo,

NO,

Offer for sale a Fine Assortment of

or, the Biblical account of Man’s Creationtested by Scientific Theories of his Origin and Anti.
$y.

AT

OPP, THE COMMON,

AN: IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:

FOR CHILDREN TEETHING,

The vie-

;

LOTH ROP & CO., Boston,

whose Stock is one ofthe LARGEST and BEST Selected in the United States.
:
41tf

SOOTHING SYRUP,

degree, receive their hue from the books | I have lately looked at many objects
tic Monthly.
we read. Ideas are to the mind what arti- through the microscope; and, as one after
been’
gles of diet are to

Messrs. ID.

of

on the throne from which the Republic

(FORMERLY

all orders direct to

but blessed are they

VI.

will find it for the advantage of their Schools to send

NOW AT 157 TREMONT STREET,

SUNDAY SCHOOL BOOKS

at

worn

but judge. That man will never power“The Bible in the Public Schools.”
to | ally sway the popular mind who sees both
ill sides. On the other hand, the earnest advo:
Wanted, Book Agents.
for cate can never move him, the ironist.
of There is an intellectual rampart between
him and the popular speaker in whom is no
Vienna, to nearly their original dimensions,
He comes to despise eloquence,
the States of the Church remained intact reserve.
till 1859. In the beginning of that year seeing behind the fervid outpouring nothBERG, 1. D.,AUTHOR OF THE JESUITS,
they consisted of twenty Legations and ing more than the sentimentof the hour, - REV. JOSEH
CHURCH AND STATE, &C., &C.,
Delegations, with a population exceeding and noting how the cup is emptied with the
CONTAINS OVER 100 ILLUSTRATIONS.
At the close of 1860, the speech.
three millions.
A work of warning lessons from History on the
From want of moral enthusiasm it would great
city of Rome and surrounding country,
Bible question before the people.
Every friend
not be always safe to infer want of faith in of the Free School System wants this great work.
with four subordinate Delegations, conInexperienced
Agents
earning
as
high
as $30 per
taining in all a Fopusiion of about seven numeanity, or want of interest in human
ay.
:
remained
that
all
were
thousand,
weal.
‘Bhe
ironist
may
believe
that
natural
sa-Prospectus
Books
free
to
Working
Agents.
hundred
Send for Circulars.
Addresss
to own the temporal power of the success- growth, not violent change, is the way to
accomplish that end,and that every attempt | :::. TWIN CITY PUBLISHING COMPANY,
ors of St. Peter.
:
Lock Box 410, Pittsburg, Pa.
Even this is now sliding from their grasp. to anticipate the natural course of events
The State prison called the Castle of St. retard the growth of good. You may carry

end in this

the

according

par excellence, as the ‘patrimony
The Romagna, Bologna,
Peter.”

ally.

direction. But we have not reached theend
of the subject. There are certain great
moral truths connected with it, which we
should endeavorto evolve. For instance,
as blood nourishes and strengthens the
body,

the

caused the death of a noble

Oar

Rome; Sabina and other districts came in
turn during succeeding centuries, till the
possessions’of the Sovereign Pontiff covered
an area of eighteen thousand square miles,
and held a place of no mean importance
among the principalities of Enrops. Napoleon made wild work of the Papal States,
as he did with the mass of Europe gener-

g

the works of creation. They should look
at these works not only with an observant.
eye, but with an inquiring mind, and they
will find them prolific in illustrations of
religious truth.
ature is fall of analogies,—of moral
resemblances. Many natural facts are nothing more than the drapery of spiritual
tcuths., Nature is a divine revelation. It
reveals more than at first sight is seen.
Sight perceives only the surface. Introspection reveals something deeper. The with-

nature,

must,

known
of St.

Oe

Sunday school teachers, in the preparation of their lessons, should
avail themselves of the assistance offered them in

within ?

improvement.

is

tim is crumbled to dust; he who so cruelly
SURH TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.
inflicted that wound is also dead.
He may
Depend ups it, mothers, it will give rest to yourhave
sought
forgivness
of
God
for
that
deed,
who keep up such an illumination within,
selves an
that the building is glorified till the very and have died a pardoned man; he may
be to-day in glory with Jesus; we know
RELIEF AND HEALTH TO YOUR INFANTS.
moment of its fall.—<Christian Union.
not; but the mark of hia sin is left.
We have
put up and sold this article nearly thirt
Sin leaves its mark behind; although vears, and CAN SAY IN CONFIDENCE AND TRUTH of it
we are forgiven and saved, it remains a what we have never been able to say of any other
medicine—NEVER HAS IT FAILED IN A SINGLE INThe States of the Church.
fact that we sinned, and the mark remains. STANCE
TO EFFECT A CURE, when timely used. NevThe shirt and vest are still a silent witness eer did we know an instance of dissatisfaction by an
—
fn
one
who
used it. On the contrary, all are delighted
of that man’s wicked act.
its operations
find speakin terms of commenThe States of the church grew by a
It is glorious to be saved after many sins; with
dation
of
its magjcal effects and medical virtues. We
‘The but how much better to be saved and leave speak in this
process of gradual agglomeration.
majter ‘ WHAT WE DO KNOW,” after
years of experiemce, AND PLEDGE OUR
REPUgift of the father ot Charlemagne was no marks of our wickedness behind us. .
TATION FOR THE FULFILLMENT OF WHAT WE HERB
increased by the addition of Perugia and
O ye young, be saved in your strength, DECLARE. In almost every instance where the infant
Spoleto from the great Emperor himself. do not wait till you are wrecks yourselves, is suffering from pain and exhaustion, relief will be
in fifteen or twenty minutes after the syrup is
Benevento followed as a donation from ‘and till you have left a terrible mark where found
administered.
Henry III. of Germany, and Matilda, of you were wrecked; you may die at peace
Tuscany, earned the everlasting gratitude with God and abide in peace with him; | oe.Full directions for using will accompany each botof the church by endowing the Popes with but the mark shall remain to witness
Be sure to call for
Viterbo and Civita Vecchia, which were against your folly.—Cong. & Recorder.
[3
.
.
odies

Earth is transtigured while I gaze,

If such the glory earth may wear

temporary

nature, fall to decay;

O Sun of the eternal day!

know
etrate
Fives
ne
been
tion

inert matter, by keeping in line with

God, it is forever supérior to matter. These
men, then, who never grow old, live where

he unfolding of the eternal gates,

Connecticut Historical Rooms

Colonel Ledyard whenhe was so wantonly
slain by a British officer.
is,
He had gallantly defended Fort Griswold
at New London,and when obliged to surrender his sword, the officer who took it plunged it into the brave Ledyard’s bosom.
The
vest and shirt show to-day the cut which
the sword blade left. There they lie before
you, the cuts gaping open, which strongly
impresses you with the fact that beyond
them was a similar cut in the flesh, which

its source, independent of chance or change.
Insomuch as, direct from God, it can ani-

Earth is a holy place;
My soul in solemn rapture waits

—

Inthe
Hartford,

pc
Fe

How still the restless world has grown!

Geo. W. Ware& Co.,

en
§ G——

Ee

Wr

Superintendents

hs =

—
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and all Euyers of

Clergymen,

Sin Leaves a Mark.

romance?
Is it not because they live on a
plane so high that they are able to get at
first hand, constant supplies of life from
that spiritual realm where youth is eternal ?
‘The divine essence which we call soul, is,
so long as it keeps in communication with

Christ.

_

9, 1870.

3

with

NOVEMBER

ad

Sabbath

STAR:

of

Mr. Burr. It should be in every Freewill Baptist
Family and Sabbath School.
PRIOR, $1.00 for a single copy, postage paid. A
larger number will be sent at 20 per cent. discount,

801d by us after this date at the same priceas realized
by us on their sale,
All marketable Securities taken in payment: free of
Commission and Express charges.

HENRY CLEWS & CO.,
32 Wall Street, New. York.

FOR SALE BY
Cash,
Doyer, MH,
CALVIN HALE,
the person ordering paying the postage or express. 4 H., HALEY,
age. Order at once of
of whan pamphlets and information niny be obtained
LR
BURLINGAME, Dover, NE

RS

A

MORNING

el

THE

\

(3
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@he Hlorning Star.

a reason in them for a careful self-scrutiny
and a more prayerful and conscientious

NOVEMBER

All communications

Surely a Christian may desire to learn from,
a cqnscientious friend,

measures to make it something

sometimes

{ EDITORS .

T. DAY,

GEORGE H. BALL,
a

9, 1870.

seems

even

designed for publication
and

all letters

E—

The year draws to its close, and our
XLV. volume approaches its end. Two
months remain before Jan. 1... We desire
to accomplish much for our readers during
that period, and to have them do much for
ice in behalf of the Star.

so we have

And

plain

few

a few plain things to say ina
words.

It willbe a great favor, and relieve
us from not a little embarrassment, if the
1.

many who are indebted for the paper, in
larger or smaller sums, will forward the
amounts due atonce. Money has been less
plenty than at some other times, we know,
Re

.

and so we have patiently ‘waited until the
aggregate sum owed is large and needed.

we

believe

patrons, and

our

We have faith in

NP

that they only need. to know our wants in
order to make the proper effort to forward

PRgi. Re

TE

Sp ST

SE
SP
ey

what is a small

sum

of

to each

but

them,

which is, in the aggregate, a large one to
us. ‘We look for our subscribers to justify
our faith by their works; for are they not
sound F. Baptists and true-hearted men
and women ? Of course they are, and hence
our confidence.
2. And yet, desiring to show an appreciation of them and of their promptness,
we will send, post paid, to every subscriber
who shall, before the first day of Jan: next,

i

k

:

k
£
3
&

¥

ki

forward whatever is necessary to pay the
subscription to Jan. 1., 1872, a copy of
either of the following books, viz.: ¢ The
Church Member’s Book,” an excellent and
well bound 18mo. volume of 192 pages;
or, * Thoughts upon Thought,” a volume
in the same style, of 129 pages. Or ifitis
preferred, and twelve cents are. forwarded

to pay postage, we will seid a copy of
Kennedy's excellent work on Communion,
or any unbound volume of the Freewill
Baptist Quarterly from the second to the
fifteenth inclusive.
Mr. Kennedys work
is a good sized volume of nearly 200 pages,
and full of vigor, logic and interest. The
. Quarterly is tco well known to need de- |

scription.

The sooner orders are sent the

surer they ure to be filled.

3. Every new subscriber sending us
$2.50, the price of a year's subscription,
shall receive a copy of the Star from the
date

of his

That

is,

subscription

he will obtain

the remainder of the

to
the

Jan. 1, 1872,
paper during

for

year

present

nothing. The sooner the money is sent
the larger will be the return for it.
4. We shall print the next volume on
new

and

beautiful

type,—the

very

best

that can be purchased ;—and so the Star
will make its bow as early as the first of
Jan., in a rich and improved dress, such
as will give it added comeliness and at:
traction.
5. The next volume will have a special
Department for the benefit of Sabbath school
teachers

and

workers,

and

arrangements

are in progress for giving to the paper still
other featuresof interest and value. We
mean that it shall be something better than
it has heretofore been, and to keep on steadily in the work of improvement.
6. We most earnestly ask our subscribers to show the paper at once to their
friends, call their

attention

"terms offered, and

to

the

liberal

invite them to subscribe

for it. They will thus do a double, if not
a triple, favor. And especially do we
ask all our pastors to give at least one day
each to the work of soliciting subscribers,
and do it while these offers may be made
to help them so largely. We believe there
is hardly any other way in which they can
secure so much aid in their ministration of
the gospel, and in their effort to promote a

healthy tone of life in their parishes, as by
helping to place and’ keep a good religious

paper in. every. family circle.

If they be-

lieve the Star to be sucha paper, will they
not really work, at least a little time, in
seeking to gain a place for it in the families
of their charge?
We ask this effort at their
hands, not for our own gratification or profit,

but for the sake of the great cause which
they love, and of the Master whose gratefu]
servants they are. Shall it be done? We

await the answer:
:
FC—
Hints AND CAuTIONs.

One of our sub-

rs, writing from Lake Village, and
sending pay in advance for the Star, takes

the unobjeetionable liberty and uses the
plain speech and the peculiar dialect of a
Friend,in saying some things respecting

the management of the paper.

The letter

speaks of our ** leaving the good old paths
and Bible roads

of the

Fathers,”

and

of

fearing that we are helping to * build up

to our friend’s eyes

correspondent’s prayer

and help.

But

who

has described

its horrors? Who has fully stated its cruelties, injustice, miseries ?, - Who can picture
the work of maiming, tearing, crushing,
bloody carnage, which is caused by bullets,
sabers, shells, all cunning and fiendish missiles of death, which have taxed the rarest
powers of invention to produce! Who can
inhuman,

brutal,

devilish

are the scenes on a field of battle?
And they are men who engage in such’
strife ; men created in the image of God;
men who are credited with noble

impulses,

generous,and with a high sense of justice. If
some poet should (as poets have) describe
such scenes in hell as are common on earth,

he would be

charged with

Who would believe

extravagance.

that devils fight with

such earnestness, and then glory in their
deeds, as is common among men! Talk of
perdition, scoff at the cruelty and malignant
violence attributed to demons ! The battle
field is the embodiment of perdition; the
history of man has points as dark as are conceived to existin the regions of despair.
Think of France in the past and at present;
and endeavorto measure the curse of war.
And will war ever cease? Willour race
yet reach a state of good will and peace?
Will men become so Christianized that they
will use their wits, energies, wealth,

pow -

er, to do each other good, and not harm ?
Prophets have foretold such a day. The
gospel promises it. The pious pray and
hope forit.

The

best

race inspire to it.

sentiments

of

the

Itis hard to believe that

this earth isto be a paudimonium of

vio-

lence forever.
There

are some signs of

reform.

Men

are more and more inclined to push the

re-

gponsibilities of bloody strife faraway from
themselves, to lay it upon the State, handit
over to the vague impersonation called the
nation.
Personal fights, family fights,
tribal fights, are no longer justified, afd
the civilized world seems glad to hand over
all personal quarrels to the conscienceless
State. This is a sign of moral growth; a
proof that

conscience

is

becoming

more

sensitive ; that Ciistian ideas and feelings
gain in influence. Then nations feel more
and mere the necessity of giving a moral
reason for woe. Whatever may be their
real motives, they are forced to pretend
that justice,the pressure of some great danger, the invasion of human rights, compels
them to draw the sword. Wars of ambition, for increase of power and to annex
territory, were formerly popular.
The
public conscience, however, will not longer

tolerate them.

They can only be prosecit-

ed under some false pretense; and the very
life of the nations is a tribute to the conscience of the people. Christian sentiments
are
gradually
.advancing, and
though the progress is slow, there is promise of ultimate victory over the sordid,
cruel passions of the race. When the people come to feel the full obligation to be
just, mercifal and generous, to do good to
their fellows and not

injury,

war

warriors

will

will

be

of publishing such a book; and now that
it is out, and the charge of ‘false alarm” is
no longer possible, they say

that

the

book

is of no account, a weak atfair, not worth
reading. But it will be read, and wili do
good, too.

If any

of

them

will

take

the

approved

by

large numbers in the Baptist churches.
The National Baptist sends two tremen-

dous shots into it. First,it asserts that the
book is false in assuming that any considerable number in the Baptist denomination
are favorableto open communion ; and second, that, in setting forth that the logical

results of close communion are exemplified
by such characters as Elder Hartley and

Deacon Roberts, Mr. Smith has perpetrated a‘libel without a motive.”
As to facts,the book will stand any reasonable test. There are many more open com-

ed

among

the Baptists,

than

Then

carnage

not

be

will

be

multiplied

by

of battle

esteemed as simply murder

thousands, as duels at wholesale,and rulers
from

the

seats of power.
:
There is a great work to be done before
that day shall dawn ; Christians even, must
have their principles immensely elevated
and purified before its arrival; and there
must be long, arduous toil, *‘ line upon line

and precept upon precept,”a rich infusion of
gracious influences, and a wonderful enlargement of heart. But it will come.
Swords will ber‘* beaten

into

plow-shares,

and spears into pruning hooks,” and the
law of love will subdue and control the
vile passions, and make men do manly
rather than satanic deeds.

What

a

world

that will make of this! What a ‘change is
involved in it! How rapidly all the evils
which now curse the earth would be swept
away, if Christian printiples now controlled
allmen ! ‘Theskill,

industry,

wealth,

all

the resources of human thought and activity, would be given to help and bless. The
desert could not fail to bud and blossom
with beauty under such a regime. The
cofitrast between such a state of things
what now exists, would be as marked
as that between glory and woe, the land of
blessedness and that of despair.
New Hampron INstiTuTION. The Catalogue of this Institution, just issued,.
indicates
gn intention on the part of its

managers to provide for an efficient school,

ating class of 20 left the school at the close

l

aid is to disappoint

yoke of bondage upon

men?
How isit that there is no liberty in other way to appear. We wish mo other
the Baptist denomination upon this matter! way. We will ask for no success that we
Why are men denied a place in the Baptist | are not willing to earn. We will pray for
family, and driven from all cherished no laborers to enter the vineyard save those
whom we are willing to aid in equipping.
church relations, and from missionary and
educational and -general Christian work We will ask what is personally easy and
among Baptists for agreement with such agreeable only when we have got the

answer to the -guestion,—What is duty to

distinguished Baptists as Bunyan, Hall,
and Spurgeon, on this question? If the
timid ones should be rebuked for their suppression of honest convictions, the’ intolerant ones certainly should be quite as

sharply rebuked

for denying liberty

the Master aud to his cause ?

They who can put thousands into the
permanent funds of the Society, will choose
wisely when they make their donations to
this

and

object,

and the sooner the gift is sent

the: larger will be the benefit. ‘They who
can give only smaller amounts may well
be prompted to turn their offerings in this
direction. And they who have only generous sympathy and true prayers for the

church independence in the Baptist denomination.
>
Elder Hartley and Deacon Roberts are
strict close communionists, and we see no
escape from the logic of their position
and communion condoct. The theory of Society, its beneficiaries and its work, may
close communion argues that there is no yet do not a little for a sacred cause if their
other Christian church than the Baptist; .servics is prompted by an unselfish love.

that there is no other ministry,

and no

Christian ordinances except in the Baptist
churches.
The moment that high (or low)
ground is surrendered, the whole basis of
close communion is abandoned. No one
can defend or justify it for a moment on any
other ground. This every logical and: intelligent Baptist knows perfectly well. On
this account they refuse to grant letters to
any churches except those of the ‘‘same
faith

and order,”

because

to

grant

them,

tacitly acknowledges such leaders fo the
churches. Nor are they really satisfied to
allow a minister, who joins them from any
of the other denominations, to administer

the ordinances in a Baptist church until he
is reordained, because they do not acknowledge any man to be a minister of the
gospel really and truly, until he has been
immersed, and also ordained in and by a
Baptist church. We find nothing in the
“Open Door” which has a darker shade
than these practices, which are of constant
repetition in Baptist
churches; and if
Brother Smith’s representations of the case
constitute a *‘libel without motive,” what

does this current practice constitute?
It was not long since that a Pedobaptist
Christian was thrust out of a Baptist church
in New England on communion day, because he took, or retainedghis

seit among

the communionests. One of the very first
among the able Baptist pastors in New
York refused the bread and cup to a most
devout and useful

Baptist

minister

and

a

Baptist churches,

the

withhold

the

who incite to war will be regarded as mon-

bonored,

To

and burden these young men ;—if they
leaders suspect. They do not confess their were not made of the truest stuff, it would
convictions, for fear of results. Hard grieve and discourage them. And every
words are hurled at them for this, and by year needs and is likely to bring a decided
Baptist, papers, and they are justly charge- increase in the number of such young men.
able with a degree of cowardice,and lack of How are they to be provided for except
manly independence. But what shall we thorough the Christian generosity of the
say of the intolerance in a Christian body, friends of the Society and .of its object?
There ‘is no other way. We expect no
which imposes such a

munionists

sters, and repudiated and driven

impossible.

to expect, and far less than they roally

need.

dist'nguished’ missionary lady who took
their seats with the communionists because
they had celebrated their Lord’s death with
Pedobaptists,—and did it in a way, too,
which amounted to a public rebuke.
;
There are eases enough, in prominent

pride and a fashionable religion,” &e. and furnishes evidence that it is still apNow we take all such cautions and ex- preciated. A Board of Instruction compressed fears very kindly, whether they prising ten teackiers is announced, a gradu-

are modest and charitable or not, and find

in

Criticisms of “The Open Door.”

will learn that it is read and

Poets have sung its glories. Its chief
actors have been canonized as heroes.
Orators have exhausted the wealth of. rhetoric in describing its exciting scenes. Historians have crowded the pages of countless volumes to narrate the clash of armies
and the strife of warriors. The bright side
of war has been over-done, gilded, set off

fully tell how

and

trouble to inquire of the publisher, they
will learn that it sells. And if they extend their inquiries a little farther, they

War.
ar

in holiday colors.

more

better even than it has been at any time
the past.
.
——

like transfigured men, and to prove the
genuineness of that reverence by seeking to
serve and lead our own generation in the
way of progress as they served and led
theirs. In this undertaking we hope for
our

;—counting the
number reaches
record, and the
taking efficient

a true sympathy
Regular Baptist papers are very sharp
the redemption of
‘against this new book by Rev. J. Hyatt
the world to-day.
Smith. They at first denied that he was an
true reverence for
open communijonist, and had any intention

instead of working with
and a cheerful hope’ for
those who are treading
We hope to keep alive a

their serv-

through

themselves and others

generations

the by-gone

over

and sighing

the Fathers, who seem

Subscribers.

Our

—

and

jealous of change, looking backward rath-

>n business, remittances of money, &c., should be
addressed, to the Publisher.

with

friend

fearful

er than forward to find God and saintship,

should be addressed to the Editors,

A'Word

if that

needlessly

9, 1870.

cal,S:hool and that the income of the permasuch serious complaints, that great religious
OLNEYVILLE JOINS LEWISTON.
nent funds is to be used for the aid of benefit institution owes it to the whole church to
It is not generally known, perhaps, that
ciaries,they may allow themselves to imag- quiet the suspicion which has arisen, that the rooms
here assigned to the Theological
ine that their help is no longer necessary, fraud is covered, or winked at in that cor- students for
occupancy, were wholly unand that the prayers which spring from and poration. And toleration of looseness in farnis
hed. This, on the part of most stuare sustained by generosity may henceforth business transactions there, shakes confi- dents, occasi
oned at the out-set considerabe left unspoken. We can not suppose that dence in the fidelity of every religious cor- ble expens
e and inconvenience. While
any considerable number of our brethren porationin the land. Great injury has al- this was
being talked over by certain memtake this view, or that they wouldbe will- ready resulted from seming disinclination bers
of the Faculty, a few days before the
ing to look for a permit to. gratify their to investigate. We hope it will be thorough openin
g of the term, there happened to be
selfishness at the expense of such objects as ow,
present a member of the Sewing circle of
the Education Society is seeking to promote.
the church at Olneyville, R. I. Without
Imperfect as human nature is, even after —-="“THAT THEY ALL MAY BE ONE.” A writer
, solicitation, or even suggestion on our part,
the grace of God has touched it, we should
in the Walchman & Reflector speaks emphat- a letter was on its way by the next mail, to
abate something of our strong faith in the ically forthe union of evangelical Baptists the
above named circle. On the Sabbath
denomination if we could not count upon ‘This word, from the ablest and most influ- following, the
pulpit there, a live one we
an intelligent Christian generosity among ential Baptist paper in America, is cheertake it,—made the announcement, and in °
our people generally, when such a. case ing. The only serious barrier to such unan incredibly, brief space of time a barrel
as this was before them.
ion i8 the severe exclusiveness of close full of clothing, consisting of three or four
But for the benefit of the few who may communion.
The'platform of the English nice comforters, and two pairs of warm
not precisely understand the matter, we Baptists, thus set forth in the Reflector, is hlankets were at
the Lewiston depot! . It
wish to say, in the strongest as avell as the more just and generous, as it. recognizes{ could have been wished, owing to the
kindest terms, that the Education Society and fellowships every evangelical Baptist
wt in this direction, that more than one
most imperatively needs every dollarof its church to the fullest extent; while the cus- circle had been represeited “at the above
funds, the continued aid and prayer of tom in this country has been to disown of oh conversation. Bat it is by
no means
every one of its real friends, the liberal
man or a church the moment they becom
too late now; and it remains to be seen
contributions of ‘the churches, and a decid- open communion.
The Reflector has tjfe what effect this information, which has
ed addition to its chief resources at a very power, and we trust we may add, the dis- now
become general, may have upon
early day. The load taken by Bates Col- position, to correct this state of things; other circles equally enterprising and gen- °
lege is a fearful burden, which only pluck and we devoutly pray for success.
erous with that at Olneyville. We shull be
and faith will be able to carry. The fund
able to announce the result between this
available for the did of young men now ——AN EXAMPLE OFjFAITH AND WORKS
and the opening of the Spring term in bleak
studying for the ministry are deeidedly less When Rev. H. A. Sawtelle was excluded and comfortless January next.—J. ¥.
than such men receive in other denomina- from the Second ‘Baptist church of San
tions,—less than they have been encourag- Francisco, of which he was pastor, for].
Theological Lectures, &c.

of the year, and there have been 862 differ-

ent students in attendance
attendance by terms, the
654. That is a creditable
friends of the School are

style of labor.
A heathen has said, ‘It is
fitting to learn, even from an enemy.”
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where the

close

rule'has

been enforced quite as offensively as in the

instance narrated of the ‘Open Door.”
But we see no reason to complain of such
severity of practice, after we have conceded the justice of the theory. The only
thing which surprises us is,that so few cases of unpleasant expulsions really occur.
Ifthe Baptists were not in heart a great
deal better than their theory, they would be

more frequently rude than they are. Love
is usually more
powerful
than logic
with them, and hence they do not refuse to
exchange pulpits with ministers whom their
creed declares to be no ministers at all, and
they do trust with great kindness Christians
whom their theory condemns as *‘disorderly walkers,” und wholly outside of the pale

of the Christian church.

It will

do these

kind hearted people good to read the ‘Open
Door,” and we hope that if they are unwilling or afraid to purchase it,our brethren
will purchase and lend them copies of it

that they may read and be_ blessed.

Education

Society’s Funds.
——

It is possible that some of our brethren who have heretofore aided our Education Society, by donations to the permanent
funds or contributions for indigent students,

may get the impression that the Society is
no longer in need of their money or of their
Having
active sympathy in any form.

learned that the Trustees of Bates College
have ventured to take the responsibility of
sustaining the Professors in the Theologi-

Current
—

——MobperN
tian

Standard,

written

E—

Cincinnati,

The

Chris-

is publishinga

discussion between Revs. Massena

Goodrich,

Universalist,

and

J. S. Lamar,

Disciple, in which’ the present position of
Universalism is clearly set forth.
They
generally admit the fact of future punish-

ment,

dependent; |:
Christians "A course of lectures will be delivered
no place to before the Theological Schoolby Rev. Jy
to provide M. Manning, D.D., of Boston, beginning’
- Monday evening,
one.
He trusted in God, refused to turn to in the College chapel,
Nov.
7th.
The
course
comprises ten lecsecular business, organized a little church,
and will close on Tuesday, Nov. 15.

crime, was

continued

by deceit,

and ends

well

as

could

be

expecied, on the whole.

through fraud and robbery.
Here is proof
| Perhaps I ought to say that the School #
that weakness and wickedness are the a great load for the College to carry, and
same. - Lack of conscience i3 the ruin of
| that the College actually staggers under the
France,as it must be of any nation. Yet we
load.
Bat, then, I suppose there is nothing
pity her, agd pray that she may be spared
{like getting used to a thing. It may not

utter destnction.

King William is too ex- |

| be too much to say that the College has

acting. It is unfair to trample upon a pros| taken risks before, and because it has taken
trate people. But it can not now be helped.
them in the fear ot God and in love of “the
The die is cast, the overthrow is complete. | cause,” it has looked to God for success,

but deny that it 1s in any case actu-

ally eternal. ‘Of course this view of the
case is much more defensible than the one
formerly held, that all punishment is confined to this life. No sensible man can
read the Bible and assert that it does not
teach everlasting punishment in the future
world. There is a ehance to criticise the
scriptural terms, ‘‘everlasting” and ‘‘eternal,” and to make a show of argument,

that they do not in all cases mean absolute-

a better type of religion,
| and up to this hour has not looked in vain.
general education, development of con{ The College yields to “other interests” for
science, are the only hope of the future.
| the time being, and runs in debt quite large-

Denominational News and Notes.

many do ‘“‘hear him gladly,” notwithstand-

ing, and by his book, ‘“The Open Door,”
and his sermons, he is doing the Baptist
denomination great good, in leading towards liberty and Christian forbearance.
The time will come when they will appreciate him.

Stir LATER. The Lee Avenue Baptist
church of which Bro.J.Hyatt Smith is pastor, voted on the question of open or close
communion, Nov. 1st.
The matter has for
sometime been warmly discussed, in and
outside of the church, and avery full meet-

[if it will take the responsibility and use its
| credit to establish a school, the denomina-

Scheol.

| school has been established. / The College
| will be at an expense of nearly five thou| sand dollars in operating the school the
OPENING AT LEWISTON.
Having some knowledge of the number | first year. There are now fifty young men
of recent graduates from our College, who lin Lewiston studying in view of the Chris:
design to pursue a Theological course of | tian ministry,and this simple fact is enough
study, as well as of the number in our | to settleYhe question of duty and faith. God
other schools prepared to enter on the same | surely will look after his own providence,
course, we were the better able to make an | and stand by his own cause. The College
Sytiety to redeem
approximate estimate of the number that | will expeet the Education
might be expected to join the school this its pledges to the young men here, if it has
Fall. That number, about 20, has been | to borrow money to do it. The young
reached. Thus, so far at least as expecta-| men are needy, and have oome herein

ly unending. But in any event the doom tion is concerned, the result has proved satmust be fearfal.
; isfactory.
It is well known that, owing to the agiMr. G. states the position of his people
tation
about removal for the past few years,
truly when le says:
together
with other circumstances, the
Our denomination recognize no distinetion between Universalists and what you sckool had become somewhat reduced.
call Restorationists. The majority of the Hence, the advanced classes must of necesclergymen who adopted the Winchester sity for the present be small. It will be
Confession of faith nearly seventy years
ago—a confession which is our only author- different in the future.
There have been several applicants,
ized creed—were believers in punishment
beyond the present life. So far as my whose age and other circumstances would
acquaintance extends, I judge that a ma- seem to justify a farther pursuit of literary
jority of the clergymen at present in our
ranks believe that the effcets of character studies, and thus they have in most instances, very wisely as we think, decided to
accompany one to the eternal world.
spend some time longer in other institu——OpPEN
CoMMUNION. = Rev. J. Hyatt tions, so as tobe prepared to enter on a
Smith preached a thrilling sermon to an more full and thorough course of Theologiimmense congregation in his church in cal study in due time. If numbers had
Brooklyn,on the 30th ult.,defining his posi- been the only, or even the leading, object,
tion. He stood squarely oa the platform it would have been easy to run up the numwith Bunyan, Hall, Spurgeon and thou- ber in attendance to 30 or more.
sands of the truest men who have honored
It will suffice to say, that we find the acthe Baptist name, and produced a profound
commodations, by way of recitation rooms,
impression. The opposition to Mr. Smith dormitories, boarding arrangements, &o.,
is intense, alert, and skillfal,to close doors,
quite ample and satisfactory.
ears and hearts against his words, but very

| ly for the Theological School, believing] that
{ tion will foot the bill when they see that a

Theological

good

faith,

and

the Society can not afford

| to bave them disappointed.

So the College

| asks the Education Society to share with it
| the blessed privilege of risking something
| just at this time in one of the best causes,—
rand may the blessing of God and of the
| churches be upon both of us for so doing.
|
0. B.C.
Lewiston, Nov. 34.
Fond

|

|

|

We

du

Lac,

Wis,

Church.

are furnished with a history of the

rise and progress of the F. B. church in
Fond du Lac, of which we present the following summary.
The entire previous
church history may be found in the Fond
du Lac Daily, of October 26th :
The

H.

M.

Board of Wisconsin, having

cast about in search of the best openings
for planting their cau, found in Fond.daLac a genial spirit bidding a ready welcome
to an effort in their midst.
The representatives of the Board were
the

President,

Rev.

Rufus

Clark, and the

Treasurer, Rev. A. H. Huling, ex-editor of
the Christian Freeman. They reached town
on the morning of Feb. 11th, 1869, the next
RECEPTION.
day after Rev. A. P. Graves, Evangelist,
Home is a great institution, though not, preached his first sermon in the protracted
found everywhere when one may most need (union) meeting, held alternately at the
it. On going abroad, or changing location, Baptist, Congregationalist and Presbyteit is quite pleasant to be at once introduced rian churches. Neither of these representatives of the Mission Board knew a person
to it, in some form, rather than to be com- in the city; but, before the close of the
pelled to wait, or to fight your way to it, if first day, three families were found, who,
after due consultation, resolved to raise
indeed that be possible.
- The reception festival, got up by the la- their standard.
In close connection with this movement
dies of Lewiston and Auburn as a welcome there was offered fox sale the house of
to the Theological school, was a fine affair. worship known as thé old Congregational
We had heard not a little of Lewiston

hos-| church

at

corner of Marr and Second

the

pitality, but were disappointed on the | streets, occupied for the last eight years by
the Lutherans, This was received asan
ing assembled to take action on the case. agreeable side. So prompt, timely, and encouraging omen, as no one could think
gracious
was
it
that
all
were
pat
into
the
After due deliberation the vote was called,
of holding services in a hall. March 10th, :
and the whole church, with only four excep- best humor, and all especially who are con- the property was purchased and more than
with the school felt. themselves half the amount paid for it.
tions, voted to sustain the pastor, and open nected
Sabbath, April 4th, the first service was
placed
under
lasting obligations. Prompt,
doors for all Christians to commune at the
held, she congregation consisting of about
timely,4~those
are
the
exact
words.
We
Lee 2 Avenue
fifty. persons. A Sunday school was organ:
rites, Baptisteel church.
ate
:
J
| have Wen woqualnted with neighborhoods | jzed, consisting of sixteen children.
——Tag Mernopist Book CONCERN. The before now, where new comers are held . Saturday, May 8th, the council appointed
finaneial troubles of this institution are not off for a while, put upon a sort of proba- by the Fond du Lac Q. M. convenud to take
into’ consideration the organizing a church.
yet ended. Mr. Lanahan, who was instru- tion—to learn whether they might be quite
After the usual examination of the candiof
“our
set,”
or
quite
worthy
of
warm
mental in bringing a charge oi’ grave irregdates, twenty-eight persons were found
ularities against some of the employees, has companionship ; all of which is not particu- duly qualified to join in the organization,
finally been suspended by the powers of larly agreeable to sensitive, and perhaps and they were constituted :the First Free

the.church, and his trial is set:down for
speedy attention. A thorough ‘inquiry is

not

very

much so, to sensible, people.

right, and nothing short of this can satisfy
the reasonable demands: of public sentiment, Of the guilt or innocence of the im-

If all knew at what trifling expense
under peculiar circumstances, may
contented and happy, it would be
sential improvement on society as

plicated we can affirm nothing; but after

often find it.
|

wie!

tures,

purchased lots on credit, built a chapel, and

went to work. The Lord has added to The subject of the lecturesis PANTHEISM.
their number almost every month,expens- These lectures were expected to commence
on the 14inst. and close on the 22d; but a
es have been paid, his] salary has been
note from Dr. Manning says that other™
sure, and now he has a fine congregation,
engagements require that they should coma good spiritual church of near two hunmence
a week earlier. As itis, quite a
dred members, and lives in his own new
number
of our ministers will read the nohouse, in every respect beautiful and comtice
in
season
to attend a part of the course.
modious. The Master prospers those who
The treat will undoubtedly bea rare one.
trust him and do his bidding.
The course is that delivered by Dr. M.
before the Andover Theological Seminary.
~——PoOR FRANCE. Her strength is wastPersons troubled with religious doubts
ed, her glory is faded, her prestige is gone will do well to put themselves to some inforever. We are glad, and we are sorry. convenience and expense to attend these
She has been extremely wicked, and de- lectures.
serves punishment. The Empire began in
The Theological School bas opened as

Reorganization;

Topics.

UNivErsALisM.

open communion, he ‘was poor,
surrounded by a small band of
who agreed with him; he had
worship, and but small means

Baptist ‘church in Fond

du Lac.

Of this

others, number, two were from the Congregational
from the M. E.
be made church of this city and three
church, all except one being Free Baptists,
an es- but had taken temporary refoge with them,
we now awaiting the organization of a church of

their own choice.
lJ
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°
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three days’ meeting held, followed with a
this the pastor, Rev.
rotracted effort.
. Clark, was assisted some four or five
days, be © Rev. Dr. S. B. Howard and Rev.
J.

the

As

hitney.

Ww.

fruit of it, some

forty persons indulged in the Christian's

staples of the American produce market. The patent
for this cheap and delicious food element is scarcely
a year old, yet its use is all but universal. Every
grocer and general store, and every respeetable druggist ‘establishment in the country find it necessary
to keep a supply of the article. Housekeepers declare
thaf the quantity of exquisite custard, blanc mange
light pudding, cream, jelly, &c., producible from the
Farine exceeds by one-half that obtainable from any
other gelatinous agent used in cookery. The central
depot is at 53 Park Place, New York.

school,and somehow these boxes seem to he

is assisting

Wanted,

Ma Look here, reader, we do not wish

that Consumption

accoppmodated.

They

w

to be

present church

the

chapel on

a

have

fe

leased ground,and a good Sabbath school,

But they will loseall, unless they can purchase lots, so as to have a permanent

home.

If they can borrow two thousand

dollars for ten years, they

feel certain that

they can secure their object, and pay all
expenses. The Home Mission Society, in
view of the rare opportunity, voted at its
last meeting at Augusta, to pay the interest on $2000 for ten years, if some brother
or brethren will lend that amount on good
[Is there
first bond and mortgage security.
not some one who is willing to lend this
money on such security? We do not ask
them to give it; for the interest will be
paid promptly, every year, and the princidue.

it is

when

pal will bé sure,

By this

Joan some one can do 28 much good as
can ordinarily be done by giving the same
amount.
Parties can report to the Corresponding
G. H. BALL.

See.,

No. 80 Vesey St.,New York.
Christian Generosity.

The

readers

of the

Star

six

hundfefl

will recoilect

the proposition of Brothet” Woful of New
York,

to

dollars,

on

conditions, provided that other
would make it up to $5,000. It

cerlain
parties
has

give

only

been

made

to

two

thousand,

and yet Bro. W. and the others have paid
over their money. They think it wellto
arrange money matters before they die,
and want to dogood without delay. The
H. M. Society guarantees to pay the interest on the money, if the donors or their
After
wives require it, while they live.
that, the money belongs absolutely to the
H. M. Society. Is not that a good arrangeAre there not others who wish to
ment?
enter into it? It will make the close of
life cheerful, if souls are saved by such
generosity.

work.

various

About one year ago the Rev. W. Taylor
began to labor in this field. It is about 30
years since the F. Baptists had a church in
this village. Daring this interim the Methodists and Christians have alternately occupied the field with very moderate success.
For a number of years, however, there had
been no preaching whatever in the community until Bro. Taylor commenced his
Great
Evangelistic work last autumn.
the
of
preaching
the
attended
hus
blessing
of about

60

members

has been gathered together in the name of
Great zeal and enthusiasm have
Jesus.
been manifested in building their church this
last summer. It is beautifully finished
both within and without. The walls are
very finely frescoed; there is an elevated
platform to the left of the pulpit for the
choir

and organ, the aisles

and

the

plat-

form are nicely carpated,and the seats "are
already comfortable, but will be more so
when cushioned as it is purposed they shall
The entire costof the building
be atonce.
With the exception of
is about $4,000.
£825,00, the whole amount had been raised

weather the congregations were good

both

morning

deep

and

evening,

and

a

very

religious interest seemed to pervade the entire community.

R. C.

Reviv als, &c.
Tae Tuscarora Ci., PA. This church
+ is enjoying a revival ; several have profess-
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Clay,

Prairie

City,
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D.

U. Chase, Ea. Raymond, Me.
H. Blackmar, Wilton, Iowa.

Letters

PUBLISHED BY THE
MEDICAL
INSTITUTE,
Street,

ordinary

Pavement

H,

via

Con-

cord.

Rev
W Corttis, Gardiner, Me,
D Lothrop & Co,Boston, Mass.
0 J Corliss, Ellenburgh Depot,
D Lothrop & Co, Boston, Mass,

letter

W.F. EATON, Clerk.

N

Woman,

works on Physiology ever published. There

man—are given in full.
-

Hampton,

Every

Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN,AND
HER DISEASES; or WOMAN TREATED OF PHYSIO"
LOGICALLY AND PATHOLOGICALLY, from INFANCY
10 OLD AGE, with elegant ILLUSTRATIVE ENGRAVINGS.
3
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extra

Saw’l E Pray, Newport, Me.
Rev E Winslow, New Portland,
Me,
* GC Waterman, Lowville, NY.
Wm Risinger, Delaware, Ripley Co, Ind.
Mrs E Bret, Clarinda, Page Co, Iowa,
Mrs N Pavey, Walnut, Bureau Co, Ill.
‘Wm C Drew, N Tunbridge, Vt,
Dexter W Read, Cabot, Vt.
J M Mathews, Burlington, Vt.
J G Bunnell, Lisle, N Y.
E J Clifford, Waterville, Me.
Rev E H Prescott, New

for

No person should be withoug,

these valuable books. They are utterly unlike any
others ever published.
.VALUABLE BOOKS.—We have received the valuable
medical works of Dr. Albert H, Hayes.
These booke
are of actual merit, and should find a place in every
intelligent family.
They are not the cheap order of

NY

abominable trash, publis i * hy irresponsible parties
and purchased to Jeauty soarse tastes, but

Home

Mission,

A sister, in Lowell, Mass,
Edgecomb Q. M, Me, per O Pitts,
Strafford Q M, Vt, per S 8 Nickerson,
Mrs N Woodard, Fayetteville, Missouri,
Mrs C Stevens, Plymouth, Vt,
West Derby Ch,
Vt, per T PP Moulton,
.
Ch & Soc Sabbattusville, Me, per W C Stinson,
Mrs Rachel Hoyt, Lyndon, Me, per N Gammon,
W 8 Lane, N Rehoboth, Mass, per L Parker,
Kev W Hurlin, Antrim, N H,
Rockingham Q M, N H, per J Fullonton,
Lake George Q M, N Y, per R Woodcock,
Main St Ch, Lewiston, Me, per W H Bowen,
Nancy Steere, Chepatchet, R I, per 8 Steere,
FREEDMEN'S

1,00
16,50
10,10
2,00
2,50
6,00
8,00
2.00
2,50
3,00
2,60
6,00
30,00
4,00

MISSION,

A sisterin Lowell, Mass,
Ch & Soc, Sabbattusville, Me, per W C Stinson,

1,00
4,00

97,00
Treasurer.

SILAS CURTIS,

Concord, N. H.
CORRECTION.
The $3,560 which was credited in the
Star of Oct.5 to O. 8. Brown for H. Missions, should
have been credited to Mrs. 8. H. Prince, Odessa, N.Y.
The $26,00 which was credited in Star of the 26th of Oct.
for

H. M. to Dea.

W. Smith,

late

of Phillips,

Me.,

should

have been credited for Freedmen’s Mission,

are writ.

ten by a responsible professional gentleman of eminence, as a source of instruction on vital matters, concerning which lamentable ignorance exists. The important subjects presented are treated with delicacy,
ability and care, and, as an appendix, many useful
Prescriptions for prevailing complaints are added.—
‘068 Republican,
Lancaster, N.
H., Sept. 7, 1869.
DR, HAYES is one of the most learned and popular
physicians of the day, and is entitled to the gratitude
of our race for these invaluable
productions. It seems

to be his aim to induce men and women to avoid the
cause of those diseases to which they are subject, and
he tells them just how and when to do it.—Farmington Chronicle, Farmington, Me., Sept. 2, 1869.
These are truly scientific and popular works by

Dr.

Hayes,one of the most learned and popular physicians
br bia day.—The Medical and Surgical Journal, July
1869.

Price of SCIENCE OF LIFE, $1.00. PHYSIOLOGY
OF WOMAN AND HER DISEASES, $2.00. In Tur
key morocco, full gilt, $5.00.

Postage paid.

Either book sent by mail on receipt of price.
Address “THE PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE
DR. HAYES,

or

No. 4 Bulfinch street, Boston.

N.B.—Dr. H. may be consulted in strictest confi
dence on all disease requiring skill
gnd experience,
of
eowly4)

vi
Foreign
F CB For Miss Soe,
r

New

Mission.

Brunswick, per W Peters,

OF Lothrop, Chesterville, Me,

}
Ea Williamstown, Vt, per C C Foster,
"
2 Corinth, Vt,
Lake George Q M, N Y, per R Woodcock,
Catherine Stevens, Plymouth, Vt,
StJobnsbury, Vt. per W L Noyes,
Main St, Lewiston, Me, Jer W

2,00
3,60
2,80
6,00
2,50
8,67
30, 0

H Bowen,

8,75
6,00
5,00
2,00
+50
2,25
3,00

8 8, Smithfield, Me, per J S Merrill,
Dayton, N Y, per D Brown,
Sabbattus, Me, per W C Stinson,
Mrs Warren Foss, Center Strafford, N I,
|
R Bell, Portsmouth, O, postage,
Ka Bowdoinham, Me, per 8 B Given,
!
Rockdale, Pa, per, Wm Johnson,
4-58, Gilberts MAE, NY, for support of-W
:
Indian, per’ Mrs 8 Griffeth,
.
Ashkum, Ill, per W H Gifford,
Spring Creek, 111, *
** *
Rensselaer,

C Byer in

.

€. 0 LIBBY,
Dover, N. H.

f

\

569,13

Treas.

v.

¥
7
BIBLE & TRACT CAUSE.

:

10,00
2,45
1,02
1,63

Postville, Iowa, per N° R doe

C. 0. LIBBY,

6,00
Treas,

8a; Jivani
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school
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and

a
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Sunda

singing bool

and Theological, and miscellaneous
books, can be had at wholesale rates,
by sending orders to Rev.Gi. H. Ball,
No. 30 Vesey street, N. York.

5,000
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Day

Series.
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at

private or public Home of Orphans.
Address,
.
ALICE MANSON, Hillsboro, N. HU.

*

CLARK,

Prices of Freewill Baptist

been accepted on condition of the payment of the ad
mission honey.
Any who have failed to receive a copy of our ByLaws, will be supplied on apolication.
D. R. WHITTEMORE, Gen. Agent.

A Burnham—O C Brockway—C Cass—W B Crooks—H J
“Couch—J D Drake—E 8 Dart—T C Evans—A Given—M E
George—I Hyatt—Mrs Mary W Hoyt—S M Haggett—H
W Hilton—E P Hurd—Harper & Bros—0 G_Hatch—W
Jordan—Mrs J P King—K Cole—0 Killgore—N T Kirk—B
C Macumber—C A Mooers—A S McLean—NY News Co—
Wm R N Niles—S B Philbrick—H Preble—D Pease—S M
Pettengill 8 Co—W Plerce—A Small-GW Seeley—E S
Smith—W T Smith—W 8 Stockbridge—L Short—A G
Tinkham—E Totman—G W Winsor—H
Wills.

For information with respect to the best pavement
in use address the Messrs. Snow & Davis,
)
Dover, N. H,
»

HAIR-DRESSING!

without the money, and have received no reply, have

than a limited sphere of usefulness solicits, letters
from any who may be informed in regard to any

Poss

Home

Is now cotnplete and ready for custom
ers. Itisadapted to classes that have
just completed “The story of Jesus.”
This book received the prize offered

Our Treatise on the Hair sent free by mail.
P. HALL & CO..
Nashua, N, H,
Proprietors,
For sale by all druggists.
2eowd2
Special

permit

DISCOUNT

:

Brethren making

Card.
does

LIBERAL

MARY LATHAM

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

public.

BENJ. FoGa, Clerk.

position

ders are solicited.

“The Wonderful Works: of Jesus,” Home Pictures.

TIONS:
;
If not accepted, the money will be promptly re.
turned. Those who have sent aoplications to me

practical

on application, for 25 ‘cents for each copy,

THE NEW QUESTION BOOK,

HALLS

IT IS A SPLENDID
R.

order

a

not long, si

BURLINGAME,

A lady of culture and varied

From these pri-

by

can now be had

Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
2 cents each for two or more copies. Or-

to Sunday schools.

Entry

- Postage,

Treatise, just revised

of the General Conference,

lishment, and is recommended to pasBy its use.
:
tors, superintendents and teachers as
It will make hair grow upon bald heads, except in very
aged persons, as it furnishes nutritive principlesby which
being in every way worthy of their
the hair is nourished and supported.
Orders may be sent at any
It will prevent the hair from falling out, and does not patronage.
stain the skin,
4G
time
and
they
will be filled immediateNo better evidence of its superiority
need be adduced than the fact that so many ly. Price 15 cents; Postage, (extra)
imitations of it are now offéred to the 4 cents.

G. 8. HILL, for the Com.

A

_. The New

Restored to its Original Youthful Color

vote of General

of Christians

against our rules to do so.

number of experiments which have heen made
matter of street pavements in the city of New
and the partial or total failure of these experiments clearly illustrate the deficiency of the system
adopted by our municipal government,
avement
The statistics of the several kinds of
a surlaid down within twenty years, presented by as
foltely
vey of the city, would stand approxima
‘
lows:
Stone Block

the

UNITY Q. M, will hold its December term on the
2d Friday, Saturday and Sunday, 9-11, instead of
the first,as usual.
This change is made to accommodate the church where the Q. M. is to be held,
Brethren of the Q. M. will notice this change, as it is

CUMBERLAND Q. M.—Héld its Uctober session
A most prewith the New Gloucester church,
cious season was enjoyed. The spirit of the Master was present which gave life and forze to each
The prayer meetings were calm,
gathering.
deep, ana solemnly earnest, Preaching was full
of Christ and his love, and we trust it will not all
W.
Revs, J. 8. Burgess,
fall on rocky ground.
8, Smith, and C. T. Penny, from the Bowdoin Q.
M., and A. Hill, of the Otisfield, added much to
Sister Dudley, from
the interestof the meeting.
West Virginia, was also present, and moved our
hearts by her earnest words for the Mission.
The following resolution was adopted :
Resolved, That we request the church clerks
{n this Quarterly Meeting to present their letters
10 their respective churches for acceptance,before
presenting them at the Q. M.
Collected on the occasion for Indigent students’
fund, $25,22 ; for Shenandoah Mission, $100,25.

=

with

invited to attend.

GEORGE Q. M.—Held its September
LAKE
Rev. G. P.
session with the Hadley church.
Ramsey, from Oneonta, favored the Quarterly
session with his presence. The services were
solemn and impressive, resulting in a revival interest which still continues. .Reports were received from five churches. Johnsburgh church
reports a revival interest. Usual degree of interestin Sabbath schools. Collection on Sabbath,
Next
for Home aud Foreign Missions.
$12
session with the Johnsburgh church.
R. W0ODCOCK, Clerk pro tem.

_

list, and retail prices.

RENEWER.

Crown Point, Strafford, commencing Tuesday, Dec.
6, at6, p, M. Revs. E. Tuttle; M. A. Quimby and G.
M. Park are appointed to preach and (uke charge of
the meeting.
Pastors and brethren of the Q. M. are

Enjoyed a pleasant session.
and delegations.
Revs. L. Hathawy, J. J. Banks, and O. Andrews were with us, and preached the word in
a clear and impressive manner, which we hope
will be productive of good. A collection of $24
Rev. S. M.
was taken for Foreign Missions.
Haggett was appointed Cor, Mess. to the Sebec
Q.
in Enfield,
church
the
with
M. Next session
1st Saturday and Sabbath in January, 1871. Conference Friday preceding, at 1 o’clock, P. M.
8. M. HaGGETT, Clerk.

pA

une-

$2,00.

3t44

a

Notice,

SPRINGFIELD, Me., QO. M.—Held its last session
All of the
with the church in Lee, Oct, 16—18.

:
by subscription,
the
had
I
ult.,
27th
the
Thursday,
On
of assisting in the services of
pleasure
dedication and after what is usually called
the dedication sermon, the full amount of
indebtedness was raised,and the church,free
to. God |. ‘
from all ineumbrance, was. giv
for the exclusive use of divine worship.
Strict Baptist and Methodist ministers were
present and took part with us in the servic- in The
the
es.
Notwithstanding
the
unfavorable York,

are

St.

The soap is for
and other New

A revival meeting will be held with the church

recently

represented by

Washington

The Jefferson St. F. W. Baptist Society will dedicate the church, on the eveaing of Nov, 10, 1870.
JAS. Boyp,

Meetin gs.

were

chambers

and Tapestries
are offered

Carpets, Door Mats, Oil Cloth Rugs, &c., is exceed~
ingly large and excellent. Those who want goods
that areup to the standard test, and at the smallest
advance on cost, will go to this establishment, No. 47

NOTICE.

offi-

TUSCARORA Q. M.—Held its Sept. term with
the Cameron church. Harmeny prevailed in the
business transactions, and a very good spirit in
the meetings of worship.
We were favored
with the counsel and labors of brethren S. Aldrich of Elmira, and D. W. Hunt of Bradford
and Tioga Q. M.
Next session with the Tuscarora ch., Sept. 26, 1870.

one

and

Price

TREATISE.

are not excelled by any other books
of their class. In another column, see

Then their stock of Oil Cloths,—

(Oil Cloths being made

Notes ant Appuntuents.

GRAND RIVER Q. M.—Held its last session
with the church in Delta,Oct. 7—9.
A good season was enjoyed.
Rev. J. B. Davis, from Lowell, Mass., was with us on the Sabbath, and
preached
the word to universal acceptance.
Next session with the 2 Oneida church.

but

for sitting rooms

Their Brussels

pets to save them.

visiting

at this

—t

churches

bought elsewhere in New England
In addition to the publications of others, we offer our own prize books which

at very low rates,—thege goods are aténg the most
desirable and most economical
that can be used.
Their English Feltings are likewise something that
should be inspected—jurt the article to cover Car-

found

Prices,

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday

BAPTIST

accordance

N. XY.

at Cheshire,

word, and a church

In

Address

JACOB STUART, Clerk.

Medication

and

qualled.

single copy, 10 cts.; one dozen copies, 96 cts.; one
hundred copies, $7.00,
Postage on a single copy, 2
cts.; on a dozen copies, 24 ¢ts.; on one hundred copies, $2.00, which is to be paid by the purchasers. Orders are solicited, and will be promptly filled.

adopted the following resolutions:
Whereas, Rev. E. True, our much beloved
and respected pastor, has. signified to us the
close of his labors with this church and society,
therefore,
Resolved,
1. That inaccepting his resignation
we affirm a reluctance as deep-felt as it has been
sudden.
:
2. That in him we have ever found, during
his nearly five years of pastoral life with us,
an earnest, faithful, social and successful guide;
wise in counsel, strict in integrity and duty, and
apractitioner as well as preacher.
3. That we will follow him to his new field
of labor with our warmest sympathies and most"
earnest prayers,
and that we commend him to
his parishioners as one well deserving of their
confidence and support.
4. That a copy of these resolutions be presented to Bro. True, a copy be forwarded to the
Morning Star for publication, and a copy transmitted to his new field of labor.
JAMES L. EMERY, Church Clerk.

N. C. MACUMBER,

ing,

Wholesale

hands.

schoolsat as low rates as they can be

A~DESIRABLE AND SEASONABLE CARPETS.
Parties furnishing houses with Carpets are invited
to visit the warehouse of JOHN J. PEASLEY & Co.,
47 Washington Street, ‘in relation to Carpets, Oil
Cloths, &c. The Kidderminsters are worth examin-

Missionary Operations, Educational Statistics, &c,
Though thus enlarged and improved, it has been decided to sell it on the same terms as heretofore, viz :

cers were chosen.
J. F. Hall, Clerk; and Bro.
——Spooner, Treasurer. The next session of this
Q. M. will be held with the church at Freeborn,
Freeborn Co., Minnesota, on Friday before thé
fourth Sabbath
in Dec. next. Any ministering brethren who contemplate coming
west
would do well to meet with us at that time.
|.
J. F. HALL, Clerk.

:

For Great Falls, 10.10A. M., 2.40, 5.45, 7.40 P. M,
For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.40, 5,45, 6.45 P, M.
For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A. M., 2.40 P. wm
For Lawrence and Boston at 5.50, 8, 10.66 A, m., 65.05
P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 7.40,
Leave Boston for
Dover at 7.30 A. M.,12 M,, 8, 6 P, M,
and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 6 P, M.
.

«

Conference, it has been enlarged to a 12mo. jn size,
and besides the\matter heretofore furnished, it contains a large amount of information respecting the

Q.M. Organized,

Saco, Me.,

At

our

extra 24 cents. Special terms given
to agents who sell 100 or more.
Orders are solicited.

.

The Register for 1871 is out of press and ready for
delivery.

At a convention composed of Delegates {rom
the several churches heretofore dismissed from
the Blue Earth Valley Q. M., state of Minnesota,
for the purpose of organizing a new F. B. Q. M.,
it was theught best to organize, which was done
under.the name and title of the Freeborn Q. M.,
and in the followingorder: Remarks,
by Rev.
Austin Wheeler ; Right hand of Fellowship, by
Rev. S. A. Stow; Consecrating Prayer, by Rev.

The F. Baptist church in

P.M.

now

that they appreciateit. At this rate of
sale this whole Edition will soon be off

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES

August 6, 1870

Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 a, M,, 2,40 and
: Sy» ., and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at

2

D.,1s

‘others think the work a good one and

the Sabbath School and the Family. Tnese
will be announced as they are complete.

RAILROAD,

Arrangemens.

REGISTER.

Ministersand Churches.

After which the following

both of M,

Notices.

AND MAINE

Summer

Ask for Delapierre’s Electric Soap.

FREEWILL

The prospects
several influential men.
seem good for a very extensive work among
B.
that people.

Quarterly

1s there any one now living of the twelve
who were organized into a church, called
Roger Williams church, forty years ago,
on High St. in Providence, in the house of
Peleg Boss? 1 believe all the ministers
that were present have long since died.
If any one is now living of that number, I
would prise it much to receive a letter from
JouN TILLINGHAST,
them.
One of the Twelve.
Factoryville, Wyoming Co., Pa.

Eagland cities.

started for'the kingdom, among whom are

Inquiry.

“%

Above 18 Genuine and Unsolicited,
sale in Boston, Portland, Hartford

holding a protracted meeting in Rawson,
Catt. Co., N. Y., and the Lord is greatly
About forty have
blessing his labors.

A.P. Walcott.

BOSTON

you

to use any other. Please to tend by Adams Express
fiftyto one hundred pounds of it. Fraly Yours. L.
D. BROWN, of A. COLBURN & Co., Spice Mills.

Rsv. M. H. Abbey is

N. Y.

Special

Sept. 29, 1870.

your Electric Soap in New England, while

Al.

In Concord, Nov. 2, by Rev. Silas Curtis, Mr, Jo
geph Kidder and Mrs. Louisa L. Gordan, both of
of Bristol, N. H.
i
.
d
:

there this eeason,and used it, and are since unwilling

B.

‘RawsoN,

Wingate and Miss Louise Hamlin,

THE UNIVERSAL WRINGER, improved, is so arranged with cog-wheels that when thick articles are
passing through it can not be thrown out of gear as
other cog machines are, whether the cogs are’on one
or both sides of the shaft, to the great detriment of
the rubber rolls. In point of utility and durability it
has no superior.—Portland Transcript,

the pastor, Rev. C. Cook, and

Mr.

| 0. Batchelder, of Jackson ana Miss Susie D. Gray.
of Prospect. By the same, Oct. 23, Mr. Henry
B,

live forever, and leave death to play for want of
work, No, you have heard enough of that, and we
do not wonder that you have by this time become
disgusted with it, But when we tell you that Dr,
Sage’s Catarrh Remedy will positively cure the
worst cases of Catarrh, we only agsert-that which
thousands can testify to. Try it and you will be
convinced, Sent by mail for sixty cents. Address
R.V. Pierce, M. D., 133 Seneca street, Buffalo, N.
Y. Sold by druggists.

Philadelphia,

Waterman,

In Monroe, Me, at the residence of Asa Gilmar,
Reais Oct. 23, by Rev. Geo. D. Garland, Mr. Edward

the lungs are

MESSRS. DELAPIERRE, & CO. My et

Rev. G. C.

bert M. Waters and Miss Ardell Wood, all of L.

half consumed, nor that Dr. Wonderful, or any other
fellow, has discovered a remedy that will make men

all feel encouraged to hope for still larger
There isa splendid openingin Chicago
blessings at the hand of the Lord. We
for a second F. Baptist church, on the
sincerely hope that Springville, where Bro.
gevsouth side of the city, where we have
C. also preaches, may share in the good
eral good families residing, but too {far
away from

can be cured when

to tell

O’Donnell, Oct,
5, by

Rev. John J. Butler, D.

ready for delivery to our customers.
Fifteen hundred copies of .this the
THE GOOD BOY, (cowplete.)
THE BAD BOY,
(complete.)
first volume, have already been sold.
THE GOOD GIRL, (in press.)"
This number is nearly half of all that
THE BAD GIRL, (in press.
have been printed. . This simple anAlso, in Press, the New Prize Series. comnouncement is sufficient to show that
prising about a dozen superior books tor

J. Eagerly and
Miss Abbie Waterman, both of B.
In Lowville, N. Y., at the residence of Hon. John

ready become one of the impertant manufactured

hope.
connected with the conversion of these chilOn Anniversary day, April 3d, 1870, a dren. They are put on pleasant,easy,speakfull house, both morning and evening, testitied to the interest which is felt in the new ing terms with the preachers, pastor and
enterprise. The church record gave the brethren, and this opens the way for their
encouraging statistics of 26 received by conversion. These boxes area blessing a side
‘baptism, and a fotal membership of 66 from the mission cause. It is not well to
‘persons. Since that time, others have been
added, #nd a few have removed.
The withhold when these children ask, lest we
‘Sunday school now numbers over one hun- should hinder the work of God. If a mindred.
i
ister gives liberally they form a good opinThe present season has been occupied ion of him, and thus he secures a hold upon
_ largely with repairs on the church edifice. 1t them, which he loses if he withholds.
undergone so many changes that it looks
I ‘would
say, the communion service prefresh and new, and it bids the new-comer
sented)
by|
the Roger Williams church to
a welcome.
All obligations, thus far, have been
these brethren is highly prized. It is used
promptly met, and the amount of indebted- every four weeks, to commemorate the
ness on churclproperty unprovided for, is
$550.00. The valuation is set at thirty-five death of the common Saviour.
JoHnN TILLINGHAST.
hundred.
This is eonsidered a good beginning, and
the prospects are fair for a gradual growth.
East Concorp,N. Y. A precious revival
There is no reason why this church shall is in progress in the East Concord church,
not become equal in power to any of her
N. Y., which has already resulted in the
sister churches in the State.
conversion of many souls. Rev. H. Perry

For the Sabbath School.

Frank

i

a

was

Now Ready
* The Commentary on the Gospels by

ety

there

14th,

Jan.

Rev. A. G. Hill, Mr.

Books,

a

Commencing

In Buxton, Sept. 29, by

New

0

to

time

time there were candidates for baptism and
;
membership.

More

lace, Mr. Dennis Hunt and Miss Nelletta C. S. Rie.
nits, of A,
In Treepott, Me., Oct. 29, by Rev. N. Bard, Mr.
James Bodick and Miss Lucy J. Cushing, both of F.
In 8. Wheelock, Vt., July 26, by B.S, Moody,
Mr.
1ra Clark,of Shefiield and Miss ‘Nancy Bean, o Ww.

i

New

BSR SR

When they meet each evening, the church
and pastor unite in prayer and conference.
No foreign labor has been sought ; visiting
brethren have been with us and preached.
Bro. Cogswell baptized five from Herrick,
sixteen miles away.
Bro. Ball's Mission Boxes are in this
church. I have them presented twice on
Sanday by young members of the Sabbath

York.

co

from

and

increase,

to

continued

Reaping Nature’s Harvest,
Hundreds of
men and boys are now employed by the association
of New York capitalists known as the SEA M088 FA.
RINE Co., in reaping from the rocks on the Irish
coast the edible marine lichen which, as prepared under the name of RAND’S SEA M0SS FARINE, has al-

ed faith in Christ, and others are seeking.

wveek, Tuesday and Thursday evenings,
haveseen continued from the firet.
The congregation and Sunday school

4

\

T—
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THE

MORNING

STAR:

NOVEMBER

2, 1870.

$

as we never see in the north.
Their wings
of splendid metalic blue,violet, orange,and
yellow,look like gold studded with precious
stones. Turtles and alligators bask on the

A

«They: live in bamboo huts, thatched with
| palm leaves, and secure a scanty and un-

certain supply of food by Bunting and

The Silent fon .
y

At break of day, o’er Alpine hights,
A hunter wandered with his horn,

And from the rough and jutting cliffs,

.

He watched the rosy tinted gnorn ;
And as he saw the shadows part

J

From off the mountains’ misty tips,

‘With firm resolve and swelling heart,
His horn is pressed upon his lips ;—
Then listens,’mid the grand old hills,
For the sweet echogs floating there;
But not a.note of music comes
To stir the stiliness of the air.
Thus thre’ the weary day he toils,
Until the evening’s.gentle fall ;
And tho’ he fills his wonted horn,
Deep silence broodeth over all.
re ggg i agri
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¢¢ Animal life is much

Ap
Ae

more

Then courage, lone and fainting heart;
The bread upon the waters thrown,
The’ it may float for many days,
With glad thanksgiving shall return.
The Spring is for the precious seed,
And Autumn brings the golden grain ;—

¢¢ Certainly

theydo;

and

they

Oh, sweet the music of that life
That echoes thro’ the hours of even,

. And trembles o’er death’s swelling flood,
So like the very song of heaven!

them, they throw them into the quiet

Lifted Up.

we should find it dangerous

‘When I left the world behind me,
Not my pleasant household nest,
Nor the prattle of our children,
Seemed to give me any rest.

and

fortable,

but

while

we

glide

stream by day, and camp on

So the children lingered round me,
In their quiet, sad surprise ;—
Oh, the yearning,love and pity

night, we shall have a fine

down

the

the shore at
opportunity

to

observe the strange animals, ahd the wonderful vegetable productions of this region.
Sometimes the river flows for miles through

In the silence came the baby,
And the group he toddled through,
Saying, both his arms outreaching,
‘“Baby’s tired; lift, papa, do!”

a sea of bamboo.

This singular plant,some-

times called the king of grapes,grows to the
hight of eighty feet,or rather it grows to that
length, for

the

stalks

curve

— Little Corporal.

indescribable beauty in the

swaying

Here we begin to see

palms

the

palms is duenot only to the

Children.

RAM: RY.

Ri

EVENING.

Napo,”

mass.

in their

perfection and glory. South America excels all the rest of the world in this kingly
growth, to which the prize of beauty has
been awarded by the concurrent voice of
all ages.
The peeuliar majesty of the

The Family ive.

Henry, as he and his sister examined

downward.

With all the airy grace of a field of wheat
or tall grass, it has the hight of our forests,
and as the wind sweeps over it, there is an

Oh, the trust! the sweet reproving!
Oh, the warm,the dear caress !
Then I prayed my Heavenly Father,—
“Lift me up in my distress.”

Rio

toilsome,

but we can hire the Indians to take us in
their canoes. They are strong and expert
boatmen,and will paddle down to the great
river in fifteen or twenty days.
The
swarms of insects which cover the water
will annoy us, and the heat will be uncom-

Then my wife, in thoughtful kindness,
Saw the cloud upon my brow,
And she chid our merry darlings,
Saying, ¢ Papa’s weary now.”

the

coves

of the river. Very soon the fish rise to the
surface and are taken without difficulty.
¢‘ From this point to. the Amazon the
Napo flows through the dense forest, broken now and then by little Indian villages.
If we were to make the journey by land,

I was glad the day was over,
For my heart was sick and sore,
‘With the troubles and the trials,
And the burdens that it bore.

«¢ Here we are onthe

not

‘“ You will have as lirefey Appetite for
| their fish, when I tell you how they catch
them,” replied the mother, laughing.
«I am quite sure they do not kill them
with poisoned arrows,” said Laura.
¢¢ No, but this is the way they do:—They
gather the roots of a poisonous plant which
they call barbosco, and having mashed

Go wander forth at noon or morn,
Mid hwman woe, ’mid human strife,
With tfuth and mercy fill thy horn.

FIXTEENTH

do

their poisoned monkey-meat. ”

Then o’er the dreary hills of life,

V. G.

abundant

seem to be injured in the least; indeed it is
said that this poison, so fatal to wild animals, is harmless to man.”
« I prefer nod_to try it,” said Henry,
‘“ and hope we shall not be obliged to eat

Is never, never sown in vain.

BY

Is

are about ten feet long, they blow slender
arrows, cut fromthe leaf stalk of a palm,
and winged with a taft of silk cotton. The
neeble-like points of these arrows are dipped in a deadly poison called
¢urari.
The Indians will blow these arrows one
hundred and fifty feet, and an ox struck by
one of them, will die in twenty minutes,
and a monkey iz ten.
¢¢ And do they eat these poisoned animals ?” said Laura, with a look of disgust.

As if some fingers, weird and still,
Had stirred the boding silence there,
And roused the angel form of song
To float upon the silent air.
The dark old walls seemed new and bright,
As if some glorious hope were born,
While sweetest music, all the night,
Was poured from that familiar horn,

With

:

a pith, which being’ removed,
leaves a
smooth bore.
Through these tubes, which

And listened
with delight to hear
The horn upon the
dusky wall,
Send forth
a note full sweet and clear ;

Evenings

Bread

near the Napo” than in" the great forest.
Monkeys abound, and jaguars, piccaries
and deer are not uncommon.
But the
monkey is the principal game of the Indians. They have no fire-arms, but they
have contrived a gun of their own which
answers their purpose very well. They
make a blow pipe of a small palm having

That were mingled in their eyes!

corti

spontaneously.

“You said that the Indians hunt.
there game here?” inquired Henry.

his dreams,

PAI

which grow almost

little sandy islands, and frightfal

it, to make themselves drunk.”

The old clock told the hour of nine,
And thro’ the window by the door,
The eveping¥star had ceased to shine ;—

EA
a"

§

vegetables

and manage,by drinking great quantities of

The kindly word, or breath of love,

i]

few

instead of lager beero, They call it chicha,

The fire was flickering on the hearth,

k

a

kind of fermented liquor, which serves them

Down in the vale, the rustic home .
Awaits the hunter/s late return,
‘Where on the dingy wall he hangs,
With weary heart, his silent horn;
And wonders much, in fitful dreams,
Amid the woods and hills away,
That o’er the vales and singing streams,
No notes of cheerful music play.

The hunger Lan

of

is entirely unknown, and its place is sup
plied by the yueca.”
‘I'never heard
*¢ And what is the yuca?
of it before,” said Laura.
«¢ Tt is the beet-like root “of a little tree
which grows to the hight of ten feet. The
warm and fertile soil yields an abundant
crop with very little labor, and it forms the
staple article of food. Itis usually roasted
in the ashes, as people used to roast potatoes, but it is sometimes ground and
made into cakes somewhat
resembling
bread. From this root the natives make a

BY,J.W.BARKRER.
Va

ing, and by the use

fish-

said

their

map, and traced their imaginary course
through the wilderness.
‘‘ How far are we
to travel before we reach the Amazon ?”
. “Five hundred miles,” replied Mrs.
White.

straight

and

lofty stems, but also in a high degree to the
form and arrangement of their graceful
leaves which always spring from the top of
the trunk. The plumes of the jupati palm
so common here are forty feet in length,
and form a canopy so dense as to be scarcely penetrated by the rays of a vertical sun.
Here also is the silk-cotton tree,
white bark and lofty flat crown,

with its
rivaling

even the palm in magesty,and the beautiful
mimosa, so delicately sensitive that we remember the ancient fables of the maiden

anacon-

das, sometimes twenty-five feet long,startle
us with their presence. *
““ Oar eyes are satisfied with

beauty,

but

there are no pleasant or joyous sounds either by night or day. There is not a songbird im all the forest that equals our own
robin. The concert which hails the dawn

the

night,

monstrous,

hideous

creatures,

whose expanded wings frequently measure
two feet.”
ih

known.”

“ How do the

Henry.

;

people

live?”

inquired

Ducks, cormorants and white cranes

float on the water.

Clouds

of butterflies

flutter about us, —such beautiful
ho

|

|

0)

butterflies

Ruffies and Tucks.

for neglect-

ed lessons, want of punctuality, inattention,

or disorder.

J

——

;

Be

f

Diaconate,—all these will interest a class of readers that is largely represented by the patrons of

/

this Quarterly. It fills a niche that no other pub-

It occurred to me the other day, as I pasWe all went to his funeral, and poor Sam sed along the street, how rare a thing it has
left a beautiful white rose upon his coffin become to see a mother abroad with her
when we came out.
own little ones. ‘‘She has no time," may be
It was like the boy, for he had a large, the reply, ‘‘to range about in that aimless
generous, loving heart; and I saw by his way.” But what is she doing with her
tears that day—which, by the way, Gould time? Is it any more aimfully spent if she

lication even attempts to occupy, and it always
ministers in a very needful way to the taste for

theological learning which it would be a misfor-

THE CONGREGATIONALIST QUARTERLY closes
its twelfth volume in a very creditable way. It

to mince
abroad alone in such fantastic guise as plain
old grandma epitomized the other day,
when she saw her grandchild thus prepared,
and said :
“Now, daughter, just tie a string to her,

won his affection as it had mine.
or two very rainy Sabbaths, I had
all to myself. Then I had talked
very earnestly, urging upon him
with regard io exerting a good

is a work full of information touching both the
past and the present, and some of its papers are
of the choicest and most valuable kind. Among
the contributions to this number, we have been

especially

and hintsthat

the

blood-thirsty

vampire, of which you have heard, exists
only in imagination.
¢ With this hasty view of this great and
luxuriant region we will imagine that we
have reached Pebas,a small village near
the junction of the Napo and the Amazon,
where we will rest for the night.”

upon his classmates. Thad told him and she will be all ready to travel with the
as simply as [ could what claims God had hand-organ.”

Sam

Barker,—the, Incorrigibles.
BY

THE

AUTHOR

OF * M AsTER "AND

PUPIL.”

It is now fifteen mop
I taught the
Sabbath school class which my friend Hammond was pleased to designate ‘The Incorrigibles.” le was a member of our pastor's Bible class; and at the request of

the Superintendent, became my

substitute

one Sunday when I was confined to the
house by illness.
His report to me of his labors was iter
esting ;—they had been ‘‘labors” indeed.
All the boys except little Holman had been
exceedingly troublesome.
They had re-

cited well, and so the new- teacher had finished hearing the lesson

in good

season;

but that over, the class had devoted themselves almost en masse, to mischief.
There

were ten of them. Poor Hammond's gentle remonStrances,—he is a ‘mild-spoken
gentleman with a kindly blue eye,—had
proved

utterly futile;

and the boys had al-

most literally walked over him.
* You know,Miss Kinsley,”said he to me,

new home at M——,

He

thanked

me

for

the interest I had felt in him while he
a member of my elass, and
tobacco

or

spirituous

liquor

not to use
in any

while absent at the seat of war.

in

Dr.

Pond’s historical

ble paper en the Christian use of money, Dr.
Cady’s discussion of our system of Public
Education, Dr. Snow’s presentatior® of God in
the Old Testament, and the very timely discus-

sion of Ministerial Changes,
zine is edited

While this Maga-

especially in the interests

of the

Congregational churches, it is still a work of
general interest to all who put value upon the religious developments of the country and the century. Boston: Congregational Rooms.

OLD AND NEW for November deserves a little
as the richer fabrics they imitate. .These
caricatures may lead to the sorely needed special commendation for its unusual excellenccarediscovery that excessive “elaboration is es.. We have read the most of its confnts
fully, not as a piece of professional work, but bevulgar, and that may prove the happy be- cause the articles are, almost without exception,

was

told me that he

had voluntarily taken a . pledge

interested

sketch of Bangor Theological Seminary, covering the fifty years of its life, Dr. Post’s admira~

upon him, and then pressed home the obliIt may be that a force is at work, which
gation he was under t6 his Saviour. He al- for ages has accomplished what the most
‘“ Ah, mamma,” cried Laura, ‘ are they ways melted at the story of the cross; and earnest preaching against specific follies
the terrible bats which suck the blood of though I saw no lasting effects follow these has failed to do. If Fashion has a mispeople while they sleep?”
personal labors, I still had faith to believe chief, it has no less at times a mission.
‘I think we have nothing to fear from that ultimately they would bear fruit.
The windows of the cheap shops are now
them.
Mr. Bates, who was well acquaintJust before Sam joined the army—for he full of coarse, flimsy materials, loaded with
ed with this region, assures us they are became a soldier—he came to see me in my machine work in every respect as profuse
harmless,

than it

active

W. F. Draper.

Andover:

is to-day.

and

prominent

less

tune to have

ridiculed afterwards—that Holman’s gentle- uses it to prepare little Miss

ness had
On one
is composed of hoots, and chatters, and had Sam
screams, and the evening is vocal with the with him
croak of frogs, and the unearthly wails of his duty
night-birds. Bats flit ' silently about us in ‘influence

form

ginning of the end.

You see,

full of attraction

and stimulus.

Of course the

Husten the day when we have learned peculiar theological element which Unitarianism
Miss Kinsley,” said he, *I could have gone to put away from the sewing-machine what supplies is met here and there, and there is too
off with the boys without putting my name our foolishness makes ‘‘the worser part of much manly frankness to attempt any disguise
to paper, and meant all the same to keep it,” and let it be to us all the perfect gift of it on the part of its managers; but this is a
very subordinate item, and the wholesomeness,
clear of temptation; but
I remembered that it is!
vigor, culture, mental stimulus and bracing morwhat you told us all so often, that our good
Finally, letA1s insist that whatever in the’ al tone of the Magazine taken as a whole, make it
resolutions wouldn’t amount to anything
domestic economy ought to be-subordinate, one of the most welcome of all the numerous
without God's aid. So I thought it .best to
family of monthlies.
The papers on the French
it is ‘the fine sewing.” Never let husband, Army, The Science and learning of the Vatican,
write down’ my determination, and add,
{ or children, or dinner, or house, give way Theology and Faith, Quack
Chemists, to say
*So help me, God!’ and I think, Miss Kins- |
[to it. If you can not afford to hire one girl nothing of Mrs. Stowe’s Pink and White Tyranley, that he will help me.
Folks say that |
and the sewing too, then hire the sewing any, and other lighter and briefer contributions,
this war is going to be the ruin of young |
and do the. work. ‘At least make the fair most happily combine the solid and attractive.
men’s morals; but I'm going to try and see |
trial. 1f all were to make this beginning, Its mechanical excellences are of the highest
if I can’t come back,—if I come back at all, | the great army of workers for bread would sort, and form and substance happily harmonize. Boston: Roberts Brothers.
—Dbetter than I went.”
;
soon find it out, and the result would be
When Sam came back, it was as a Chris- |
| much greater certainty and economy in this
SMITH'S DICTIONARY OF THE BIBLE, PART
tinny and he is to-day an earnest worker in |
XXXII, the final installment of this great work,
| branch of work than at present exists.

the Lord’s vineyard.

Not j only to the younger wives, but to has come to hand. We most heartily congratuAh! one can not always predict what is |
{ mothers who have growing and grown-up late the publishers and the whole Christian public on the completion of this magnificent and in
to be the fature of this or that member of a
Do not.
8 | daughters, does the word come.
Sundpy; school class! The roughest and {let these young fair ones make ‘‘loads of yaluable Dictionary. In its original form it was
properly placed at the the very head of all the
least ' promising may be ¢‘ chosen vessels,” |
|{ sewing” an excuse for crooking their spines works of similar aim, in whatever land “or lanelected unto honor; while those that seem |
|'and dwarfing their minds, while you and guage. But this American edition, revised and
fairest and worthiest may prove utterly |
| Biddy do the work. Don’t let therejbe a edited with such critical thoroughness by
worthless for the Masters use.
Messrs. Hackett and Abbott, enriched by fresh
Biddy in such a case.
I can not close this little sketch without
contributions from many of the best scholars
of both continents, embracing the latest results
recording that my Bible scholar who
of research. and study on the subjects treated,
laughed at: poor Sam's sorrow over little
abounding in illustrations,and exhibiting the best
Holman, was notlong afterwards arrested |
{

* Literary Review.

mechanical

for the larceny of a neighbox’s fruit,and sen- |

featurés

that mark

the issues of the

AT HOME; or, The Family and. its. MemRiverside Press, is at once a monuument of en“that I am naturally very patient; bntI tenced to a fine or imprisonment in the Lire
bers. By William Aikman, D. D. New York : terprise and a literary treasure.
No public limust tell you that I was so wrought upon
S. R. Wells. 1870. 12mo. pp. 249.
House of Correction. His father paid the
brary-will be henceforth eompiete without it, and
Amid all the looseness of speech and practice
by Sam Barker’s defiant disorder, that my
fine, and the family soon removed to the respecting the family and its relationships that few Biblical students, whether in or out of the
fingers ached to give the boy a good caning.
West. I have never heard from them since; already prevail and threaten to increase, it is ministry, can wisely consent to its absence - from
He deserved it; and it is my opinion tbat if
the book-shelf or study table. New York: Hurd
but I trust Anson Gould's experience of the a grateful thing to meet such wholesome views & Houghton.
the rod and he were better acquainted, not
‘ way of the tiansgressor’may have brought as are set forth inthis volume; and especially
TE
holy your class but society in general would
home to his heart more deeply the Scripture | gratefulto tind them presented with good taste
We alluded last week to the somewhat extrav
Jo benefited by the intimacy.”
| and a true charity. Dr. Aikman did a good serv.
truths ‘with which his lips were so familiar;
| ice in presenting the matter contained in this agant, oracular and trenchant style of the article
. Ilaughed at his earnestness, and shook
and that he too has become a follower of || volume to his own congregation, and it will in SCRIBNER'S MONTHLY on the Bondage of the
my head.
“I have faith in Sam,” said 1.
Pulpit? It so clearly and forcibly illustrates eer«] grant you that he is a greattrial. Why, the Lord. I can not give up hope in| {not fail to do good mow that it is addressed tain tendencies among our magazine and secular
the case of a single one ‘of my *¢ Incorrigi- in book form to a wider audience. He puts the
sir, he has brought to Sunday school at
bles.” I still believe that the seed sown in Family into the same place of honor previously writers of to-day,—tendencies which are always
different times, to my knowledge, tamaassigned it by the Bible, and shows how it has liable to a vicious indulgence, because the style
suggests smartness and is easily mistaken for
rinds, preserved ginger, dates,whole cocoa, faith so long ago will yet bear abundant | been the foundation of what is best and noblest
pea-nuts, apples, candy, peaches, prunes, fruit to the honor and glory of God. * Let |{in the social and civil life of the nations. De- profundity,~—that we reproduce its opening paramarbles, old leather, old brass, spring- thy mercy, O God! be upon us, according | scending, in a dignified familiarity,to the de- graph. While confessing that there is really

clothes-pins, clay pipes, negro

and other articles in almost

song-books,

endless

varie-

as we hope in thee.”

politely request him to take a seat in the
slip with me, and empty his pockets before
I beginto hear the lesson. He always
complies good-naturedly, for he ig the very
essence

of

good-nature;

along finely till the close
Did you notice Gould ?”

“Yes.

and

so

we

get

of the session.

He's a good Bible- Sa,

of the

Saxon

vigor,

directness

and

Jur Try and find this week somebody to join

would thus have gained in vivacity and power
far more than it would have lost in any other respect.
Yet even as it is the work deserves an
emphatic approval, aud holds a blessing for ev| ery teachable reader.

our class. Do you not know little girls who |
would love to come—children who have no ||

reciting to me the twentieth Psalm.”

school or anybody to lead them to come.”

‘“ And the ‘Smith
behave ?”

“Yes,” said Jane, ‘I know a good |
many, but I do not believe I could persuade | WILSON’S INTERMEDIATE FIFTH READFR.
Marcus Wilson.
Hyrper and Brothers.
them to come.”

How

did they

‘Tyler Smith,—he’s the elder of the ‘two

if IT remember right, did very well for
about three quaiters of an hour; and his
brother George kept quiet for fifteen minutes ; but from the time the exercises

com-

““ Will you not try ?” asked Miss Jones.

Jane bit the end of her

She did! |

glove.

not like to promise, perhaps; but would
she not try?
Miss Jones encouraged her,

menced till they closed, Sam Barker and and handed her some bright cards to give
John Wright made a Fourth of July of “it. the chiidren. Jane looked pleased, but
still said she was aftsidghe could not sucJohn had some sweet fern cigars—"
-ceed.
‘You do n't mean to say that he smoked
¢¢ Only try, Jane,” said her teacher, ‘¢ that
them ?P”
“0, no. But he divided them about is all you can doj and I think, if you try,
among the boys; and Sam Barker had a you will get one scholar in. We shall be
very glad of one new scholar.”

bird's head and beak which he held in his

died.

He was a good

‘“ We

want more

than

one,”

said Jane.

in the
I had

We have been much interested in the series of
readers published by this house, as they seem
calculated to excite increased interest in pupils
in becoming accomplished readers.
The rules
for governing the voice, and for giving expression to sentiment and feeling in rendering the
pieces, are plain and appropriate.
But the selections for reading lessons have more especially
attracted our attention, as not only furnishing
varied examples of choice literature, but they
are replete with valuable information on interesting and useful topics. The volume before us
is equal to those which have preceded it. It
gives well selected examples of rhetorical compositions of all kinds and Pecpliaritios, :

“I

think one is worth

trying

for,” said

Miss Jones. * That makes a beginning.”
Did she bring a scholar in? Well, no.
Next Sunday:came, but Jane had not tried.
The Sunday after;

not tried.

¢¢Oh,I can’t,

I know,” said Jane. That is not true; nobody ‘can know until they have tried. Success must depend upon trying; and more
than that on believing in try. If you want
to succeed, try; try again. And if any boy
or girl, or man or woman, will not do that,

of course they will do nothing; and that is

FRENCH’S

MENTAL

she had plete INDEX, ALPHABETICAL,ANALYTICAL AND
lives in ToPICAL, for the first forty volumes of Harper’s
she was New Monthly Magazine. Those who have the
Sunday volumes bound, or who may have occasion to

school all herself.

some of

She gathered

from Sunday to Sunday, until she had as
many a8 sixty scholars under her .care.
Think of that! That is what Try does.
¢“ Can’c” never got into her company, you
may be sure.

Sarah is an old lady
great while ago there

when

four

thousand teachers and scholars marched by
her house singing to the dear old lady their
best and sweetest songs.
Was not she glad? Do not you suppose
she thanked God for a heart to try? Oh,
what good fruit and glad hours came of
it!
My children, try to do some work

for Je-

Try, try.—Child's Paper.

We must labor unceasingly'to render our
piety

fo.

THE BIBLIOTHECA SACRA for Oct¥comes to us
a little later, a little more thoroughly adapted to
Biblical and theological students, and a little less
varied, vigorous and valuable than usual,
* Ho-

reasonable, and our reason pious.

8y. But asthe Greek bard keeps his unquestioned supremacy in spite of his occasional dull:

ness, 80 this Quarterly has built up a reputation
which will safely survive more than one

opens

at least as widely conversant with the things that
are known as are the members of any profession.
The clergy are themselves ereditably represented
by specialists in some departments ; and speciale
ists in all departments would concede that they
are quite as likely to find intelligent audience for

and

their inductions

ameng

clergy-

men, as among the ranks of any cultivated class
outside their own particular guild. Our pulpit is
not wanting in skill of versatile adjustment and
in thrifty knowledge of the world.
Preachers
are hardly less stuoious olifion), than journalists of current
social,
political,
and
national
events.
The sermon IL
almost as sensis:
tively as the article, the transient state of the
public temper.
Our pulpit is not wanting in
industry.
It is not wanting in practical and
Popular philanthropy.
It is not wanting in pieThe pulpit has its deficiency, but its defihey lies elsewhere,
What it lacks is the spirit of aggression, readiness to take the. offensive,
enterprise to attack. It lacks initiative—Prussianism—Pluck.
Iv fortifies and arms.
It
or-

ganizes and counts.

It parades and reviews.

|It

marches and countermarches.
It reconnoiters
and skirmishes.
It issues proclamations and
bulletins. But it forgets its objective, or dreads
it.’ SIN goes unrebuked,
Precisely at this point
our pulpit is wanting:
Samson here consents to
.

é

ZELL’S POPULAR ENCYCLOPEDIA gees steadily and resolutely

forward.

The

last installment

takes us to the word ‘‘ Purple,” and to the 688th
page of the second volume.

Its

completion

may look for. at no distant day, and it will
a most welcome

thesaurus for general

comprehensiveness and economy will

we

prove

use.

Its

especially

commend it to the acceptance of those who

are

obliged to forego the possession of the several
larger and costlier works which, taken together,
cover the same field as this, The entire work,
unbound, will be, for the present, supplied for
$26, and the owner of it will find it a miniature
library In a brace of volumes,
Phila.: T. El-

wood

Zell.

General

Agent.

Horace

King,

Thompsonville, Conn.

THE ALMANACS
calls

for

begin to appear, and each

attention,

THE TEMPERANCE

ALMA=-

NAC, (J. W. Stearns, New York,) is finely com=
‘piled, and gives a large amount of information

now; and not a mer sometimes nods,” and this king
of the thewas a Sabbath ological Quarterlies is now and then a bit drow-

school celebration in Patterson,

sus.

search for particular articles, will find this index
of great value.

Pamphlets, Magazines)

Wilkinson

be bound,

ARITHMRTIC,—Harper

and Brothers,—is the third in the series of arithmeties by this author, which have been received
by educators with favor. - We are glad to see in
this and other school books now issuing from the
press, such marks of improvement in style as
well as in matter and system.
HARPRR’S BCHOOL HISTORY OF THE UNITED
STATES.
Scott.
Same publishers.
This work
brings down our history to 1870.
The book is
well arranged, substantially made, and gives as
clear and complete a view of the growth and development of our national life as is possible in a
book of 400 pages.
The same house have published a bound volume of over four hundred pages, giving a com-

poor business.
Jane did not try. I wonder if
heard of Sarah Colt. Sarah Col:
Patterson, New Jersey. When
eleven years bld, she started a

the mill children together, and taught them

Mr.

with his rhetorical guns:
The average American puipit of to-day is not
wanting in talent.
The standard of capacity
among ministers is fully as high a8 it is among
‘the men of other intellectual vocations. , The
average American puiph of to-day is not wanting in eloquence
‘or good
speaking, our
preachers might confidently dispute the palm
with their peers of the great rival estates of oratory—the bar, the forum, and the senate,
Our
pulpit is not wanting in learning.
Ministers are

their facts

By

“I would not try for one.”

boy, and invariably

quiet and atenttive; the only boy
class except oné—Taylor—whom

pith

‘« Jane," she said to her one scholar, *“1)
+ which naturally attachto intercourse in a true
ill give you a bit of work to do for Jesus. || home, and less of the dialect, of the pulpit. It

sly as a fox. I caught him sticki
ins
into one of the Smith boys, while he was
boys.

This is the way in which

Miss Jones had but one scholar left in her { upon the whole economy of the household. He is
Sunday school class. The mills_had stop- | always clear, considerate, practical, earnest and
ped, so the rest of her scholars had moved | wholesome. The style of the work is cultivated
and accurate, but it would be better if it had
away.
| more

forcible

largely a surface force, and the writer can hardly
be accepted ass ‘ Daniel come to judgment.”

| brothers and sisters, employers
and servants,
pointing out faults, inciting to fidelity, elevating
| the domestic ideals, and setting forth the sphere,
| the funetions and the hallowing work of religion

Oe

and

in the paper, yet the energy appears to us very

ties of husbands and wives, parents and children,

Just Try.
—

more or less that is nervous, direct

| tails of home life, he sets forth the respective du-

Lawrence, Sept. 12, 1870.

ty ;—of course, for his own amusement and
that of ‘his comrades.
But now-a-days, I

closed hand, and, slipping his arm over the
back of the seat, managed to keep Northat was changed to a tree, and wonder if ton scowling and fidgeting all through the
¢¢ Oh, dear!” said Laura; ‘“‘can it be so
there is not a soul in the plant.
session, He pulled the boy’s hair, and tickfar? This little river does not look so
¢ As day after day our Indian boatmen led his neck, and nipped his ears, till
long.”
paddle us down the stream, we dream of I felt obliged to suspend the hearing of the
¢¢ This little river is eight hundred miles the day when steamboats will stir these lesson, and read the offender a short sermon
long, and though it looks like a tiny thread waters and the wealth of these magnificent upon behavior in Sunday school. He cast
on your map, it is a broad and rapid
down his eyes, and blashed; but in less
forests will be opened to the world.”
stream. Emerging from the wilderness,
¢ But what is there in these forests that than five minutes he was at his tricks again.
we feel when we reach this place, that we
He is a hard case,I'm afraid.”
the world cares for ?" said Henry.
have touched the verge of the civilized
«¢ A great deal, my dear.
Here are ma“Yes,80 he is,in the sense that he’s roguworld again,
hogany, ebony, balsam, cedar, ivory-palm,
ish; but, Mr. Hammond, he is not a vi.
¢¢ Here on the left bank of the river is the
cinnamon, Brazil wood, and several valua- cious boy, and he has really a very tender
village of Napo, containing eighty or
ble dye-woods. Here also is the tree from heart. You see I know him better than you
ninety families, mostly Indians. “We must
which copal, the gum so valnable in var- do,for I've had trials with him.
Oh! Mr.
look out for the plantation of Mr. George nish, is obtained, and swamps of Napo
Hammond, there’s nothing like hunting out
Edwards who has been living here several
the good in a wicked or troublesome boy,
tea.”
years.”
and then letting him understand that you
‘
Pray
what
is
Napo
tea,
mamma?”
cried
¢ Pray, mamma,” cried Laura, ‘‘ who is
have faith in it.”
~
Mr. George Edwards, and what kind of a Laura.
‘“ Napo tea is the leaf of a tall shrub
I have always been glad that I believed in
plantation has he here P”
¢« Mr. Edwards is a native of Connecti- which grows wild herein great abundance. Sam Barker, ,
cut, who has chosen to make a home here. The natives call it ‘ guayusa.’ Its properSam did not know much about the Bible.
Five or six years ago the government gave ties resemble those of the tea we use, and His father followed the seas, and his mothhim a large tract of land, two miles west of it is said tobe so refreshing, that it will er was not a religious woman.
Bat Gould,
the village, where he commenced the culti- supply the place of food for a long time, I the English boy, and little Holman, had
vation of vanilla, and we may hope that, by can not begin to tell you of the wealth of been well instructed in the Scriptures; and
this time, he begins to.reap the reward of these great unexploréd forests, but doubt. after we had concluded the recitation from
his industry. His plantation must be a less before many years it will be opened to the text-book, I'used to question the boys
in Bible history, illustrating truth by stories
pretty place, for the vanilla is a. graceful the world.”
*¢ Animal life becomeg more abundant as borrowed from my own_ experience or that
vine of the orchis family. The aromatic
seeds, from which our perfumes and flavors we approach the great river. Monkeys of others, and requesting them to commit
are distilled, grow in pods like beans.
chatter and gambol in the lofty trees. to. memory certain brief passages for the
* This region under proper cultivation Parrots and macaws flutter and scream next Sunday. Sam never failed me,whethmight be madg like a garden, yielding the among the flower-laden vines. Gay tou- er the others were ready or not.
I had taught The Incorrigibles for about
most valupble productions of either hemis- cons, rivaling in their plumage the’ most
phere in profusion, but agriculture is un- brilliant flowers, wag their heads, and yelp a year, when little Holman sickened and
at us.

never been obliged to reprove

term of

heaviness. To mere scholars the present number will prove interesting, The opening paper
on ‘ The significance of the Jewish saerifices,”

such as friends of temperance would

everywhere

be glad to possess.——THE CATHOLIC ALMANAC
(Lawrence Kohoe, New York) is a beautiful specimen of typography and engraving on wood, and
its statistical and general literary contents are
not without much interest to others than Catho-

lics.

The

year’s

issue

most
are

objectionable features
happily

absent

from

of

last

this

last

product,——THE ILLUSTRATED
ANNUAL OF
PHRENOLOGY AND PHYSI0GNOMY (8. R, Wells,
New York) is less devoted to the objects of the
usual

Almanac

makers

than to

the general subjects to which Mr,

information

Wells

his attention in the Phrenological Journal,

on

direets
It is

the third article, on *“ The Inscription of Mesha,
King of Moab,” Prof. Reubelt’s exhibition of
‘ Eschatulogical
Studies,”
Dr.
BStockbridge’s
brief but fair presentation of the various * The-

a good thing, in its facts, suggestions, figures,
pletures, &c,——THE OLD FARMERS ALMANAC
(Boston : Brewer & Tileston) makes its seventy-

ories of the Resurrection,” Prof, Barrows’s seveuth paper on ‘‘ Revelation and Inspiration,” the
second plea for Woman’s silence in the churches,

ninth appearance, as hale, as fresh-looking, as
fall of pradtical wisdom and condensed ¢ommon
sense a8 when we studied it in our boyhood by

the argument for the official distinction of the

the open fire, and wondered at the wisdom
crowded between these modest brown covers.

|

:

Te

- THE
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9, 1870.

Fy

ley), I remember, was lined or walled with

cliffs of hideous

grandeur; and

in these

enormous cuts and notches, it seemed as if

the whole region had been tossed up by the
shovel of some huge giant, and then kneaded and pinched and broken by his fingers

into the most grotesque yet terrible magnificence that can be conceived. The wild
barrenness,

the

unclothed

and

savage

emaciation of these hunger-bitten hills, the
gloom of their ravines, the tall, bold sharpness of their peaks, colored of every hue—
black, white, green, yellow, red, alternat-

ing with each other—are ‘altogether. indescribable. Another broad wady, I remem-

ber, with hills and cliffs and terraces on
each side, while down from these there

swept long slopes, cut or dag into ‘what
one can call nothing but a succession of stupendous quarries. Then the valley takes
a noble bend, and fronts you with huge
terraces and hideous
precipices. Then a

vast semicircle of ol)

rock, towering

up forhundreds of feet, seems to bar your
way. Then come miles of sloping
rocks,
chiefly white or slightly yellow. The softer parts have been abraded by the torrents,
80 that the harder
parts come out in full
relief like rows of Egyptian gods, sitting in
sileny state, with their hands upon their
stupendous knees. Then comes a long
sow of Gothic buttresses, planted almost
erect against the walls

of some

enormous

cathedral. Then comes. another semicircle
of sheer precipice, which might embrace a
city in its sweep. Then up starts a tall
sandstone peak, first tawny, then red, then

white, then red again, then black as charcoal, till it pierces the blue heavens with a
dark yellow spire.
The desert is not a region of mere
scorching calm, without a breeze or a tempest.
Oftentimes at noon, even in the

very heart of some valley, a quiet breeze
would steal along by our side, fanning us
and cooling us as it passed. And more
than once the storm of the wilderness
swept over us, trying the patience of our
camels by day, and the strength of our
tent-cordage by night. Once we encounterod a tempest which quite arrested us for
some hours, and made us glad to take
refuge in some place of partial shelter,
where we stood watching its fury. Blasts
in succession rushed eastward, hurrying
along with it a whole sea of sand-drifi,
which tossed and eddied in the blast. One
"gray wave after another swept past-us,
scattering its yellow spray. Now
the
sand-wave

rose, now it fell; now it poured

itself along in streams over the undulating
slopes around ; now, united in one torrent,
it scoured the plain; now it threw up its
yellow wreathtsto the rain-clouds above,
producing a dense sky of gloom, quite indescribable. Then in a fierce hail-storm it
exhausted itself.
The desert is not a mere region of sand.
No doubt you find sand in abundance in
the hill slopes, and in the beds of the valleys and the broad plains. There are vast
reaches of unbroken sand. But still you
are struck,

as

you

amount of rock
frequent

move

and

along,

with the

stone interspersed, at

intervals,

extending

sometimes

for miles, and overspreading and concealing the sand. Sometimes these are found
isolated, a large

rock

having

shot

down

impossible, indeed, to narrate the details
of this awful event, over which Catholic

detained her, and was

not was allowed

closet.

to

hide

halls of the Louvre

to

sometimes

sometimes

well-rounded

and

cairns;

rolled;

so

thickly thrown together, and so thoroughly
beaten down by the Tain floods and sified
by the wind, as to form a smooth highway,
extending for miles; so well macadamized
that any
European carriage might be
driven over it with

comfort—nay,

twenty,

or in some places fifty, might take the road
abreast. Occasionally it looked like a vast
area of finely laid mosaic; again, likea
long stripe of tessellated pavement,

form-

ed with all the smooth exactness of Roman
art. These varieties of roadway helped

often to relieve the monotony

by breaking

of the waste,

up in stripes its vast tracts of

white or yellow

sand.

The desert is not a land without rain. It
has ils rainy seasons to a certain extent;
and our journey, made earlier in the year
than is generally attempted, had very
nearly given us a specimen of desert floods,
aswe were warned beforehand at Cairo.
“There is no such adequate supply as to tell
upon the land, save in the way of scooping
out water-gourses,
or abrading the softer
parts of the sandstone

rocks,

or still more

rarely, forming an oasis of palms or tama-

risks;

but still there

is rain—much

more

rain than is known in Egypt,—not only in
Upper, but even in Lower Egypt. Nay, it
would seem as if the rain meant for Egypt

is swept right over that level region by the

stormy west wind, and, attracted by the
mountains of the peninsula,
pours itself
down in water-spouts upon the Sinaitic
wastes.

It comes

in

such

rushes

that it

brings no benefit to the soil; and is so unequally distributed that even the spring
(much less the summer) gets no refreshment fromthe winter floods, —nay, hardly
knows that they have been. If you are
bold enough to penetrate the desert during
the parched months of summer, you may
count with certainty upon rainless skies;
and you may pitch your tent where you
please, even in the lowest bed of the torrent. But if you are bent upon a winter
tour, or even to travel so early as January,

you must be on the lookout, not merely for
showers, but floods.

You

dare

not

pitch

your tent in that inviting sandy hollow
where the shrubs are waving, and which
seems as if just made for a quiet encampment;

for,

however

ht

the wind shift t

the

sunset, if

west in the course of

the night, yoyudmay

find yourself, tents,

baggage,p
ons,camels and all, hurrying
down a swollen river, of whose possible existence yofi could not have dreamed, and
which,

fore

the

next

found

its

way

have come down
have

evening's

shadows

upon these sands, will

wholly vanished in

to

the Red

the porous

Sea, or

ground,so

trem-

her

across

sister's

the

room,

and, as sha passed amidst the scene that
had so lately rang with the masks and reyels of her wedding

night, she saw

another

Huguenot pierced by the spear of his pursuer, and heard the clamor of the general
massacre, Faint and trembling, she went
to her mother and the king, threw her-

self at their feet, and

begged the lives“of

two of her husband’s retainers.

Meantime, when Henry of Navarre had
left his room in the morning, he had been
arrested, and carried to the king’s chamber;

but of the throng of Huguenots who had
attended him in the night only a few escaped. Each man, as he passed out into the
court, between two lines

of Swiss

guards,

was stabbed without mercy. Two hundred of the noblest and purest reformers
of France lay piled in a huge heap before

mouth some seventy feet into the air.
last, after much climbing, we reach

stone

At
the

edifice which

of

and from scores of invisible holes in the
stone work below, above, and on each side,

suddenly issue fine streams of water; while
within, on the only dry spot to be found,
we stand and gaze through the silvery mist
in the sunlight upon

the

magnificent

of honor,
they lay

Hercules, leaning
form rears itself

view

pect of extraordinary range and beauty.

tic, rode through the streets laughing and
jesting over the fallen; the streets were

filled with corpses;

the Seine was

turned

the

plunder of the Huguenots; and it was believed that the king and his brother, Anjou,
shared the spoils of opulent merchants and
skillful goldsmiths. The papal nuncio,
Salviati, overjoyed at the spectacle, wrote
to the pope that nothing was to be

seen

in

the streets but white crosses, producing a
fine effect; he did not see the heaps of
Charles IX. shot

of inexpiable

at the

crime.

flying Huguenots

window.

The

rage

of

the murderers was chiefly turned against
women and infants. One man threw two
little children into the Seinedrom a basket;
another

infant

was

dragged

through

streets by a cord tied around its neck

by

the

‘a

throng of Catholic children ; a babe smiled
in the face of the man who had seized it,
and played with his beard, but the monster
stabbed the child, and, with an oath, threw
it into the Seine.
For three days the massacre continued
with

excessive

atrocities;

a month

later

Huguenots were still being murdered in
PAris. Itis computed that several thousand persons perished in that city “alone.
In every part of the kingdom, by orders of
the king, an effort was made to exterminate the Huguenots; and Lyons, Orleans,
Bordeaux, and all the provincial towns ran

If

King William desired to convey the exemperor 10 aspot where he could exhibit to
him * the kingdoms of this world and the
glory of them,”he could hardlp have chosen
a better site.
Amid such surroundings,
with every want supplied, and a retinue of
attendants and officers in kingly state,
the ‘ imprisoned” Napoleon invites our
sympathy and commiseration. Whatever
bitter reflections may accompany his fallen
state, it is diffieult to believe that the
retribution which is said to run parallel
with evil deeds in this life has yet overtaken
him. His richly-deserved compensation is
’

Destruction

Sabbath day, the feast of St. Bartholomew,

and for two succeeding days, the murders
went on; the whole city was in arms;
every hat or cap was marked with a white
cross, and every Catholic was converted
into an assassin. Charles, a raging luna-

His lofty
in hight;

and an idea may be obtained of the pro:
portion of the whole from the fact that
eight persons can stand at one time in his
club, and out of a knot-hole enjoy a pros-

inspected and derided them as
dead. All through that fearful

to blood ; many Catholics grew rich by

on his club.
thirty-one feet

The

telegraph

destruction

of

which,

two

that lovely
with

for

has
the

royal

historic

of St.

Cloud.

informed

Chateau

and

glories,

us of the

of St. Cloud,

imperial

hundred

has

crowded

been

accomplished

by

the pride

the

French,

and not by the German batteries.
St. Cloud, the ancient Novigentam, derives its modern name from Clodoald, the

grandson of King Clovis. The yeung man
escaped from the assassin hands of his
uncle

Clotaire

to

this--spot,

and

after

a

life passed

as a hermitin the neighboring

forests, was

canonized by the

noble

in 1658

parks and the. palace
by the

title that the

there

erected

great- capitalist, Jerome de

Gondy, have since borne.

The vast wealth

and power of Louis Quatorze, which during his reign seemed to absorb everything

splendid in France,
of

St. Cloud,

and

gave

the

him

possession

Grand

Monarque

bestowed this. gem upon his brother, the
Duc d'Orleans. Become a royal palace, it
extended its hospitality to Queen Henrietta
of England, who died there; and in succeeding

Henry

years it witnessed

IIL.; the plottings

the

murder

of

of the First Na-

poleon
for imperial
control; the royal
tolly of Charles X., who dated thence the

rescripts that revolted France and precipitated the revolution of 1830; and, finally,

the fetes of the

hearty

citizen-king,

all;

for

I eolicited

a

cardinal,

whois one of my friends, to urge the censor
to decide on it quickly, because I was in
haste to get itin type. And what do you
think? I find that 1 left, by accident,
one of my rough sheets, which nobody
could read, among the manuscript, and
that

you

see.is

stamped

as well

as the

rest. Therefore, Ijudge from this circumstance, that it has all been stamped without
examination, as a favor to me.”
°°
We had another acquaintance, a Roman
by birth, and a gentleman of scholarly parts,
who had composed a comedy. This had to
pass the same ordeal ; but the latter did not
meet the same good nature as the-former.
He had been greatly annoyed, notwithstanding there was nothiog of a political character in his work.
'L'he censor would not
permit the play to be performed, much less
published, without
exten:ive alterations
of names

and

words.

He

was orderedto

erase the name of one of his characters called “Giovanni,” because the Pope's name
ed “Faust,” because there was a Garibaldian
in one of the prisons named Faust. The
censor was satisfied to have ‘‘Augusto”
substituted for the former, and ‘‘Dominico”
for - the latter; but throughout his performance,

Louis

Philippe, and the Summer pleasures of
Napoleon III. St. Cloud rivals Versailles
in its memories of Marie Antoinette and
the gayeties of Queen Victoria’s sojourn
in France in 1855. Some of the most imoging
scenes of the reign of the First
apoleon occurred at this celebrated resi-

he was harassed in this manner, and

no .declaration would satisfy the inquisitor
that the accidental name of one of his
characters might not be alampoon directed
at the Vatican.
.
Such is. a glance at the inner scientific
and literary life of the Roman Catholic
Apostolic mind in this year of our Lord 1870;
and while the Ecumenical Council is sittin
in St Peter's discussing dogmas, and per-

subject

year,

of convert be

when

she became

the

grace.

Afterwards,

for

about three years she lived in a backslidden state,
but at the end of that time renewed her covenant

Abbie Mal

toleration, to the rest of mankind, exacts entire submission td its demands
and boldly avows its religious purpose to

overturn

the

free-sehool

system

of

the

United States, and to substitute therefor its
own codes of instruction. Inasmuch as the
Jesuits intend to unmask the hypocrisy of
the false politics of the “New World,” as

they declare in the ‘‘Civita Cattolica,” so
they must permit the “New World” to
inquire into the character and solidity of
the science and literature, and political
economy, which are. to be substituted for
our unchristian error aud stupidity.—O0ld,
and New.
d

Brevities.
"The latest idea is to have a retiring 100m,
in fashionable churches, similar to that
in an opera-house, where ladies can leave

their cloaks,
" Little three
very roughly
by the tail.

parasols, ete.
:
year old Mary was playing
with the kitten—carrying it
Her mother told her that she

‘I meant to have told

said a gentleman

you of

to his friend

that

walking with him in his garden,

who

hole,’

J. W. BARR.

AUSTIN
CENTER

THE

died in the faith,

and—and

warm

your jacket

for

you,

may

easily

remedy

it by

eating

a

small

I managed ?’

‘You'd betteritalk,’ responded the young
hopefal ; ‘you married mother, and I've got
to marry a strange gal!’
A countryman, not long

sight of

a locomotive,

since,

declared

thought it was the dev'! on wheels.

on first

that

Primary,

Obitwaries.

man languages.
Board from $2.25 to $3.00.

;
Rooms can be had for

GRANITE

Foss,

Ses.

STATE

MILITARY &QOLLEGIATE INSTITUTE,
REED’S FERRY, N. H., on Nashua & Concord R. R
Rev.S8.N., HOWELL, PRINCIPAL.
Advantages :—Retired location; yet easy of access;
Na Saloons, orplaces of idle resort; Full corps of
teachers; Thorough instruction, &c.”
Pu pis received at any time. Send for Circular,

EVANSVILLE SEMINARY.
HF FALL

TERM

of

this

Institution

will

Aug. 30, continuing 12 weeks,

open

Tuition from $5,50 to $7,50,
Board, $3,00.
For further particulars address the Principal,

REV. G.S. BRADLEY,

Evansville,

THE

Prin.

Wis., July 21, 1870.

LYNDON LITERARY AND
LICAL INSTITUTION

Wit

open

Vermont,

BIB.
?

its First Term

at Lyndon

Center,

on

August 23,

1870, for

TUESDAY,

the Academical yegr 1870-71,
CALENDAR: — Fall term begins August 23;
ov. 4.
:

ends

Winter term begins Nov. 15; ends Jan. 20, 1871.
Spring term begins Jan. 31; ends April 14. 1871.

Summer term begins April 26; ends July 6, 1871,
The Institution
will be under the charge of
MR. GEORGE W.
RTHEN, Principal.
Miss SARAH E. MAYON, Preceptress.
MR. HIRAM

M

PEARL,

Teacher af Commercial De-

partment, and of Plain and Ornamental Penmanship.
Miss LUELLA

1. MEIGS,

Teacher of Music,

with such oth er assistance as may be required.

&c.
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Twenty years experience has proved this the
mostspopular remedy with Physicians and

Pargyits.
for those pests of Childhood --Worms,
They re pleasant to take and always effective

SCHOOL.

school -is to fit young men for College and no pains
will be spared to make it a first class school. Its

in expelling the Worms and toneing the system:
up to its normal condition. Beware of counterfeits and imitations. The genuine have the signature of the proprietors on the wrapper of each
package.
>
.
JOHNSTON, HOLLOWAY & COWDEN,

connection with the Bates College gives its students
many advanteges not to be had at other schools.
as
A. M. JONES, Sec,

Sold by all Druggists at 25 cents per Box.

THE WINTER TERM of this Instution will’ commence Thursday,
Nov. 10th, 1870, under the 1nstruction of LYMAN G. JORDAN, A. B,, as Principal,
with three Assistants.
The principle object of this

HILLSDALE
The Fall Term

of

COLLEGE,

Hillsdale College

retary.
JAMES
3w33

CALDER,

open

L.P. REYNOLDS,

Pres.

NORTHWOOD

on

ANNIE

R.

Seo-

lyeowl3

SAVAGE,

O. TUTTLE,

WEATHER

—ACTIVE,
ENERGETIC
v sell and apply MILLERS

STRIP, for doors

20, DOCK

Dee.

to those preparing to teach.

them-

THE

BROAD

selves, will be furnished at reasonable rates,
8S.

TASKER,

Pres.

’

Sec.

Northwood, N. H., Oct. 18 1870,

RIDGEVILLE

COLLEGE.

REV, J. L.COLLIER, A. M.\ President.
REV. I. D. ADKINSON, A, M., Professor of Ancient

Languages.
WILLIAM REED, Professor of Mathemat cs.
Miss JORIE SUMPTON, Teacher of Primary Department.

Mgrs. MARY
mental

ADKINSON,

J. E.

Zeacher of Instru-

Music.

Calendar for 1820-71.—Fall term begins September 6, and ends November 25.
Sprirg term begins March 7, and ends May 27.
Summer term begins June 6, and ends August 18,
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HEWINTER

TERM

courses

G. H. RICKER,
North Scituate, R. I., Oct. 10, 1870.
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of

study

Principal.

INSTITUTE,
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commences
TERM
bpanches and incidentals—
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$7.00; extra branches,
Boarding and room rent at terms

to

York from

7,45 and 9,45 A.M M,, 5,15 and 6,45 P. XN.
running through

WITHOUT

with all WESTERN

OHANGE

and

AND SOUTHERN

connecting

LINES.

Trains leave Cincinnati by Columbus,
time, irom Depot cor. 6th and Hoadley Streets at

favor

Cleveland

O,,

York without change.

by Columbus, O., time

Western

Leave Dunkirk
Depot, at

13,0 P.M,

from

Depot, at

by New

10,25 I. MK.

York time,from

Union

and 9.50 ¥*, M.

Leave Buffalo by New York time, from
corner Exchange and Michigan Streets, at

Depot

2,00 A.M.,2,50 I*.M.,6,35 P, M.& 11,20 P.M"
Leave Rochester by New York time,from Gen05

MASS.

WILTON SEMINARY,
TO
A

daily leave New

St.. at

esee Valley Depot, at

SEMINARY.

Ten miles west of Boston.
Instruction thorough,
careiul, complete.
Advantages for Music, Painting
French and German, unsurpassed.
Particular atten,
tion paid to common and solid branches.
Teachers
chosen with great care. (Combines the advantages

;

Four EXpRESS TRAINS

Depot foot of Chamber

2,25A M., 3,35 F*, M. and

‘

FEMALE

he

NEW YORK to CINCINNATI 860 miles,
NEW YORK to CLEVELAND 025 miles,
NEW YORK to DUNKIRK 460 miles,
NEW YORK to BUFFALO 423 miles,
NEW YORK to ROCHESTER
385 miles,
AND I8
22 MILES THE SHORTER ROUTE

Leave

Pittsfield, Oct. 26 , 1870,

LASELL
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WEST
AND SOUTH-WEST.
THIS RAILWAY EXTENDS FROM

Atlantic and Great

address the Principal, or Rev, A.
N. F. WEYMOUTH,

ATLANTIC
CITIES
AND THE

running through to New

TERMwill begin Nov, 17.

The Normal department will be under the care of
E. E. WADE, A. B., who will be assisted by Miss L.
For particulars
L. GERRISH,

GAUGE, DOUBLE TRACK ROUTER
BETWEEN THE

7,00 A. M. 1,15 and 9,45 X*, ML.

G. B. FILES, A. B,, Principal.
MISS NELLIE KNOWLTCN, Preceptress,
aided by competent teachers.
M. SIMMONS.

-

Boston.

23d 8t., Depet at

will commence on MON-

Complete

SQUARE,

8.00 and 10.00 A. M., 5.30 and 7.00 P. M.

INSTITUTE.

DAY, Nov. 14, 1370,
for both sexes,
:

This

ERIE RAILWAY.

Principal,

Preceptress.

Board, and rooms to those wishing to board

E.

MEN
to
PATENT

wiadows.

ITT & WILLIAMS,

Tuesday,

Apply to the PRINCIPAL, or to
THoMAS TUTTLE, M.D,

and

is the only strip that is composed entirely of Rubber,
A SMART MAN can make handsome wages.
Exelusive territory arranged.
For Terms, arrangements,
apply to the sole manufacturers.

See.

Special attention given to those fitiing for Cellege,
and

-

WANTED
A

SEMINARY.

The Winter Term will commence
6 and continue i3 weeks.

ALBERT.

No. 602 Arch Sts Philada,
~
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Taesday, September 6th, 1870.
:
Catalogues will be sent on application te the
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\

4.00
4.50

those who wish to board themselves.
.
WARREN
Center Strafford, July 27, 1870.
!

&c., apply early to
,
E.C.LEWIS, Sec.
New Hampton, N. H., Oct. 18th, 1870.

‘Faix,

with blood. Four thousand reformers are
said to have been killed in Lyons. At Bor- dence, and the shades of the gentle Josedeaux Auger, the most eloquent of the Jeshine, and of her successor, the Austrian
uit preachers, employed all his powers in
arie Louise, seemed, even in our day, to
Particular Notice ! Persens wishing obituaurging on the work of slanghter. ¢¢ Who,” haunt the apartments the crowned dames
he cried, * executed the divine judgments once occupied, and on the walls of which ries published in the Morning Star, who do not
at Paris? The angel of the Lord. And their portraits smiled in the bloom of pride patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion,
who will execute them in Bordeaux?
The and beauty as limned by master hands.
angel of the Lord, however man may try
None who have ever visited this delight- Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
to resist him!” The number of the slain ful abode with a tourist’s elegant curiosity single square can well be afforded to any single
throughout France has been variously esti- or by imperial invitation, will forget its obituary. Verses are inadmissible..
mated at from ten to one hundred thousand. parks stocked with rare growth and ranged
MRS. C. Louise MOREY, wife of Rev. J. MalHistory has no parallel to offer to this relig- by herds of English deer, its enchanting vern, pastor of Charles St. church in this city,
ious massacre even in its most barbarous gardens, its lakes, its fountains, and. its died, on the eve of embarking for home, in Liverool, Eng., Oct. 11th, aged 25. Mr. Malvern and
‘
cascades, the delight of the Paris Sunday
periods.— Harper's Magazine.
amily left home last July for a visit to his aged
throng who went a Maying in its lawns parents, anticipating not only social joys and the
and woods. Its September festivals for pleasures of travel, but also increase of physical
this year have been replaced by a more vigor. But for Mrs M. the climate of England
roved to possess a relaxing influence, developing
magnificent but disastrous October. The
tendencies to disease, so that when the
beauteous domains are desolated by the inherited
last suddenillness came, her system was unable
soldiery,
foreign
heedless
a
of
to resist. Though longing to return to loved
A correspondent of the Independent thus pivouac
saloons and galleries, with New England and cherished friends, though
describes the prison house, its locality and its superb
and
bound by the tenderest conjugal and maternal
all their wondrous wealth of canvas
and surroundings, of Napoleon III:
yet, calmly trusting in Jesus, angelic sweet.
carving, have sunk into ruin beneath the ties,
ness lingeringon every feature, oe, tranquilly
But by far the most extraordinary and
avenging shot and shell of thegreat city waited his will,~waited until
.in whose
of Cassel is ** Wilhelms- beleaguered through the folly of its latest hand hers had long been closely clasped,
imposing attractigh
hohe,” in which 1s the palace built by the imperial occupant. The fearful war now should lead her through that ‘covered way
Elector Frederick II; once the residence ot raging *“in the heart of Europe” is full of which opens into light.” Not many were her
but her quiet deeds and thoughts,~true
Jerome Bonaparte, King of Westphalia, startling lessons, illustrated by what seems years,
measurers of life,~were noble and beautiful.
and now the abode. of the fallen Emperor. more than the caprice of mere chance in Her friends need not that her praises be voiced;
A noble and spacious building it is, well the scourge that it brings upon the olden to them her life is her best eulogy. For her
filled with everything to delight the eye or seats of refined but arrogant pomp and heart-stricken husband, who will soon return to
church and people, but also to a desoadminister to the most fastidious taste, and
power. None of these is more instructive, his lovedarthstone,
we bespeak the prayers
of
abounding with reminiscences Jud associa. even while we must historically mourn if, late
sympathizing Christian hearts.
C.
tions of a melancholy interest to its present than the obliteration of St. Cloud.— Herald.
JOANNA, wife of Dea. Benjamin York, died in
unwilling occupant. Near it is the theater
Newport, Me., Oct. 9, aged 69 years and 9
built by Jerome,and beyond, the *‘ William's
months,
She was the daughter of the late Rev,
Joseph and Betsey Higgins, of Thorndike. Sis
Roman Literary Censorship.
Hights,” from which the place receives its
:
ter
York experienced religion in her youth, was
name.
baptized by Rev. Samual Whitney, and joined
The vast work undertaken here by Fredthe
church
in Therndike.
About two years
We happened once, when in Rome, to ince, she became
erick II. is characteristie of his rugged naa member of the I. W. B.
learned
a
by
prepatiag
was
devised
who
nave a friend
ture, and seems to have been
church in Newport. She was an exemplary
some of the work for publication; and his manuscript Ceristian and highly esteemed by all who knew
bim as a means of spending
our
to
her. She leaves a husband and two daughters
money received for the Hessian troops sold was, from time to time, submitted
to fight in the British service. A lofty hill perusal, On one occasion, observing huge who deeply motirn th loss of her sociéty. By

$3.50

Languages.
5.00
Instruction given in Latin, Greek, French and Ger-

For further information, rooms,
REV.A. B. MESERVEY, Principal,

NICHOLS

Assistant,

Common English,
Higher English,

Baptist

tinue their connection with the School next term, and the
public may be assured that the Institution as fully merits
their patronage as at any period of its history.

he

an’ yer worse than osclf,’ said an Irish
bystander, ‘for the first time I saw the
craythur, I tho't it was a sthameboat hunting for wather.’

HAMPTON

of

Principal,

E. MONTGOMERY,

HE WINTER TERM will commence Nov. 14, 1870,
:
The Trustees are glad to inform their friends that
the present faculty, — Principal and Assistants—will con-

"you

piece of biscuit. It was upon such sustenance as thisthat Sir Walter Scott went
through his morning's work and produced
his unrivaled fictions.
A bashful youth was lamenting to his
paternal progenitor the ordeal-of popping
the question.
‘Pooh! said the patriarch, ‘how do you
suppose

NEW

H.

Tuition,

died in Barrington,
palsey, Oct. 15th, aged 77 years and 11 months
He was a kind husband, father and friend; a
good
neighbor and citizen...
Remarks
were
made atthe funeral from Psalm 23: 4.

Academies,

NX.

of 11 weeks, will eom-

COLLEGE,

| MR. EBEN C. LOCKE

I'ree

FALL TERM

MRS. SARAH

N. C. BRACKETT.

bad been a faithful minister in the
church for over thirty years.

ACADEMY,

STRAFFORD,

MR. A. N. MARSTON, OF BATES

SAMUEL COREY died in Florence, Minn., Oct.
8th, aged 70 years. Bro. Corey was a member of
the Freewill Baptist church previous to coming
to Minnesota, for many years. There being no
church of this denomination near him, he united with the Cong. ehurch in Lake City, of which
he has always proved himself a worthy member.
He has .always been a constant reader ofghe
Star. He wus a man of piety and purity. {He
lived and died in the triumphs of the gospel,
fiaving an abundant entrance into the heavenly Fest.
a
He leaves behind him the rich legacy
noble Christian life, and has entered, we t st,
us
upon a more glorious life, whence the righ
go no more out forever.
W. B. Dob

was

young vagabond ’
. When a person feels what is called a
‘sinking sensation’ follow early rising, he

3

mence Tuesday, Aug. 30, under the instruction

BENJAMIN COLBERT died at Lexington, Va.,
Oet. 12. Bro. Colbert was a member of the
Free Baptist bhurch of Lewiston, Maine.
His
loss will be severely felt by Storer Normal
school, and by our Mission. He was a faithful
student and .an earnest Christian worker.
He

and stum-

bled into a pit full of water. No matter,’
said the friend, blowing the mud and water out of his mouth, ‘I've found it.’
I]
‘If I catch you at this again!’ yelled an
exasperated farmer, at a boy whom he had
detected stealing his fruit but failed to
catch, ‘I'll shut you up in my ice-house.

Primary Department,

al services conducted by Rev.J. W, Barr, assist-

ed by Rev. Mr. Reed.

J. MEADER.
p
would
hurt poor pussy.
‘Why,
no I.
Bro. TYLER WELD died at Salem, Ind., on
won't,’ said she, ‘I"m carrying it by the the 23d of July last, at the age of 61 years. He

handle!

5

Tuition:
Common Xmglish, $3,00; Higher Engli sh,
vows, and continued a Christian life. She united
84,00;
Languages, $6.00; Music, $8,00; Use of ! Inat first, with the Regular Baptist church in
strument, $2,00; Drawing, &c., $3,00 to $5,00; PenRichmond, where she remained until her remauship, $1,50.
i
4
Board, $3,00 per week. Wood and lights extra.
moval into the
state of N.Y., in 1813.
She
Rooms for those
desiting to board
themselves.
again grew negligént in duty, but became reBooks furnished by the Prin cipal at Portland prices.”
vived, and united with a Free Communion
A Teacher’s Class will be formed for the purpose
church, located in Sherburne. In 1819, she began
of thoroughly drilling those who propose to teach
to bave impressions that at some future time she
the coming winter. Especial attention paid those
might be called to labor in a more public manstudents preparing for College.
:
ner. Those feelings soon passed away, ouly to
:
. BE. SweaT, M. D,, Sec. of Trus.
Parsonsfield, June 27,70.
:
:
return with increased force, and she finally felt
that the Lord required a work at her hands, and
woe would be pronounced upon her if she
v
WHITESTOWN SEMINARY.
preached not the gospel, For a long time she
ore the burden, enduring great mental sufferT=
FALL TERM of this institution will open
ing, feeling that she could not bear such fearful
Aug. 23. Its courses of study are as follows: In
responsibilities, and enter God’s vineyard as a Female Department—Collegiate, English, Musical,
Painting.
In Male Department—Classical,
gh
public advocate for the truth. In 1827,in accordand Scientific, Commercial. Superior facilities
are
ance with arequest of the church,she related her | furnished
to
Young
Men
Fitting
for
College.
Its
experience.
and received a license te improve in
Commercial Department is one of the Most Successpublic. The church continued thereafter to reful in the state, Terms moderate. For full infornew her license,and at their request she preached
mation, send \for Catalogue.
once a month with. them until 1850. Besides her
5
J. 8. GARDNER, Prin,
Whitestown, N. Y., July 22, ’70,
labors at home which continued a portion of the
time for over twenty years, she has visited, and
WEST LEBANON ACADEMY.
preached more or less in twenty-five towns, and
by
request
she has spoken in" her
own
‘Fie WINTER TERM of Lebanon Academy will
and adjoining towns on the subject of tempercommence on Tuesday, Nov. 22, and continue:
ance. Sister Wilcox was a woman of fair abiliten weeks under the following instructors: G. H.
Ales, in full sympathy with the interests of Pearson, A. B., Principal; Mi:s M. H. Fernald, Preceptress, and teaciter of Instrumental Music; Mrs.
Christ’s kingdom, a fervent lover of true ChrisE.J. Cowell, teacher of Drawing; T. A. Stacy, teachtian character, of unswerving fidelity to religer of Penmanship and Vocal Music; Miss A.
V.
fous principles, and endeavored with corresHayes, teacher of Wax Work.
ponding zeal to. labor for the good of those with
whom she associated. She has finished her laTUITION.
bors, and in a ripe old age has gone to her reLanguages,
$6,00.
Higher English, $5,00
ward. While many warm friends are thus made to
Common English, $4,50.
Primary, $4 00.
mourn, we trust that their loss is her infinite
Penmanship,.(12 lessons) $1,50.
Ins, Music, $10,008
gain, May .the blessings of heaven rest upon
Good boarding places can be obtained. Special ather husband, who in old age has been bereft of a tention given to those fitting for College.
companion of such inestimable worth.
FunerJOHN H, SHAPLEIGH, Sec.

G. WELLINTON COLLER,
son of Wm. and Angeline Coller, died Oct., 18, of typhoid fever, in
Cuba, N. Y., in the 21st year of his age. The
| subject of this notice gave his heart to Christ in
March last. When he heard the Master gay,
** This is the way, walk ye in it,” he did not hesitate to obey ; but puton the armor of the Lord
and went to work.
In the Sabbath school, in the
fecting the means of reducing the education prayer-meeting, or in the public sanctuary he
and enlightenment of all nations to its own was always readyto stand up for Jesus and
tenets and polity.
We have not intended point sinners to the Lamb of God. He died as
to be hard or unjust in anything we have he lived. Among his last words were, ‘“ T is so
sweet to die trusting in Jesus.” He was a young
described or inferred frog
well-knowa facts. man
of uncommon promise, and when the friends
We have designed
resent to our coun- of Jesus saw him thus consecrating all the powtrymen, without superstition, the errors, ers of opening manhood to the Master, we looked
follies, and artifices. of a mighty political forward with bright anticipations, but his work
organization, whose Head Center is at the is done in seven short months. Oar hopes are
but we know that God makes no -misVatican, and which haughtily insists upon i| erushed,
takes in his government.
While we mourn our
complete toleration for its degmatic and loss, we can but rejoice that another star has
political pretensions, while it accords no been added to our Saviour’s crown.
H.

residence

years,

of all the western environs of Paris. Moreover, we are informed that the work of

ruin was

“Do n’t you know ? I suspect it has not been
read ‘at

was Giovanni; and the name of another call-

stretching far out” before us. Miles upon
miles in extent of richly-cultivated territory, dotted with towns and villages, with
their red tile roofs and ancient spires and
towers;
long lines of stately poplars,
standing in military erectness and regularity; the little stream winding along
its

yet to come.

the windows of the Louvre; Charles IX,
Catherine, and her infamous train of maids

from his bedroom

sand;

Highland

and

go

still

the Winds.” Here are colossal statues of
ZEolus, the king of the winds, Neptune and
others supporting him on either side. From
the feet of these monarchs, sitting in state,

himself ‘in her

Marguerite fled hastily

and bedded itself in

the

forced to

and

down, until they too reach the fertile plain.
In one of these huge basins lies the stone
giant, Euceladus, on his back, and for his
little amusement spouts the water from his

bling to the apartment of her husband, lest
her absence might excite suspicion. ‘She
lay awake all night, filled with a sense of
impending danger; she pretends that she
heedless way; the thickly-wooded park
at
knew nothing of the approaching event. our
feet, with the palace and fountain,
Henry's rooms were filled with his compana jet of water twelve inches in diions in arms, who passed the nightin ut- throwing
ameter to a hight of one hundred and fifty
tering ‘vain threats against the Guises, and fect; and on each side of the hill, flanking
planning projects of revenge. Toward the broad stairways, a dense’ forest of firmorning they all went out in company with trees, immense in size and straight as
the king; and Marguerite, weary with -arrows—nothing could exceed the Beauty
watching, sank into a brief slumber. She of the scene, which well repays the pantwas aroused by a loud cry without of ‘* Na- ing and struggling necessary to ascend the
varre ! Navarre !” and a knocking at the +¢ Giant Staircase.” Still onward and updoor. It was thrown open,a man wounded ward, however, is onr path; and, with
and bleeding, pursued by four soldiers, much labor, we finally attain the grand
rushed into the room, and threw his arms ¢¢ Temple of the Winds.” Within this solid
around the queen. He clung to her, beg- octagon structure of hewn stone is a reserging for life. She screamed in her terror;
voir, which supplies the water for the bathe captain of the guard came in and drove sins and cascades below; and crowning
off the soldiers, and the wounded Huguethe entire summit is a gigantic statue of

dead, nor the scenes

like

mask

into the ond below, and so down,

crowns the hill, and stand in the
‘‘ Cave

dance and throngs of gallant knights and
maidens had greeted the nuptials of Henry
and Maguerite, now echoed the groans of
the dying Huguenots, and the shrieks of
the terrified queen. In the evening Marguerite had been driven by her enraged
mother from her presence and from the
arms of her sister Claude, who would. have

{rom the cliffs into the valley; sometimes
they are found in level patches, the debris
of the hills having thus spread itself out,
in ruggel heaps,

where

flights

are basins of stone, perhaps one hundred
feetin diameter. Flight after flight and basin above'basin succeed, each of whose waters empty, themselves over stone terraces

bage of .the immense

kings and priests rejoiced, and for which
the infallible pope at Rome gave public
thanks to God.
Within the palace of the Louvre itself,
where a few days before every saloon had
rung with festivity, and

hewn stone, between whose curving

a noble, good man; but he looked up with
a jolly twinkle in his eye, and responded,

until hér- fifteenth

pr
pi

hills of Africa are low and rounded; but
the Binaitic highlands exhibit some of the
-noblest specimens of mountain scenery
which earth contains. One wady (or val-

Ascending the hill beyond the viaduct,

we come to an immense double staircase of

is a loyal Catholic, as well as

ER

of a

picturesque beauty, through a series of five
or six charming cascades.
{
\

He

stu-

12 weeks; vacation through holidays.
O. E, BAKER, Supt,

#@

A.M. and

4.00 ,M,

New and improved DRAWING

Room

COACHES

are attached to the train leaving New York at 10.00 A

M, and Buffalo at 7.00 A. M., running through without change,and affording a fine opportunity
for viewing the varied and beautiful scenery of this line,
while enjoying the comfort and retirement of a private drawing

Room,

9M. Magnificent Day and Night Coaches, of a style
peculiar to this line are run through without ch
etween New York and Rochester, Buffalo, Du
.Cleveland, Cincinnati and intermediate points.
BAGGAGE CHECKED THROUGH,
Fare as low and time as quick as by m
other route

ASK FOR TICKETS via ERIE RAILWAY,

Which

can

be

proenred

L.1. RUCKER,
Gn. Sup’
eow

at

all

prineipal

throughout the country.

op le 4 Se

these

The desert

fall from its brow a hundred and thirty feet
into the valley, where it dashes along with

only the other evening that we read it in the

rough.”

es

hills; and

face of the hill, conveys over its selid
masonry a stream of water, and leaves it to

Se V5
Ct

a hundred

form and size truly Alpine.

from the sleeping infant to the gray-haired
grandsire and the helpless maid. The
city had been suddenly illuminated, and
from every Catholic house the blaze of
torches lighted up the labor of death. Beneath their rays were seen women unsexed,
and children endowed with an unnatural
malice, torturing and treating with strange
malignity the dying and the dead. It is

from

ry

at least

seized their arms, rushed to the houses of
the Huguenots,and murdered every inmate,

out

GE

of

built far

en
SA

tract

An

the

viaduct,

Principal,

assisted by J. Marshall Hawkes, Teacher of Classics,
Natural Sciences and Vocal Music; Miss M. A. Pike
Teacher of Modern Languages, Painting and Drawing; Miss J. B. Stanley, Teacher of
Instrumental
Music, Piano and Organ ; Mr. J. W. Titcomb, Teach er of *‘ Spencerian
ystem” of Penmanship
;.. Miss

Cv
FR

immense

The clock of the church of ‘St. Germain
I’Auxerrois sounded over silent Paris. Its
ominous peal awoke an awful clamor, such
as the earth had never witnessed. before.
A clang of bells responded from every tower and belfry, the adherents of the pope

with gigantic statues in’ their niches.

immense

‘MADISON K. MABRY,

mond, R. I. When quite young she was the.
subject,of very deep religious impressions, but
was not inclined to yield her heart to the Saviour

will
per-

pe

area, stretching over an

country, in unrelieved, unbroken monotony
of plain. It not merely swells and undulates, but it rises into wide table-lands,
nay, it bursts up in all directions into the
magnificence of cliff and ridge and mountain, There is far more of the mountain
than of the plain in it; and for one broad.
valley or strath such as Ramleh, there are

.of St. Bartholomew.

permitted by the priests.” ‘But,” we reJoined, ‘‘they must have been industrious
to have examined it so quickly, for it is

SISTER ELIZABETH WILCOX died in Lebanon,
N. Y., Uct. 6th, aged’81 years and 11 months.
Bister Wilcox was born in the town of Rich-

-

The desert is not one vast level

cliffs, and others towers of natural growth,

States, which has not been inspected and

PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY.

HE FALL TERM of this Institution
commence on Tuesday, Aug. 23, under the
sonal supervision of
;

RT

olation.

Massacre

:

.

loss,

and society is deprived of a valuable member,

Sl

Tt is of some importance to get: a correct
eneral view of the desert in some of its
roader features; and it is worth while to
amend some of the false, or atleast onesided,ideas in common currency regarding
it. Few take the trouble to inquire what
the desert really is.. They are content to
think of it merely as a region of sandy des-

tian Advocate.

replied, ‘‘it has passed the censor.
We can
print nothing, you know, in the Pontifical

her death, the church also sustains a great

ed

4

endeavor to outdo Nature herself in
grandeur and sublimity of scenery. * Here
he has constructed immense works of hewn
stene,in various forms—some representing

black: blots on the margins of the sheets,
we inquired their meaning,
*‘‘Oh!” he

BATA

A

its

ec
Tr

7

with

is the site’ of his

Pe
.

C

the town,

valleys,

PETE

—

surrounding

offices

{May 2d, | W. BAT:
1870 § Gen'l Pase'r At

poate

holeof yon flat store, which your Arab is
stooping to drink up.— Baltimore Chris-

Sinai and its Desert.

of some two miles from

Ff

*

as to leaverno trace of itself, save a few
pools in the deeper hollows, which your
camel is drinking dry, or a few dropsin a

7

LITERARY MISCELLANY.

was

:
News

Summary.
MISCELLANEOUS.

There was another gale on lake Erie last week,
by which considerable shipping was destroyed,

and several lives were lost.
Horace Greeley is nominated
“the electors of the 9th, 15th
New York City.

Vincent Vaughan
ernor of Utah.

hag

to Congress by

and

been

16th

appointed

Sixty-one per cent. of the people
sippi can neither read nor write.

The

wards in

Gov-

of Missis-

$5,129,296.73.

It will cost the government
to take the census.

nearly
s

$2,000,000

It is announced that the cadet-peddler, Whit.
temore, who was driven from the canvass for
re-election to the House of Representatives, is

now a candidate for the United States Senate.
Chief Justice ‘Chase’is so unwell that he will
not for the jresent sit on the bench of the Supreme Court.
He is.threatened with paralysis.
Only intimate friends are permitted to see him.

tp

Justide
seat.

le

[a

Nelson is also too unwell to occupy his

A. B. Long, United States
attorney for the
eastern district of Louisiana, a native of Greenfield, Mass., an officer during the war of the fifty-second Massachusetts volunteers, a graduate

“of Dartmouth

College,

and

formerly a student

in the law office of Judge Hoar, was found Monday morning at his office, in New Orleans, dead,
his throat cut from ear to ear. Whether it was
suicide or murder is not ascertained.
)
Several repeaters, as well as those guilty of

false registration, have been fined and imprisoned in New York.
It is reported

that

the

English

mission

has

been tendered to General Schenck.
The small-pox is reported to. be so severe at
Lancaster, Ohio, that the aid of physicians from
Cincinnati has been asked.

The new tunnel near Lake Michigan will cost
$350,000.
One of Abraham
school in Alabama.

The

Lincol’s

nieces is teaching

Post-office department

hereafter

all

letters

for

has

any

decided

that

pertion of the late

Papal states will be sent at the same rate as are
now prescribed for mail-matter for Italy.
Five survivors of the

crew

of the steamer Va-

runa reached land in Florida.
The fears of violence at the New York election

the conductor

detached the express

gash.

escaped, but a party has been
them hot pursuit.
——

1)

- A5 tow Gc, 1
ag?

4

car,

and

The robbers

organized to give
:

FOREIGN.

Great

destruction by

hurricanes

Has

taken

ATT

ey
ee

Four of the eyeless fish of the Kentucky Mam-

moth Cave have been taken to the zoological
gardens at Dublin, where they are thriving Boe:
ly.

v

The Dubuque Times is informed that a farmer.
in<that county has

in his

possession

a turkey-

gobbler which bas four wings, four legs, three
éyes and two bills, all of which ‘are perfectly developed.

was

<0 hot that it set fire to the straw and sizzledsand
hissed like red-hot iron under the water, which
was thrown upon it to extinguish the flames.

The

Press

says that in

removing the

from Brown’s wharf, Portland, a great

spiles

quantity

of sponge was found adhering tothe wood, of, an
apparently fine quality.
in this latitude is very

The. growth of sponge
rare, the coarsest kinds

generally not being found north of the Bahamas.
Mr.

Joseph

D. Agostino,

gunsmith,

of East

Twenty-third
street, New
York, has been
repeatedly robbed by burglars. His shop is
peculiarly
exposed
to depredation,
no one
occupying it at night. He . has, therefore, at.
tempted to defend it by a heavily loaded musket
set so that it would be discharged by opening the
back window-shutter.
On
a recent night, a
burglar broke open the shutter with a chisel,

the gun was discharged,

and killed

him

on the

spot.

Colorado has built 295 miles of railroad in the
last nine months.
When it is remembered that
the Territory has a population of but 55,000, and
is almost separated from civilization by a stretch
of 600 miles of barren plains, the importance of
this work becomes obvious.
Other enterprises

are projected, which, when finished, will sum up
about 269

miles,

not counting

for buildingto Salt Lake or

various

west

schemes

of the moun-

tains—making 564 miles of railroad wbich the
people hope to have completed by the close of

1871.

Etgenie and all the captured

Marshals

are

visiting the Emperor.
The German States are reported as willing to
make King William the Emperor of Germany.
Gen.

Bourbaki,

accused

of treachery

at Metz,

has resigned.
A French naval expedition of 10,000 men has
sailed from Dunkirk for the. North sea.
The capitulation of Metz is denounced as imperialist treachery.
Bazaine
was mobbed by
women after the surrender.

A balloon which left Paris on the 27th instant,
fell within the Prussian lines near Metz,
The
‘messenger succeeded in burning the mails and
made his escape into Belgium.
A large number of Americans have left Paris
under flag of truce.
Cavillier, the Sculptor, was killed at the battle
of Rueil, and Seroux pad Viberi, painters, were
wounded.
Rumors of the capitulation of Bazaine were
circulated in Paris on the 27th, and created intenee agitation.
The Bavarian government has been instructed
to cease
sending re-inforcements to the army
around Paris.
One half of the children of England do not go
Thirty per cent. of the English army
to school.

can not read nor write.
It is asserted that food and material sufficient
to have supplied Bazaine’s army four months had
been found in Metz.

The

reports of a Cabinet

crisis in Holland are

confirmed.
Fock and Van Rosse have been -entrusted with the construction of a new ministry.

Refugees

from

Paris say that the

Parisians

are greatly discouraged at the state of anarchy
into whieh the war has thrown the country, and
they long for any event that will bring the evil

to an end.
The announcement in Paris of the fall of Metz
and of the propositions for an armistice furnished the ‘‘ reds” an occasion for a demonstration,
which they made quite formidable, and for several hours held the Hotel de Ville with
many
members of the committee of safety as prisoners.

The mob was at length dispersed by the soldiers.
The “ reds” have also made a riot in Marseiles
and attempted the assassination of the new gov-

ernor of the city.
Vesuvius has had another eruption recently.
The Tours government has
calling into service all the male
tween the ages of 20 and 40.

issued a decree
inhabitants be-

A good deal of damage has been
earthquakes jn Greece, this year.
" The gardes nationales

caused

by

and mobiles at Besancon

refuse to fight under Garibaldi. He is organizing
ars
at Bale and Dijon.
Mr. Mitchell, the Canadian

ies, reports

minister of fisher-

that the intercourse between the

United States and Canadian fishermen is
cordial, notwithstanding the reported
ties.
Rochefort has resigned his position
committee of defense in consequence of
understanding with

entirely
difficulon the
as mis-

the government on the ques-

tion of commercial elections.
A despatch to the Associated Press, Monday,
and a special despatch to one of the New York
papers both declare that the negotiations for an
armistice have been abruptly broken off by order of the Paris government, which will not assent to the conditions required by Bismark.

The disordered condition of Paris is a great
obstacleto peace.
Favre, Thiers and Troehu
had an interview at the French outpost, in
which this subject was discussed in all its aspects. It was stated that the committee on national defense was in favor of the armistice pro-

posed by the powers, but could not agree to one
to the prejudice
of the interests of France until

it should be definitely ratified by the people of
Paris.

since.

It was taken from the body of a murdered

commissioner finally persuaded the gentle savag.
es to give up the pieces,

and he pasted

gether ana forwarded the check

(now

intimate that the bgarding-house is not as necessary as it is a useful institution. Far from i.
Iintend

to assert

home;

it was

young

them

Michael Mungassey, perfectly unknown heretofore, sent a painting, ‘‘ The Last Days of a
Condemned Man,”
to the artexhibitfon at Dus-

seldorf, whert

it attracted great attemtion and

an American

lars.

The

This painting

was

for the sum of three

great

art dealer

bought by

thousand

Goupil,

dol-

hearing of

this new light on the horizon of art, hastened
to Dusseldorf,
where he engaged
the young
artist
to paint him two large paintings for five
thousand dollars each. He also received an order
for
a six thousand dollar painting from an Englishman.
Diamond hunting in Australia seems to be
rather a losing business. ‘The Melbourne Dia-

‘mond Mining Company have just stopped
works and wound

up

their

business,

with

reported loss of $150,000 to the stockholders.

their
the

A fiery volcano of large proportions has sud.
denly. appeared
in the
interior
of
Mexico.
Whether its appearance had anything to do with
the
recent earthquake
in this quarter, the
scientists have not informed us.
A number of wealthy families in Berlin have
generously offered to receive wounded German
soldiers into their houses, and many such convalescents may be seen driving through the town
and to the pleasantest places in the vicinity in
private carriages, which have been
placed
at
their service by their hosts.
. At the recent illumination in Stuttgardt
in
honor of the German victories, 2,000 lanterns
were
used
which
had been ordered by the
French
ambassador, in 1856, to celebrate the
birth of the Prince Imperial.
For some reason
the projected display was
countermanded
by
the Emperor, and the lanterns were stored away
in the cellar only tobe brought out to celebrate
the downfall of Napoleon.
At

the

time

of Mr. Dickens’s death, mention

was made ofthe fact that he had written a ¢* Life
of Christ ” for his children. The hope was expressed on all hands, that this would be put
into print at once. But this hope is not to be
realized.
His family announce that one of his
most positive injunctions was that the manuscript should never be published.

A recent letter to Bismarck marked ¢* private”
was opened by his confidential clerk who had
scarcely opened and read a few lines when he
was seized by violent pains in the head and fell
back ina swoon.
Another clerk picked it up and
felt the same symptoms. After a little while they
recovered, and carried the document to a chemist, who soon ascertained that the letter had been
poisoned with veratrin, a subtle and dangerous
substance, the odor of which mounts into the
brain and is very liable to produce death or insanityMany of the Prussian soldiers wear underneath
their shirts a piece of sole-leather, about ten
inches square, which is hard enough to turna
bullet, unless struck perpendicularly, and isa
good defense against the lance or saber.
It is announced from across the water, that
there is.no lenger any hope that the missing
boats of the steamer Cambria survived the fear-

ful storm in which she went down.

The

pain-

ful fact that but one out of the 194 passengers and
crew survives, must be reluctantly accepted.

_ While the

Crown

Princess

possible.

it over the balustrade.

It would

has since been found out that the nurse, a French

The foreign journals announce
Princess Amalia of Saxony,~an

gifted lady, who

the death of
amiable and

beguiled the tedium of German

court life by writing comedies, which

made their

way on the German stage for a while, and the
best which, for their purity and quiet humor,
deserve to be remembered. A translated section
from them, with a prefatory memoir, was some’
years ago published by Mrs. Jameson, and cordially received in England, The Princess wrote
under the pseudonym of Amalia Heiter,

Riosestsceeaesssl8

is

God:

every

your

heart

for

it.

While

flowgr

.

It is not a lazy farmer who sticks to his bed
1ate in the morning, providing it is a garden
bed.

THE MYRTLE.

should

give you children.—Dr. Aikman.

Sagging of Posts.
:

aa

This semi-monthly,

published

by

the

thus describes what
of preventing posts

from sagging :

Every

farmer

in the country has. witnessed

the inconvenience of a sagging gate.
New ones
are well constructed and well secured to firmly
set posts by stout hinges, and the owner promises himself much satisfaction from these convenient and permanent entrances to his yards and
fields. All goes well the first summer.
But he
finds after the next spring that the latch strikes
too low and will not catch the socket The soft
earth has given
a little, and the constant pressure of the heavy gate has caused the post to
yield, a hair breadth at atime, till it has varied
a little from the true perpendicular.
Being now
often left unfastened, it beats againt the post,
and the latch is broken.
The subsequent hard
usage it receives makes
the post settle away
still more.
Subsequently the gate rests on the
ground, over which it is laboriously dragged day
after day and year after year, until the hinges
are broken.
Some of our readers can
figure
with approximate accuracy what the damages
are likely to be from cattle breaking through
this unshut gate into the wheat and corn fields.
It is obvious that a firm, erect post to every gate
contributes greatly to successful and satisfactory
farming.
A commonly recommended mode of
obviating the difficulty is to cut a trench between
the posts directly under the gate, and place a
piece of durable timber (such as a white oak rail,
a locust pole,
or a cedar scgntling) in and com-

pactly

cover

it with

earth,

The

of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24
cents a year; and no more on 10 copies
or any number between one and 10, when
sent to one address, than on a single ome
The postage is payable at the office of de
livery.

—

The Qountry Gentleman
seems to be an easy way

of time

the bottom

The

volume

begins

with

the

firstnumber in 4pril. - Orders are solieited.

No percentage is allowed on money sent
us for the Myrtle.
Sample copies will be sent free on appl»
cation.

thrown

out, and the gate will settle on the ground.
A more thorough mode, therefore, is to dig a
deep trench and lay in two connecting pieces.
The bottom one must be dove-tailed into the
bottom of the posts to prevent spreading, and
a pin or a few spikes in addition will render the
connection ffirmer. This lower timber, being
excluded from air and one only being likely to
decay, will need replacing. By this mode, the
gate will be sure to keep its place.
But it is
attended with considerable labor, and an easier
mode will answer nearly, or quite as well.
Take
two pieces of durable timber, (short posts, or
chestnut rail sawed in two,) and place the ends
against the post on opposite sides, one a foot
lower than the other, beating the earth firmly
about them.
If only three or four feet long,
they can never be moved a hair’s breadth by
sliding endwise in the soil, when firmly placed.
Some would prefer to place them across the post,

but this is quite a mistake, as earth will thus
yield by hard and continued pressure; while
no practicable force could
slightest degree
endwise.

that such pieces

move them in the
It often
happens

of durable

timber

are

found

on every farm, and a moderate degree of labor
will cut a deep, short trench on the outer side,
and a shallow one on the inner, and firmly place
them in position.
:
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permanence, or can be easily moved :
To these

put

on

three cleats,

one in the middle,

nailed

one at each

with

either

hammered or with good eight-penny cut nails
sunealed, or at least those that will clinch good,

These will make

pannels

when set up in the

desired

nate pannel

cleats face in opposite

have

easily
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larger sale than ever before. Its popularity is not
confined to this country alone; all over the world its
beneficial effects in curing the * ills that flesh is heir
to,” are acknowledged and appreciated, and as a
PAINKILLER its fame is limited to no country, sect
nor race, has never been equaled by any medicine
Europe or America.
Sold by all druggists.
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into

the ground,

resting on the stakes

where they

intersect; they

also rest on the top

edge of the

second boards from the top. In this way the
stakes serve a8 a vise to hold the whole together.
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the Board,
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In accordance with the rovisions of the act for the
establishment of a State
ormal School, passed at
the last session of the Legislature, the Board of Trus.
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the first day of December, 1870, proposals from towns,
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and much improved about the
he is soured and
injured by neglect; and in enlarged
either case the little one bears the unfortunate
firstof April, 1869. Itis printed on paper ox
consequences of the evil circumstances by which
a very superior quality, and its mechanics
he is inevitably surrounded.
excellence is equal to that of anyother paIf parents do not need a home, their children
do; and though it should be the smallest of all per of its class. - All communications inhomes, they, thould have one. The numberof
tended for publication should be addressed
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thing itself. If I were adyising
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All plants grow stronger and ripen better
when the air circulates freely around them, and
the sun is not prevented from an intermediate influence.

Take a full fence, four pieces of boards
six
a metal ornament of the balustrade. Thus it
escaped death, and almost miraculously. As it inches wide and of the common length, sixteen

girl, had uttered threats that she would avenge
her brother, who had fallen at Wissembourg, she
has been arrested and an investigation ordered.

Java

Some one has been experimenting with Osage
Orange leaves for silkworm food, and says that
they will do well on them.
Sulphur burned on charcoal in the hen house
will, it is said, exterminate lice.

If,'to avoid the subtle and unfortu-

he is petted and spoiled; if he be dull or peculiar

Hamburg recently, her youngest child narrowly
escaped being killed. As she was passing down
stairs with her children, the nurse of the young-

est dropped

a cow with an inflamed or caked udder.

book, writ by the fingerof
and every leaf is a letter.

of Prussia was at

doubtless have broken its skull onthe marble
floor below had its clothes not been caughtby

Goacite,.

Douglas Jerrold skys a garden

nui-

nate results of promiscuous
intercourse,
the
litle ones are. confined in their
apartments,
their physical as. well as mental
health must
suffer; if they are permitted to be abroad weg
are subject to influences entirely beyond paren
1
control.
If the child be interesting or sprightly,

to-

named

In-

A Southern farmer says that bathing with a
solution of ammonia will bring speedy relief to

The family must have a home, and the hotel
or the boarding-house can never give it. To
have a home which isnot all a name, you must
have a door which shall open to yours as to no
other hand, a threshold upon which you step
as the drawbridge to your castle, a house over
which you may go with the unthought consciousness that itis yours alone. Its halls must not
be the thoroughfare of a hundred passers, and
your rooms:your only domain,
This hotel life has a disastrous effect on a family of children.
It renders family training and
true government very difficult and almost im-

complete)

Hungarian wits,

can not make a family

intended so to do.

deed, I might add, the experience of unhappy
hosts and of guests, who have aright to be in
a boarding-house, Lecause they have no family
and can have no home, mournfully testifies that
however the attempt may be made to constitute
ita home, the results are not lovely.
As a gen-

to Washington.

A poor

thatit

never
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carrots are to be staple articles for feeding stock.

Now I would not for & moment

WHOSLSALE

CANDLES,
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eral thing, a boarding family is a boarding
;
of a sance.

A meteoric store fell into the barnyard
Santa Clara (Cal.) farmer the other day, and

received
a prize.

place in the West Indies.

It is estimated that the Prussians have taken,
up to the present day,320,000 French prisoners.

EL

Paragraphs.

BOSTON

Horace Greeley thinks; that for the want of
suitable climate the turnip crop will never be a
profitable one in our country, but .that beets and

and be rid of

Markets.

. For the week ending, Nov. 2, 1870,

Ie

trouble, housekeeping is broken up, and father
and mother and children make
their abode

in the hotel.

Texan cattle drover,several years ago,by Indians,
who, in consequence of the variety of colors in
the rich engravings,
attached some
special’
importance to it, and cut the paper into ‘several
pieces, dividing them among the tribe.
A peace

robbed it of about $40,000 in coin.

§

a report that Garibaldi has been taken prisoner.

avoid expense

The

Items.

Among our numerous and curious inventions,
we have of late brought into popularity what
is perhaps the least beautiful of them all,~fami-

To

9, 1870.

¢

—

Iy boarding.

NOVEMBER

The stakes can stand straight enough, so that but
little ground will be lost from cultivation.

Family Boarding

There is

The great overland eastern-bound train on
the Central Pacific Railroad was
stopped and
the express car robbed, between Verdi and

and breakman

By

unsuccessful attack on a French force.

A bank check for five hundred dollars, which
has had a curious history, was sent to the Treasury Department at Washington a short time

genting pistols at the heads of

¥,

of the Rhine provinces aud payment of indemnity, and that they would propose such action.
There are reports of a severe engagement near
Dijon, Saturday, in which the Prussians made an

STAR:

Rural and Domestic.

stituent assembly would make peace on the basis

appear to be abating. The concentration of civiland military forces has ; perhaps
convinced
the Tammany leaders that discretion is the best
policy.

Reno last Friday night, by a band of highwaymen, who boarded the train at Verdi, and pre-

¢

MORNING

The Paris municipal government seem to be
playing a double game.
They officially assured
the citizens that the government would consent
to no peace involving the cession of territory;
but Thiers assured Bismarck that every member
of the government was convinced that the con-

decrease of the public debt during the last

month was

THE

CHILDREN.

Multitudes of them suffer, linger, and die, because
of Pin-Worms. The only known remedy for these
worms im
dangerous of
most troublesome and
children or adultes is

‘DR. GOULD'S PIN-WORM SYRUP.
‘Purely ve, Sable safe and certain. A vajuable cathartio, and beneficial to health, Warranted to cure.
G.C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, and all druggists.
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